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Résumé élargi

La fusion thermonucléaire

De nos jours, la question de la production d’énergie électrique est au coeur

des priorités de l’humanité dû aux enjeux économiques, écologiques et soci-

aux qu’elle soulève. La recherche d’une source d’énergie abondante et à faible

rejet de gaz à effet de serre est donc nécessaire. La fusion thermonucléaire

vise à s’inscrire comme solution à cette problématique. En effet, la fusion de

deux noyaux atomiques légers donnant un noyau plus lourd peut présenter un

défaut de masse dans le bilan de réaction convertissant cette énergie en énergie

cinétique pour les produits de la réaction de fusion. Dans le cas de la réaction

retenue pour les réacteurs de premières générations, la réaction envisagée est

la réaction Deutérium-Tritium donnant un noyau d’Hélium et un neutron ayant

respectivement une énergie cinétique de 3.5MeV et 14.1MeV. Pour maximiser

le taux de réaction de ce processus, la température des réactifs doit avoisiner

les 10keV, les portant ainsi dans l’état de plasma. Ces conditions extrêmes sont

directement responsables de l’efficacité d’un réacteur qui peut être quantifier

par un bilan de puissance. De ce bilan résulte le critère de Lawson donnant

une valeur minimale au triple produit de la température T , de la densité n et du

temps de confinement de l’énergie τE : nTτE ≥ 3 × 1021m−3.keV.s. Le contrôle

du confinement de la matière et de l’énergie est donc primordial pour augmenter

l’efficacité des réacteurs à fusion. Pour atteindre ces conditions, deux moyens

principaux de confiner le plasma de réactifs sont à l’étude : la fusion inertielle et

la fusion magnétique. Dans le cadre de cette étude, nous nous focaliserons sur

la fusion par confinement magnétique dans des enceintes toroı̈dales nommées

tokamaks.
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Le confinement dans les tokamaks

Le confinement magnétique du plasma repose sur le mouvement de précession

des particules chargées autour des lignes de champs magnétique. Ce con-

finement orthogonal au champ n’est pas suffisant pour confiner totalement les

particules car elles sont libres de s’échapper dans la direction parallèle aux

lignes de champ. Ce problème peut être résolu par une fermeture toroı̈dale

du système permettant de boucler les lignes de champ et ainsi confiner par-

allèlement les particules. Cette forme toroı̈dale induit une décroissance de

l’amplitude du champ magnétique toroı̈dal avec le grand rayon de la machine.

Cette inhomogénéité du champ magnétique est à l’origine de dérives verticales

et opposées des ions et des électrons engendrant ainsi un champ électrique

vertical et donc une dérive d’ensemble des particules dans la direction du grand

rayon de la machine. Pour pallier ces pertes importantes de particules, un

champ magnétique poloı̈dal est utilisé pour enrouler hélicoı̈dalement les lignes

de champ et court-circuiter la séparation de charge. Pour cela, dans les toka-

maks, un courant toroı̈dal est induit dans le plasma. Un équilibre entre plasma et

champ magnétique est décrit par la magnétohydrodynamique (MHD) et résulte

alors en une organisation des lignes de champs sur des surfaces toriques enboı̂tées

sur lesquelles la pression plasma est uniforme.

L’évolution radiale de cette pression plasma dans les surfaces magnétiques

fermées est dictée par l’équilibre entre le transport radial et les sources de par-

ticule et de chaleur contrôlé durant l’opération du tokamak. Une précision volon-

taire est faite ici sur le caractère fermé des surfaces magnétiques considérées

qui se distinguent des surfaces ouvertes qui interceptent le mur de l’enceinte.

En effet, il est impossible de créer un plasma qui ne touche pas le mur ou qui lui

est tangent en tout point. Au niveau de la surface du mur qui est en contact avec

le plasma, une gaine électrostatique se forme imposant alors une contrainte sur

la dynamique parallèle du transport de particule et d’énergie. L’évolution radiale

du profil de pression dans ce volume de plasma interceptant le mur résulte alors

de l’équilibre entre le transport radial, les sources et le transport parallèle.

Cette surface ”mouillée” du mur va servir de zone d’évacuation de la chaleur qui

sera ensuite utilisée pour produire l’énergie électrique. Elle délimite un volume
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de plasma communément appelé scrape-off layer. Une attention particulière doit

être portée à la largeur d’impact du flux de chaleur sur le mur. Si elle est trop

fine, l’intensité du flux de chaleur va engendrer des dommages conséquents au

mur de l’enceinte. La géométrie du plasma peut être modifiée dans l’optique

de mieux contrôler l’impact du plasma sur le mur. La géométrie limitée vise à

asseoir des plasmas circulaires (ou élongués) sur le mur. Cette méthode per-

met l’introduction d’impuretés directement dans le coeur qui peuvent avoir des

conséquences dramatiques sur les propriétés du confinement en rayonnant une

partie de l’énergie thermique contenue mais aussi diluer les réactifs de fusion

et diminuer le rendement d’un réacteur. Cette géométrie a été à l’étude dans

le tokamak Tore Supra qui sera étudié au cours de projet de doctorat. Pour

pallier le problème de contamination, une solution a été apportée en appuyant

le plasma sur deux jambes reposant sur des zones cibles du mur. Ces deux

jambes se rejoignent alors en un point appelé point-X qui marque l’entrée dans

le plasma confiné. Cette géométrie présente l’avantage de diviser le flux de

chaleur allant vers le mur en deux parties. Malheureusement, il est observé dans

l’expérience que la largeur d’impact du flux de chaleur est diminuée dans cette

géométrie appelée configuration diverteur. Le tokamak Tore Supra a évolué

vers cette géométrie pour donner le tokamak WEST. Cette géométrie est celle

prévue pour les futurs tokamaks comme le tokamak ITER qui vise à montrer la

faisabilité d’atteinte de conditions propices à la production d’énergie par la fusion

nucléaire. Nous avons vu que la géométrie magnétique a un impact direct sur

le transport dans les surfaces magnétiques ouvertes du plasma. L’importance

de comprendre la mise en place du transport radial dans les tokamaks est donc

de première importance pour à la fois contrôler le confinement et l’efficacité du

réacteur mais aussi sa capacité à extraire la chaleur de manière sûre pour les

composants.

Transport radial dans les tokamaks

Ce transport radial est dû à deux contributions : une contribution dite néoclassique

et une contribution turbulente. La première est due aux collisions entre les par-

ticules au sein du plasma. Ces particules peuvent être passantes ou piégées.

Les particules piégées ont des trajectoires présentant des points de rebrousse-

ment à cause des inhomogénéités du champ magnétique.
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La deuxième contribution vient des différentes instabilités qui peuvent apparaı̂tre

au sein du plasma. En effet les forts gradients de quantités thermodynamiques

(densité, pression, température), placent le plasma de tokamak dans un état

hors équilibre thermodynamique. La turbulence peut alors se développer en

puisant l’énergie libre de ces gradients. En particulier, une instabilité respons-

able de transport dans les plasmas de tokamak sera au coeur de l’étude menée

durant ce doctorat, à savoir l’instabilité d’interchange. Cette instabilité se car-

actérise par un échange local entre des zones de valeurs de forte pression vers

des zones de plus faible pression, donc le long du profil décroissant de la pres-

sion. Plusieurs instabilités de type interchange peuvent se développer dans le

plasma tirant leur nom du nom du gradient de la quantité qui les déstabilisent

(Ion Temperature Gradient, Electron Temperature Gradient).

Dans le bord du plasma, la turbulence est caractérisée par des filaments inter-

mittents allongés dans la direction parallèle aux lignes de champ. La dynamique,

l’intermittence et l’amplitude de ces filaments ont été beaucoup étudiés à la

fois expérimentalement et théoriquement mais ne sont toujours pas totalement

décrites de manière analytique. Ce point est un point central de cette étude.

Barrière de transport externe

En 1982, il a été observé pour la première fois une augmenation significative et

spontanée du confinement lorsque la puissance additionnelle injectée au plasma

a atteint un seuil. Cette augmentation du confinement est associée à la mise en

place d’un écoulement très cisaillé au bord du plasma caractérisé par le fort

creusement d’un puit dans le profil radial de la rotation perpendiculaire (quasi-

poloı̈dale). Cet écoulement cisaillé induit une mitigation locale de la turbulence

caractérisant une barrière de transport. Cet effet localisé à la périphérie du

plasma confiné engendre une forte augmentation du confinement global. Ce

mode de haut confinement ou mode H (en opposition au mode de confine-

ment classique mode L) est le mode de confinement envisagé pour les futurs

réacteurs de fusion.

Il a aussi été observé que la géométrie du plasma a un fort impact sur la

mise en place de ce régime de haut confinement. Premièrement, l’accès au
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mode H est bien plus difficile en géométrie limitée qu’en configuration diverteur.

Deuxièmement, la position du point-X impacte fortement le niveau de puissance

injectée nécessaire à la transition. Lorsque la dérive diamagnétique ionique

pointe vers le point-X la puissance à injecter est moindre que dans la configu-

ration opposée. Ce phénomène a donné le nom de configuration favorable et

défavorable à ces configurations magnétiques.

Contexte et objectifs de la thèse

L’absence de description analytique du transport turbulent dans les plasmas de

tokamaks a conduit à deux manières de prédire les niveaux de confinement et

les largeurs d’impact du flux de chaleur sur le mur. Le premier est l’utilisation

de simulations numériques premiers principes qui sont très coûteuses en temps

et difficile à interpréter. Deuxièmement, l’utilisation de base de données de

mesures a permis de déduire des lois d’échelles en fonction de puissance des

différents paramètres de contrôle. Malheureusement, la mise en place de l’écoulement

cisaillé et l’impact de la géométrie sur cette mise en place ne sont pas non plus

décrit analytiquement, ce qui a mené aux mêmes approches pour prédire ces

propriétés pour les futurs machines comme ITER.

Dans ce travail de thèse, nous proposons une approche basée sur la réduction

de modèle pour décrire le transport induit par la turbulence ainsi que son in-

teraction avec un écoulement cisaillé. Ce modèle se base sur une approche

spectrale des équations fluides isothermes à partir de laquelle nous pouvons

prédire le flux radial de matière ainsi que le tenseur de Reynolds induisant de

la rotation. Nous y incluons l’effet du cisaillement de l’écoulement de fond ainsi

que l’effet de la géométrie magnétique au travers du cisaillement magnétique

caractérisant l’inhomogénéité radiale de l’enroulement des lignes de champ.

Ce modèle est ensuite vérifié en utilisant des simulations 2D non-linéaires pi-

lotées par le flux. Ensuite, un travail expérimental en 2 étapes permettra de met-

tre en regard expériences et prédictions du modèle. En effet, une caractérisation

de la turbulence à partir de mesure de sondes dans les plamsas de Tore Supra

et du torsatron TJK ainsi que des mesures de rotation au bord du plasma em-

ployant la réflectométrie Doppler ont été menées.
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Enfin, un travail d’inclusion d’effets plus fins tels que l’impact de la géométrie

sur la turbulence ou encore l’impact de la résistivité du plasma sur la dynamique

parallèle a été réalisé montrant des pistes pour expliquer des phénomènes tels

que l’épaule en densité ou encore la réduction de la largeur d’impact du flux de

chaleur sur le mur en configuration diverteur.

Mesures de turbulence et d’écoulement dans le plasma

de bord

L’emploi de sondes de Langmuir pour la caractérisation des plasmas en interac-

tion avec le mur dans les tokamaks est très commun. Ce diagnostique est utilisé

dans cette étude principalement dans le tokamak Tore Supra pour construire

deux bases de données mesurées dans des conditions plasmas variées et con-

tenant suffisamment de statistiques pour la validation du modèle développer en

parallèle. La première base de données sera constituée de mesure de largeur

de profils de densité dans la SOL. L’équilibre entre le flux parallèle et le flux radial

dans la SOL résulte en profils exponentiellement décroissants. La longueur de

décroissance de ces profils étant directement liée au transport radial turbulent,

une caractérisation de la turbulence est nécessaire pour comprendre la mise

en place des profils. Cette caractérisation fera l’objet de la seconde base de

données de mesures contenant les propriétés d’évènements intermittents dans

la SOL telles que leur longueur de corrélation poloı̈dale, leur vitesse de con-

vection électrostatique radiale ainsi que les niveaux de fluctuations qui leur sont

associés. Enfin, l’utilisation d’un réseau poloı̈dal de sonde dans le torsatron

TJ-K permettra d’extraire des spectres turbulents qui seront comparables aux

prédictions directes du modèle.

La deuxième partie du travail expérimental réalisé durant ce doctorat consiste en

la caractérisation des écoulements de bord dans le tokamak WEST via l’utilisation

du réflectomètre Doppler DIFDOP du LPP. Cette caractérisation sera décomposée

en deux approches. La première est basée sur une approche statistique. Une

base de donnée d’environ 300 profils a été constituée dans des conditions plas-

mas très variables en terme de courant plasma, densité, géométrie magnétique
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ou encore puissance injectée durant 3 campagnes d’opération du tokamak. La

profondeur du puit de rotation est utilisé comme un proxy du cisaillement de

ces profils. Une tentative de mise en lumière de tendance de l’évolution de

cette profondeur de puit avec les différents paramètres plasma n’a montré au-

cune tendance globale claire. La corrélation entre les différents impacts des

paramètres de contrôle semble trop forte. Pour mieux comprendre l’impact d’un

paramètre isolé sur la mise en place du profil radial de rotation, une approche

basée sur des expériences dédiées apparaı̂t alors plus indiquée. Cette sec-

onde approche employée durant cette thèse a permis la mise en lumière des

effets du chauffage injecté, de l’injection de matière, du courant plasma et de la

géométrie magnétique sur la rotation. Ces deux derniers constituent notamment

le résultat principal de cette étude. En effet, à faible courant plasma (500kA),

la rotation en configuration favorable présente un puit alors que la configura-

tion symmétrique non. En revanche, lorsque le courant plasma augmente cette

différence s’estompe et la rotation en configuration défavorable devient même

plus profonde. Ce point sera ensuite comparé aux prédictions analytiques du

modèle développé en parallèle de ce travail expérimental.

Finalement, les premières mesures de rotation en mode H sur WEST ont été

réalisées dans le cadre de ce doctorat montrant des propriétés singulières de la

rotation dans ce tokamak. En effet, la transition vers le mode de confinement

amélioré dans les deux configurations, favorable et défavorable, s’est fait à puis-

sance injectée équivalente. Il en résulte que la rotation au bord du plasma en

configuration défavorable présente une profondeur de puit et cisaillement plus

importants que dans la configuration opposée, ce qui semble contre-intuitif. En

revanche, le confinement semble meilleur en configuration favorable malgré le

cisaillement plus faible.

Un modèle pour prédire le transport turbulent et les

profils de rotation

Le modèle développé durant ce doctorat est basé sur une approche spectrale

des équations 2D et isothermes de conservation de la vorticité et de la den-

sité dans la SOL. Ces équations ont été moyennées dans la direction parallèle.

Ces équations contiennent des termes non-linéaires qui sont ici approximées
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par des approches heuristiques. L’idée proposée est basée sur l’interaction des

modes poloı̈daux turbulents avec un mode dominant. Cette interaction va mener

à un phénomène de saturation de l’amplitude des fluctuations en densité et

en potentiel qui va s’ajouter à la saturation due aux pertes parallèles dans la

gaine. Nous pouvons donc déduire des spectres poloı̈daux de turbulence. A

partir de ces spectres, il est possible de prédire les niveaux de fluctuations ainsi

que le flux radial de matière. Dans la SOL, l’équilibre de ce flux radial avec

le flux parallèle nous donne la longueur de décroissance des profils en den-

sité. Premièrement, le modèle a été développé en l’absence d’un cisaillement

de fond. Il a ensuite été comparé aux résultats de simulations constituant une

base de données d’une dizaine réalisées durant ce doctorat. Cette comparaison

a permis de vérifier les prédictions du modèle pour les spectres, les niveaux de

fluctuations ainsi que la longueur de décroissance des profils de densité. Ces

prédictions ont ensuite montré un accord quantitatif avec les mesures de sondes

dans le tokamak WEST mais aussi avec les données obtenues dans TJ-K.

Dans un second temps, l’inclusion d’un écoulement de fond cisaillé de manière

homogène a permis de comprendre l’impact du cisaillement sur les spectres

turbulents. L’inclinaison des modes, c’est-à-dire la création d’un vecteur d’onde

radial par les effets de cisaillement dus à l’écoulement sont quantifiés par un

modèle faisant l’équilibre entre la création d’inclinaison et une force de rappel

propre à l’interchange. Nous incluons aussi la création de vecteur d’onde ra-

dial par le cisaillement magnétique. A partir des spectres ainsi obtenus, nous

pouvons quantifier l’impact du cisaillement sur la turbulence mais aussi prédire

la génération d’écoulement par la turbulence via la prédiction du tenseur de

Reynolds. L’impact de l’écoulement cisaillé sur les prédictions des spectres, des

niveaux de fluctuations et de la longueur de décroissance du profil de densité

est ensuite comparé aux résultats de 16 simulations avec des paramètres de

contrôle de la turbulence et de niveaux de cisaillements différents menant à une

vérification complète du modèle.

Enfin, un modèle prédisant la mise en place de la rotation poloı̈dale basé sur

l’équilibre entre la génération d’écoulement par la turbulence et la force de rappel

vers la vitesse néoclassique est développé. Des effets fins tels que l’impact de

la géométrie sur le cisaillement magnétique ou les largeurs de cisaillement finies
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sont aussi inclus au modèle. Ses prédictions sont comparées avec les mesures

de rotation caractérisant l’impact de la géométrie et du courant plasma. Les

prédictions permettent de retrouver à la fois la tendance du creusement du profil

de rotation avec le courant plasma mais aussi la présence ou l’absence de puit

dans le profil suivant la nature de la géométrie magnétique.

Perspectives et limitations du modèle

La dernière partie de ce travail de thèse consiste en l’étude des limitations du

modèle et des perspectives atteignables à partir de ce dernier. En effet, le

modèle de transport turbulent a été validé en le comparant à des mesures en

géométrie limitée. En le comparant à des mesures de largeurs de SOL en mode

L sur WEST en géométrie diverteur ou à des lois d’échelle expérimentales en

modes L et H, un accord est trouvé pour les dépendances paramétriques mais

l’amplitude est sur-évaluée par le modèle. En incluant des effets comme les

impacts du cisaillement et de la géométrie magnétique sur les paramètres de

contrôle de la turbulence, on retrouve une diminution de l’amplitude du transport

turbulent observé dans l’expérience en mode L.

Le modèle présenté ici ne tient pas non plus compte de la resistivité du plasma

dans la SOL. Cette quantité peut avoir un fort impact lorsque le plasma est

très dense. Une inclusion de la résistivité dans les jambes du plasma dans le

paramètre de contrôle du modèle caractérisant la dynamique parallèle permet

de retrouver des observations expérimentales telles que l’épaule en densité. Un

effort reste à faire sur la description de la dynamique parallèle dans les surfaces

magnétiques fermées. En effet des effets de résonance et de resistivité plasma

sont à prendre en compte pour pouvoir employer le modèle dans les surfaces

magnétiques fermées. Ce point est un des principaux points de discussion sur

les résultats de la comparaison du modèle avec les observations de la rotation

dans WEST.

Enfin, l’inclusion de ce modèle de transport turbulent et de génération d’écoulement

dans un système d’équations de transport de matière, d’énergie et de conserva-

tion du moment poloı̈dal a été entamée dans l’optique de faire un modèle simple

1D pour prédire les propriétés macroscopiques du plasmas. Il en résulte le
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code 1DCIS (1D Code for Interchange and Shear) qui permet d’étudier l’impact

du chauffage et des paramètres de contrôle du plasma comme la géométrie ou

le courant plasma sur les profils de densité, température et rotation poloı̈dale.

Encore une fois, une extension du modèle en surface de flux fermées reste à

peaufiner. De plus, le modèle considéré est électrostatique et isotherme et ne

tient donc pas compte des fluctuations de température et champ magnétique.

Les fluctuations de température sont très importantes notamment dans le trans-

port de chaleur. Néanmoins, nous pouvons nous attendre à ce que la na-

ture du transport reste de type interchange et soit comparable en terme de

dépendances paramétriques aux prédictions du modèle.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Content

We introduce here the main plasma physics principles that will be used in

this manuscript. Starting from the single particle motion in an electromag-

netic field, we develop until the description of the tokamak principle. A

discussion on the radial transport of particle and energy in tokamak dis-

charges is included illustrating the difference between the confined region

and the region of plasma-wall interaction. The impact of the plasma shap-

ing on the heat and particle flux deposition widths will then be presented

emphasising the need to understand the underlying physics of the widen-

ing of these widths in the quest of the power and particle exhaust without

wall damaging. In order to situate the starting point of the theoretical de-

velopment of this thesis which aims at predicting such width, we present

the fluid description of the transport in the edge region. Then, the concept

of transport barrier establishing at the periphery of the confined plasma

is detailed showing the importance of understanding the establishment of

the edge region rotation profile. Finally, we will conclude on the context

and the motivations of this thesis consisting in the objective of palliating

to the lack of knowledge of the impact of the edge plasma conditions on

the edge particle transport and rotation profiles behaviour.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The fusion energy to provide for humankind

needs

Nowadays, the question of the energy is one of the Humankind’s priorities for

its survival. This context is linked to economical, societal and ecological issues.

First, the demographic growth induces an increase of energy needs. Then, the

current energy mix is mostly based on fossil energies which are huge green-

house gas producers. This last point is one of the main contributors to the global

warming. The need of an abundant, zero-carbon rejecting energy source is of

the utmost importance and a few candidates are proposed to answer this issue

: 1) renewable energies, 2) nuclear fission and 3) nuclear fusion. Renewable

energies presents 2 main issues : the intermittency (of the Sun, of the wind, ...)

leading to the question of electric energy storage and the floor area needed to

produce a megawatt of energy ( 1km2 for 1MW ). Nuclear fission is exempt from

these issues but generates long-life radioactive wastes which have to be stored.

It also needs non-abundant resources and could be victim of catastrophic ac-

cidents. The nuclear fusion relies on a process which does not create directly

heavy radioactive nuclei and so palliates the issue of radioactive waste storage.

Moreover, as for nuclear fission, the power plants doesn’t need wide floor areas

to produce electric energies of the order of the gigawatt.

This later candidate aims at getting back the mass defect energy of a fusion

reaction of light nuclei towards a more stable element. Hydrogen isotopes are

the perfect candidates for such reactions because they are abundant (Deuterium

is abundant in oceans), and their fusion cross sections are higher than the ones

for other reactions at lower temperature making it able to be reached in terrestrial

reactors (see figure 1.1). The chosen reaction is the following because of its high

reaction rate for temperatures of 1− 10keV .

2
1D +3

1 T →4
2 He(3.5MeV ) +1

0 n(14.1MeV )

Nevertheless, a huge constraint has to be taken account : Deuterium and Tritium

nuclei are positively charged and consequently repels themselves. To reach

temperatures high enough to allow the fusion reactions, we have to heat the
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Figure 1.1: Reaction rates of fusion reactions for the different hydrogen isotopes
function of the thermal energy [1]

reactants in a plasma state and then highly confine it. This process is naturally

maintained in stars where the gravitational force confines hot dense plasmas in

the stars core and allows fusion reactions. In fusion reactors, we have to find

ways to confine such plasmas to generate sufficiently energy to be profitable. To

quantify the profitability of such devices, we built the ratio Q between the fusion

energy over the injected one called amplification factor :

Q =
Pfus

Pin

To increase this ratio, we have to get closer to the ignition criterion corresponding

to the phenomenon where the fusion reactions heat the surrounding medium and

help other reactions to occur (very high Q). One can translate the point where

the reactor becomes profitable (Q = 1) as a criterion called Lawson’s criterion

[2] :

niTiτE >=
3× 1021keV s

m−3

where ni and Ti are respectively the ion density and temperature and τE is the

energy confinement time. To reach this criterion, two main opposite ways have

been explored. The inertial fusion consists in confining plasmas with high inten-

sity lasers shooting uniformly on spherical fuel targets during a very short time

( 10−11s) to reach densities of 1031m−3 at temperatures of 10keV . The second at-

tempt is the magnetic fusion, involving lower densities ( 1020−1021m−3) at similar

temperatures but for longer confinement time of the order of the second. These

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

conditions are reached confining plasmas with strong magnetic fields ( 1− 10T ).

The record for magnetic fusion efficiency has been observed in the tokamak

JET (Joint European Torus) in 1997 with Q = 0.62 [3]. This is a step towards

the assessment of the building of a fusion reactor. One of main future steps

is the start of the operation of the ITER tokamak [4]. This device currently un-

der construction will be operated to demonstrate the feasibility of nuclear fusion

reactors as a reliable energy source by reaching an amplification factor of 10.

From the research experience accumulated during the last decades, we under-

stood that in order to increase this amplification factor, a large heating injection,

high magnetic fields as well as a large plasma size are needed, leading to the

features of the ITER tokamak. All theses points represents engineering and re-

search challenges. Moreover, a few other points have to be controlled, such as

the core plasma dilution by the Helium wastes of the fusion reactions, the wall

contamination by the radioactive Tritium, ... This fusion solution to the energetic

crisis currently encountered will be at the centre of the study presented in this

manuscript.

1.2 From a single particle motion to the tokamak

principles

As mentioned in the previous section, all the work presented here will take place

in the context of the tokamak physics [5]. We will introduce the tokamak princi-

ples in this section starting from the magnetic mirror phenomenon to the mag-

netic equilibrium obtained in a tokamak.

1.2.1 Motion of a particle subject to the Lorentz force

The motion of a non-relativistic charged particle of charge q and mass m sub-

ject to an electromagnetic field (E⃗(r⃗, t), B⃗(r⃗, t)) can be deduced from Newton’s

principle :

m
dv⃗

dt
= q

(
E⃗(r⃗, t) + v⃗ × B⃗(r⃗, t)

)
(1.1)

As it is often done in tokamak physics, one can decompose the motion in two

components: one parallel to the magnetic vector (of director vector b⃗ = B⃗

|B⃗|
) and

one perpendicular to b⃗. We will consider a system with a static magnetic field.
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For example, a particle plunged in magnetic field generated by two parallel coils.

In this case, the particle will have a motion composed of a free motion along the

field lines with a rotation around this field lines called Larmor precession. This

perpendicular rotation is observed at the cyclotron frequency ω = qB
m

where B

is the magnetic field amplitude, with a radius of ρl = v⊥
ω

called Larmor radius.

This perpendicular confinement is the main idea considered in magnetic fusion

devices. In the case of the two coils system, the magnetic field amplitude is

varying between the two coils. Indeed, the magnetic field amplitude is higher

close to the coils. The magnetic field being divergence free (∇⃗.B⃗ = 0) and the

Lorentz force work being null, the total energy and the magnetic momentum of

the system have to be conserved. So when, the particle approaches the coils, it

will experiment a higher magnetic field leading to a higher perpendicular velocity

because of the magnetic momentum µ =
mv2⊥
2B

conservation. In consequence,

the particle parallel velocity will decrease until the particle bounces back. This is

the magnetic mirror principle [6].

In the case of a fusion device, we have to consider a system with much more

particles. These particles will collide and will spread in the velocity space with

a Gaussian distribution function. The high velocity particles will be able to go

through the coils and a loss of particles will be observed. This point led to

toroidal designs for magnetic devices in order to palliate these losses by closing

the field lines on themselves (see figure 1.2). This toroidal shape induces a

toroidal magnetic field proportional to the current in the coils with an amplitude

decreasing with the increase of the major radius R:

B⃗ =
µ0Itore⃗φ
2πR

This magnetic field amplitude gradient will lead to the well-known ”grad-B” drift

(or ∇B drift). On the point of view of the particle, its orbits around field lines will

be of larger radii where the magnetic field amplitude is lower. It induces a drift of

the motion guiding centre perpendicular to the magnetic field and to its gradient

:

v⃗∇B =
1

2
ρlv⊥

B⃗ × ∇⃗B
B2

=
1

2
mv2⊥

B⃗ × ∇⃗B
qB3

(1.2)

A second drift is due to the magnetic field line curvature itself. It is equivalent to

5
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a centrifugal-like force and is called ”curvature drift”. Its expression is :

v⃗curv = mv2∥
R⃗× B⃗

qB2R2
= mv2∥

B⃗ × ∇⃗B
qB3

(1.3)

These two last drifts are in the same direction and their sum depends on the sign

of the charge of the particle. It is responsible of a charge separation on spatial

scale of the order of the minor radius a of the machine. This charge separation

generates a vertical electric field perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field.

This impacts the particle motion through a third drift velocity called E ×B drift:

v⃗E×B =
E⃗ × B⃗

B2
(1.4)

As one can see in the last expression the E × B drift does not depend on the

charge of the particle. Consequently, it cannot generate current or charge sepa-

ration.

These drifts are obtained in the case of a single particle system but in the case

of tokamak plasmas, pressure p and density n profiles decaying from the mag-

netic axis to the edge occur. Locally, in presence of this background pressure

gradient, the particle Larmor orbits of the particles up in the pressure gradient

will encounter the ones of particles down in the pressure gradient. It will lead to

a local non-zero average velocity called the diamagnetic drift.

v⃗∗ =
B⃗ × ∇⃗p
nqB2

(1.5)

Finally, fluctuations of electrostatic potential Φ will lead to fluctuations of elec-

tric field. These fluctuations will induce a polarisation drift function of the time

evolution of the guide-center velocity of the particle v⃗d.

v⃗pol =
B⃗

B2
× m

q
dtv⃗d (1.6)

1.2.2 The tokamak magnetic configuration

The E ×B drift pushes away all the particles along the major radius axis and all

these particles are lost. A way to avoid this loss phenomenon consists in adding
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a poloidal magnetic field Bθ in the azimutal direction θ to short-circuit the charge

separation caused by the drifts. Two main designs for magnetic devices have

been considered : the tokamak and the stellerator.

Figure 1.2: Designs of the magnetic devices : a) a stellerator (Wendelstein 7-X)
[7] and b) a tokamak [4]

In a stellerator the magnetic coils are designed in order to generate a 3D mag-

netic field without toroidal symmetry. In the case of a tokamak, a toroidal current

IP is induced in the plasma through induction thanks to a central solenoid, elec-

tromagnetic waves or even injecting particles with a toroidal momentum (Neutral

Beam Injection systems, NBI), generating the expected poloidal magnetic field.

Generally, the amplitude of this poloidal magnetic field is one order of magnitude

lower than the toroidal one. This poloidal magnetic field leads to an increase of

the confinement time of 2 orders of magnitude compared to the case without it

(from 1ms to 100ms) but it is still not enough to access ignition.

The complete description of the magnetic field in a tokamak has to take into ac-

count the retro-action of the currents generated by the plasma itself on the mag-

netic field. It can be done through the magnetohydrodynamics theory (MHD) [8].

These calculations are reduced in the well known Grad-Shafranov equations.

Resolving these equations gives us the shape of the magnetic surfaces which

are organising as layers. The centre of these surfaces is slightly shifted towards

the higher major radii due to the so-called Shafranov-shift. The plasma pressure

is conserved on flux surfaces. The resulting magnetic equilibrium is summarised

in the fig.1.3.

The total magnetic field being non-fully toroidal, the field lines are no longer

toroidal loops but become inclined compared to the toroidal axis. This angle

called pitch angle is determined by the geometry of the plasma and by the ratio

7
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Figure 1.3: Poloidal section of the magnetic equilibrium in a tokamak

of the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields amplitudes. An important quantity in

the tokamak physics is the helicity of the field lines characterised by the so-called

safety factor represented by the number of toroidal turns in one poloidal turn.

This name comes from the importance of this term in the stabilisation of MHD

turbulence. To calculate it, one needs to take into account the spatial variation

of magnetic field amplitude on the path of a poloidal turn. This is represented by

an integral over a poloidal path coordinate lθ.

q =
1

2π

∮
Bφ

RBθ

dlθ (1.7)

Neglecting the contribution of the poloidal magnetic field, one can estimate the

length of a field line LFL as :

LFL ≈ 2πqR (1.8)

The safety factor is also a function of the minor radius r because of the de-

pendency of the poloidal magnetic field with the radial distribution of the plasma

current (Ampere’s law). One can approximate the safety factor in the case where

the major radius R is much larger than the minor radius r (or equivalently, if the
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inverse aspect ratio ϵ = r/R is much lower than 1) as:

q(r) ≈ rBφ

RBθ

(1.9)

The radial variation of the safety factor induces a shear, called magnetic shear

calculated from the logarithmic derivative of the safety factor.

s =
r

q(r)

dq(r)

dr
(1.10)

Magnetic shear and parallel length are key players in the work presented in

this manuscript because of their impact on the transport perpendicular to the

flux surfaces [9, 10, 11, 12]. This perpendicular transport of particle towards

the plasma boundary will balance with the particle sources coming from the

ionisation of neutrals leading to the establishment of a density profile. The same

equilibrium is assessed for the energy by the balance between heat transport,

heating power injection and radiated power. The radiated power is resulting from

different processes such as the ionisation. It results in density and temperature

profiles which radially decays (see figure 1.10). Typically the density decreases

from 0.1 − 5 × 1020m−3 in the core to 0.1 − 5 × 1019m−3 at the Last Closed Flux

Surface (LCFS) and the temperature decreases from 1−10keV in the core to 10−
100eV at the plasma boundary. Therefore, the perpendicular transport is directly

responsible of the efficiency of fusion reactors. In consequence, its description

is one of the key questions of the research domain. This will be addressed in

the next sections.

1.3 Transverse transport in closed field lines: clas-

sical, neoclassical and anomalous transport

The transverse transport processes can be decomposed in two contributions.

The first one comes from collisional mechanisms and is called neoclassical. On

the other hand, strong spatial gradients of the thermodynamic quantities (tem-

peratures varying of 3− 4 orders of magnitude on a distance of the order of the

meter) make these plasmas out of thermodynamic equilibrium. This imbalance

is responsible for a perpendicular transport through different turbulent mecha-

nisms pumping their energy from the free energy contained in these gradients.

9
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1.3.1 Collisional transport

Historically, the first phenomenon considered to explain the transverse transport

is due to the coulombian interactions between particles. If two field lines are

close enough, the particles of each line can interact through the coulombian re-

pulsion and create a random diffusive process by making these particles moving

from a field line to another. This is the classical transport. As this transport is

a random diffusive one, it can be characterised by a simple diffusive radial flux

proportional to the density gradient with a diffusive coefficient D(c)
⊥ . This diffusion

is done on a collision time ν−1
c on a distance of the order of a Larmor radius :

D
(c)
⊥ ≈ ρ2l νc (1.11)

The collision frequency is proportional to nT
−3/2
e while the Larmor radius is pro-

portional to T
1/2
e so the diffusive coefficient is inversely proportional to the square

root of the temperature. For a typical Deuterium discharge, this diffusive coeffi-

cient is of the order of 10−4 − 10−2m2s−1.

Tokamak being toroidal devices, the radial variation of magnetic field induces

other diffusion processes responsible of transverse transport [13, 14]. This is the

neoclassical transport. A particle making a poloidal turn will experience different

values of magnetic field (stronger for low major radii and lower for high major

radii). It can give birth to magnetic mirror phenomena for low velocity particles.

These particles will slow down approaching their bouncing point when they go

towards lower major radii. In a poloidal cross section it will be characterised by

banana-like trajectories. Such particles are called trapped in opposition to the

passing ones. These particles can collide with other particles and be detrapped.

The characteristic radial step of such diffusive mechanism is of the order of the

banana trajectory width δb ≈ 10ρl. It characterises the diffusion regime at low

collisionalities which is stronger than the classical diffusion (one to two orders

of magnitude higher). Another collisional mechanism comes from the curvature

drift and affects the passing particles. Collisions of particles at the top of the

plasma will lead to slight drifts towards the increasing minor radii and conversely,

towards the decreasing minor radii at the bottom of the plasma. The collisionality

increasing with the minor radius, this phenomenon occurs more often for the

higher radii leading to an effective outward flux. This phenomenon becomes

dominant for high collisionality regimes and is called Pfirsch-Schlütter regime. It
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leads to diffusion coefficient higher than the classical one by two or three orders

of magnitude. Finally, at intermediate collisionalities, the trapped particles do not

have the time to complete their orbit before colliding leading to a saturation of

the diffusion coefficient with the collisionality. This is the plateau regime. All of

these regimes are summarised in figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Diffusion coefficient evolution with collisionality : different neoclassi-
cal regimes

Moreover, in a tokamak, the number of toroidal coils is finite. It leads to toroidal

variations of the magnetic field named ripple. It creates toroidal mirrors leading

to local trapping. This last phenomenon can also affect the transverse transport.

1.3.2 Turbulent transport

Experimentally, measuring the gradients of the main quantities, one can estimate

the effective diffusion coefficient in a discharge. Such measurements showed

that the experimental diffusion coefficients are a few orders of magnitude higher

than the predicted ones from neoclassical considerations. This higher trans-

port level was for this reason named anomalous transport [15]. It is also called

turbulent transport since it is attributed to a turbulent contribution [16] which

dominates the energy and particle transport as well in the core plasma as in the

edge. It represents one of the research topics on the community because of its

11
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large impact on the degradation of the confinement time.

As mentioned above, the plasma is out of a thermodynamic equilibrium. The

free energy contained in the thermodynamics quantities gradients is pumped by

the turbulence to develop and transport matter and energy on large spatial dis-

tances. Indeed, temperatures, densities, electrostatic potentials and magnetic

potentials can fluctuate and these fluctuations can lead to large radial transport

levels through transverse convective-like phenomena. The resulting convective

flux is proportional to the convolution of density/temperature (ñ/T̃ ) fluctuations

with their velocity fluctuations (Ũ ) < ñŨ > (or < T̃ Ũ >). This velocity being

mainly an E ×B drift, it depends on the electrostatic fluctuations Φ̃ [17]. Hence,

we can rewrite the flux as < ñΦ̃ sin (φ) >. The phase shift φ between the den-

sity (or temperature) and electrostatic potential fluctuations is at the origin of the

turbulent transport.

In this section, we describe the basics of the physics underlying two instabilities

which can be a source of transport across the whole plasma minor radius and

especially in the plasma edge. More particularly, we detail the destabilisation

of the instabilities as well as the establishment of the phase shift between the

density (temperature) and potential fluctuations. The first instability is based on

the principle of drift waves (DW). We consider a density perturbation with a finite

wavenumber k∥ in the direction parallel to the magnetic field. The low inertia of

electrons will induce an electric field in the opposite direction to these density

parallel gradients. This hypothesis of low inertia for the electrons named adi-

abatic electrons, induces density fluctuations in phase with the potential ones.

The electrostatic potential fluctuations imply a poloidal perturbation of the elec-

tric field directed in the direction opposite to the background density gradient

(see figure 1.5). This induces a drift in the radial direction leading to an enhance-

ment of the density in the slightly outward surface on which the density is lower

and a lowering of the density on the slightly inward surface. This phenomenon

is responsible of the time oscillation of this wave characterising its poloidal drift

and leading to the name of Drift Wave. This simple description of the drift waves

is stable and does not imply any radial transport. Different mechanisms can

induce an unstable behaviour such as the collisions. In the case of a resistive

plasma, the electrons are no longer adiabatic and their response to the potential
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fluctuations is slowed. It results in a low phase shift between the potential and

density fluctuations which induces a radial transport of over-densities due to a

radial E × B drift towards the plasma boundary. In presence of a background

density gradient, this phenomenon is unstable. This is the so-called Resistive

Drift Wave instability (RDW).

Figure 1.5: Movement of the constant density surface representing the electron
drift wave. The full line represents the initial state and the dashed line a later
time [5].

Another source of phase shift between density (temperature) fluctuations and

electrostatic ones is the interchange mechanism. This mechanism induces a

phase-shift maximising the transport φ = π
2
. In order to understand the inter-

change instability, we will consider a poloidally periodic fluctuation of the electro-

static potential (see figure 1.6). These fluctuations will induce convective cells

or vortices around their positive and negative values as indicated by the black

arrows on the figure 1.6. These vortices introduce low-density regions in the

denser part of the local density gradient and inversely. These over and under

densities correspond to the B and A areas respectively on the figure 1.6. This

phenomenon induces poloidal fluctuations of the density (temperature) in the

poloidal direction. First, one can consider the case with curvature and diamag-

netic drifts in the direction opposite to the gradient of density fluctuations. This

13
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situation appears in the plasma Low Field Side (LFS), when the density gradient

is in the same direction than the magnetic field gradient (corresponding to the

case represented in figure 1.6). In a region where the potential is negative, the

electronic current due to curvature drift going from an over-density towards a

low-density one is higher than the ionic current going in the opposite direction.

This induces an accumulation of local negative charge. This current divergence

is compensated by the polarisation current. Consequently, this charge accumu-

lation leads to a lowering of the potential. The same phenomenon happens in

the positively charged regions leading to an unstable process. In the opposite

case, ie the magnetic field gradient in the opposite direction to the density gra-

dient (in the plasma High Field Side, HFS), the system is stable. This difference

between HFS and LFS leads to an asymmetry characterised by a localisation

of the instability around the LFS mid-plane. This is the origin of the so-called

ballooning feature of the instability. In the end, this instability leads to exchanges

between areas with different densities leading to the name of interchange. This

instability is unstable in the ideal case and does not need any collisionality to

be unstable in opposition to the RDW instability. In the case described in this

section, we consider the influence of the density gradient but it is also true for

other gradients such as the ion temperature gradient leading to the so-called

Ion Temperature Gradient instability (ITG). This instability is characterised by

fluctuations of width of a few tens of ion Larmor radii. The case of Electron Tem-

perature Gradient (ETG) also exists with fluctuations of sizes of a few tens of

electronic Larmor radii.

1.4 Modelling of the equilibrium in opened field lines

: plasma-wall interaction and balance equa-

tions

One of the main issue in magnetic fusion devices is the interaction between the

plasma and the internal wall of the vacuum vessel. Indeed, it is impossible to

keep the plasma away from the wall. Moreover, it is not possible to keep the field

lines tangential to the wall everywhere. Consequently, a flux of heat and particle

is flowing along the field lines impacting the wall leading to a particle and heat

exhaust. The wetted area represents the boundary of a plasma volume called

scrape-off layer (SOL). Examples of a magnetic equilibria showing the shapes
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Figure 1.6: Scheme of the interchange mechanism [18].

of the open and closed field lines are given in figures 1.8 and 1.9. The fluxes im-

pacting the wall are responsible for sputtering and damaging phenomena on the

impacted areas [19]. Consequently, in this region, the equilibrium radial profiles

of temperature and density result from the balance between the perpendicular

transport, the volume sources and sinks and the parallel transport. The descrip-

tion of both parallel dynamics and transverse transport will be detailed in this

section.

1.4.1 Plasma wall interaction : sheath boundary conditions

The difference between the closed and opened field lines regions is the impact

of the interaction of the plasma with the targets. This interaction will drive the

parallel dynamics in the SOL.

Both electrons and ions are flowing along the field lines towards the targets.

Nevertheless, electrons mobility is larger than the ions one, due to their lower

mass, getting them first at the targets. This will polarise negatively the target,

creating a positive electric field leading to two effects : ions are accelerated and

15
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the target will repel the electrons not having enough kinetic energy to overcome

the electrostatic potential. This phenomenon is a shielding-like effect on the tar-

get and occurs on a small spatial scale of the order of the Debye length defined

as :

λD =

√
ϵ0kBTe

nee2
(1.12)

where kB = 1.38 × 10−23J.K−1 is the Boltzmann constant. This spatial region is

named plasma sheath region and is schemed on figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Sketch of the plasma sheath region with the associated density and
electrostatic potential evolutions

1.4.1.1 The Bohm boundary condition

The electric field build-up ends in an equilibrium when the ion and electron fluxes

become equal at the sheath entrance. This steady-state can be determined

considering a quasi-null potential on the field line far from the sheath [19]. We

will follow the notation of fig.1.7 : sh indexes stands for sheath properties and

w for wall properties. Let’s consider a Boltzmann distribution function for the

electrons entering the sheath region :

ne = ne,sh exp

(
e (Φ− Φsh)

kBTe

)
(1.13)
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For typical tokamaks SOL : n ≈ 1019m−3, T ≈ 10eV leading to λD ≈ 1 − 10µm.

This is much lower than the field line connexion length L∥ ≈ πqR ≈ 10 − 100m.

This order difference allows to consider quasi-neutrality all along the field line

until plasma reaches the sheath region. This condition is no longer valid in the

sheath region and we have to consider the Poisson’s equation :

d2Φ

dx2
∥
= − e

ϵ0
(ne − ni) (1.14)

Considering cold ions, the energy conservation equation for ions and the ion

flux conservation along the field line (this is possible neglecting the ionisation in

the sheath due to collision mean free path much larger than the sheath width),

one can express the ion density in terms of sheath ion density and potential

expressions.

ni = ni,sh

√
Φsh

Φ
(1.15)

Substituting (1.13) and (1.15) in (1.14) and considering quasi-neutrality at the

sheath entrance (ni,sh = ne,sh = nsh, we obtain an equation for the potential Φ.

d2Φ

dx2
∥
= −ensh

(√
Φsh

Φ
− exp

(
e (Φ− Φsh)

kBTe

))
(1.16)

Introducing the potential difference ∆Φ = Φsh − Φ > 0, we can approximate the

right hand side terms as : √
Φsh

Φ
≈ 1 +

1

2

∆Φ

Φsh

= 1− 1

2

∆Φ

|Φsh|
(1.17)

exp

(
e (Φ− Φsh)

kBTe

)
≈ 1− e∆Φ

kBTe

(1.18)

The potential difference equation rewrites :

d2∆Φ

dx2
∥

=
e∆Φnsh

ϵ0kBTe

(
1− kBTe

2e|Φsh|

)
(1.19)

The non oscillatory solution is an exponentially decaying function with an e-

folding length corresponding to the Debye length and exists only if |eΦsh| ≥ kBTe

2
.

Using ion energy conservation 1
2
miu

2
i = −eΦ, we obtain the Bohm boundary

17
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condition :

ui,sh ≥ Cs (1.20)

where Cs =
√

kBTe

mi
is the sound speed. This sound speed is different from

the neutral one because of the difference of collision nature. Indeed, in neu-

tral gases, mechanical collisions occur whereas in the case considered here,

electrostatic collisions are considered. This last result can be generalised in an

isothermal and non-cold ion approximation leading to :

Cs =

√
kB (Te + Ti)

mi

(1.21)

Another notation of the Bohm boundary condition can be encountered defining

the Mach number M = ui

Cs
as :

Msh ≥ 1 (1.22)

1.4.1.2 The potential drop at the wall

Still considering no ionisation source in the sheath, the ion particle flux is con-

served. Consequently, the flux impacting the wall is the same as the one entering

the sheath : Γi,sh = Γi,w = ni,shCs.

To determine the electron flux in the sheath, we assume a constant electron

temperature through the sheath such as the electrons keep a constant parallel

velocity. Assuming also the electrons as following a Maxwellian distribution func-

tion, we determine the electron average velocity by integrating this distribution

function in the velocity space :

v̄e,w =
1

ne,w

(√
2πve,th

)3 ∫ +∞

−∞
dvx

∫ +∞

−∞
dvy

∫ +∞

0

dve,∥ne,wve,∥ exp

(
−

v2e,∥
2v2e,th

)
=

ve,th√
2π

(1.23)

Using Boltzmann’s equation to determine the electron density at the wall, we
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thus obtain the electron flux on the wall :

Γe,w = ne,sh
ve,th√
2π

exp

(
e(Φw − Φsh)

kBTe

)
(1.24)

We can now write the total parallel current at the wall :

j∥,w = e (Γi,w − Γe,w) (1.25)

= enshCs

(
1− ve,th

Cs

√
2π

exp

(
e(Φw − Φsh)

kBTe

))
(1.26)

We define the sheath floating potential Λ as :

Λ = log

(
ve,th

Cs

√
2π

)
=
−1
2

log

(
2π

me

mi

(
1 +

Ti

Te

))
(1.27)

Considering a null parallel current at the wall and a wall at the floating potential

(Φw = 0), we obtain the sheath potential as :

Φsh = ΛTe[eV ] (1.28)

The radial profile of sheath potential will then follow the electron temperature’s

one. For deuterium and considering equality for electron and ion temperatures,

Λ ≈ 2.8. To be more precise, a lower potential drop is occurring in the pre-sheath

region of 0.7Te[eV ]. The electrostatic potential radial profile remains proportional

to the electron temperature’s one. Other effects, such as second electron emis-

sions in the sheath due to particle (photons, ions, neutrals and electrons) im-

pacting the wall will add contributions to the parallel total current impacting the

wall through the charge balance. It leads to slight lowering of Λ value [19].

1.4.2 An edge turbulent transport model : TOKAM2D

Plasma particle behaviours is determined by Vlasov equation taking into account

the collisions between the particles. Taking the different order momenta of this

equation leads to the conservation laws for mean quantities such as the den-

sity or the energy. In the plasma edge, we can consider that the collisionality

between particles is high and that no significant fast particle population are con-

tributing to the distribution functions. Hence, we can assume that the plasma

description by the mean quantity is a good approximation. This description re-

19
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sults in considering a fluid approach. The edge plasma description we use in this

work is based on this fluid description in 2 dimensions : radial and poloidal by ap-

plying a field line average on 3D fluid equations. We will focus on an isothermal

model of the density and vorticity conservation [20, 21].

1.4.2.1 Continuity equation

The matter conservation equation in the SOL simply balances the parallel and

perpendicular fluxes due to particle drifts with a source term Sn. We also in-

clude collisional transport through the diffusive term Dn∇2
⊥n. This term will help

to stabilise the behaviour under the Larmor radius scale during the numerical

resolutions. Here, we consider electron continuity equation :

∂tn−Dn∇2
⊥n+∇∥j∥ +∇⊥j⊥ = Sn (1.29)

We recall the s particle fluid drift velocity as the sum of the E×B, the diamagnetic

and the polarisation drift [22] velocities.

js,⊥ = n (vs,E×B + vs,∗ + vs,pol) (1.30)

It is possible to show that, in the low β limit (β = 2µ0p
B2 is the ratio of the plasma

pressure p over the magnetic one B2/2µ0), the divergence of the perpendicular

particle flux can be approximated by the density advection due to the E×B drift

velocity (see Appendix A).

∂tn−Dn∇2
⊥n+∇∥j∥ −

1

B
[U, n] = Sn (1.31)

The E × B advection of the density gradient is rewritten as a Poisson bracket
1
B
[U, n] = 1

B
(∂xU∂yn− ∂yU∂xn) where U is the electrostatic potential.

1.4.2.2 Total charge conservation : the vorticity conservation equation

We will now consider the total charge equation as the difference between the

continuity equation for electrons and ions. This results in the relation ∇⃗.⃗j = 0

by assuming electro-neutrality. The E × B drift being not able to carry current,

the diamagnetic and polarisation drift velocities are no longer negligible. The

total charge conservation equation can be simplified assuming the cold ions

limit (Ti = 0 so v⃗i,∗ = 0) and the mass difference between ions and electrons to
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neglect electron polarisation drift.

∇⃗⊥.
(
−j⃗e,∗ + j⃗i,pol

)
+∇∥j∥ = 0 (1.32)

The divergence of the electronic diamagnetic flux can be rewritten considering

a constant electron temperature as a Poisson’s bracket containing the physical

information of the impact of the magnetic field curvature.

∇⃗⊥.(−j⃗e,∗) = ∇⃗⊥.(−neev⃗e,∗) = Te∇⃗⊥.
b⃗× ∇⃗⊥n

B
= Te

[
n,B−1

]
(1.33)

The second flux perpendicular divergence contains more terms. In this work

we will only consider first order terms in perturbation. We will also neglect the

pressure gradient non linearities lower in magnitude and the curvature terms

considering that the diamagnetic flux divergence contains the underlying physics

of the impact of the curvature.

∇⃗⊥.(−j⃗i,pol) ≈
−min

B2

(
∂t + v⃗i,E×B.∇⃗⊥

)
∆⊥U (1.34)

=
−min

B2

(
∂t∆⊥U +

1

B
[U,∆⊥U ]

)
(1.35)

The vorticity equation finally stands in :

min

B2

(
∂t∆⊥U +

1

B
[U,∆⊥U ]

)
− Te

[
n,B−1

]
−∇∥j∥ = 0 (1.36)

This system dictates the temporal and spatial evolutions of the density and the

potential. To completely detemine thes evolutions, the parallel dynamics has to

be expressed.

1.4.2.3 Field line average

In order to reduce the model to two dimensions, an average of the equations

(1.31) and (1.36) over a field line is made. The field line average is defined in

terms of the parallel reconnection length L∥ ∝ πqR as < ... >FL=
1

2L∥

∫ +L∥
−L∥

... dl∥.

We will assume that the electrostatic potential, the density and its gradient are

constant along the field line. After this consideration, only two terms have to

be treated : the parallel dynamics term and the curvature one in the vorticity

21
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equation. The first one is the parallel integral of a parallel divergence of the

parallel current resulting in the difference between the parallel currents at the

boundaries of the integral. This difference is derived from the Bohm condition

and the sheath model giving ji,∥ = neCs and je,∥ = neCse
e(ΛTe/e−U)/Te. Then

the last term to be averaged is the curvature term which can be rewritten as

< [n,B−1] >= G0

BRr
∂θn in circular geometry. Introducing the normalised poten-

tial Φ = eU
Te

, the normalised radial coordinate x = r−a
ρs

(where ρs
1.5
B

√
AmpTe(1+Ti/Te)

Ze

is the sonic Larmor radius), the normalised poloidal coordinate y = aθ
ρs

and the

time normalised to the cyclotron frequency t = tω, the parallel damping rate

σ∥ = ρs/L∥, the curvature drive coefficient g = ρsG0/R and a viscosity term

ν∆⊥∆⊥Φ coming from the interaction with the small turbulent scales the equa-

tions (1.31) and (1.36) become the system with all the derivative expressed in

the new coordinate system :

(∂t −Dn∆⊥)n− [Φ, n] = Sn − σ∥ne
Λ−Φ (1.37)

(∂t − ν∆⊥)∆⊥Φ− [Φ,∆⊥Φ] = −g
∂yn

n
+ σ∥

(
1− eΛ−Φ

)
(1.38)

It is worth noticing that the viscous coefficient ν and the diffusive one Dn are

used to stabilise numerical resolutions of the system. From equations (1.37)

and (1.38), we can see that there is a competition between the curvature driving

and the parallel damping. This will be the starting point of the model derived in

this work in the last chapter of the manuscript.

1.5 Power exhaust control : limiter and divertor

configurations

In order to control the wall damages and the particle and heat exhaust through

the wall, dedicated areas are added in the device by inserting plasma facing

components as targets. Two main concepts were studied : toroidal limiters and

divertor plates. The first one consists in putting a target component toroidally

symmetric in the chamber (see fig.1.8).

The field lines intercepting the limiter are named open field lines in opposition

to the ones non-intercepting the wall. Equivalently, we differentiate the open

and closed flux surfaces which are separated by the Last Closed Flux Surface

(LCFS) or separatrix.
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Figure 1.8: Poloidal cross section of a plasma in a limiter configuration (Tore
Supra shot #44537)

As we can see on fig.1.8, the wall is in contact with the confined plasma through

the LCFS. Neutrals sputtered on the limiter will go directly in the core and will

radiate or dilute the fusion reagents. To palliate this contamination, coils were

added close to the targets to created legs to the plasma equilibrium. This new

configuration is the so-called diverted configuration. It is characterised by a fully

toroidal field line where the poloidal magnetic field is none. This line intercepts

a poloidal cross section in a point named X-point (see fig.1.9).

This second configuration has a few other advantages : 1) the neutrals from the

targets will be ionised in the legs and won’t pollute much the confined plasma,

2) the fluxes are deposited on two targets and not on a single one, helping for

limiting wall damaging and 3) the flux expansion fx due to the divertor coils

leads to larger deposition areas. On the other hand, experimental observations

showed heat flux deposition area widths narrower in diverted configurations. For

a typical ITER test discharge, the heat power coming from the confined plasma

PSOL is of the order of 100MW . The parallel heat flux q∥ on the targets will be

given by :

q∥ =
PSOL

2× 2πRfxλq

(1.39)

where λq is the characteristic radial heat flux deposition length at the low field

side mid-plane. Materials are able to sustain heat flux up to almost 10MW/m2.

Consequently, for ITER (R = 6.2m, fx ≈ 10 and PSOL ≈ 100MW ) we need a
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width of heat flux deposition of the order of a few centimetres or millimetres.

Figure 1.9: Poloidal cross section of a plasma in a divertor configuration (WEST
shot #55732)

Nowadays, the main tokamaks sustain diverted discharges as it will be the case

for ITER. Nevertheless, the plasma in the early phase of the discharges gener-

ated in ITER will be in inner-wall limited geometry [23]. Consequently, both con-

figurations have to be studied in order to prepare future devices operation. More-

over, some more exotic configurations are studied such as Snowflake where

multiple X-points are considered [24, 25] or X-divertor with a high flux expan-

sion at the targets [26].

1.6 From Tore Supra and WEST to ITER

This thesis is based on experimental observations and their use to validate theo-

retical investigations. It aims at giving a theoretical and experimental background

to prepare the ITER tokamak operation. These observations are made on the

device situated here in the CEA centre of Cadarache. Initially, this device called

Tore Supra operated limited discharges with Electron and Ion Cyclotron Res-

onance Heating (ECRH and ICRH) and Lower Hybrid (LH) heating systems in

a carbon-wall vessel. Then, it has been upgraded towards the WEST tokamak

with a full Tungsten vessel wall able to sustain discharges in diverted configura-

tion. The characteristic quantities of these devices are summarised in table 1.1.

The change in magnetic topology in the device offers an opportunity to study the
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impact of the geometry on edge transport. Indeed, in WEST, two divertors are

installed : one at the top of the vessel and another one at the bottom. The con-

ditions around these divertors are not completely the same. The volume around

bottom divertor is closed with a baffle increasing the neutral compression in this

region. A pumping system situated close to this divertor is used to pump a part

of this neutral pressure. Both baffle and pumping system are absent at the top of

the vessel leading to a discrepancy between the divertor conditions. Moreover,

the aspect ratio R/a is of the order of 5 in WEST which is unique in the frame

of the current devices. This also allows to study the impact of this parameter on

tokamak operation and confinement properties.

Tokamak Tore Supra WEST ITER

Major radius R[m] 2.5 2.5 6.2

Minor radius a[m] 0.7 0.5 2

Elongation κ 1 1.4 1.8

Plasma volume V [m3] 25 15 850

Toroidal magnetic field amplitude BT [T ] 3.8 3.7 5.3

Plasma current Ip[MA] 1.5 0.5-1 15

Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) power [MW ] 0.5 0 33-50

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating power [MW ] 12 9 20-40

Lower Hybrid power [MW ] 7 7 0

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating power

[MW ]

0.8 0 20-40

Magnetic configuration Limited Diverted Diverted

Table 1.1: Table of the plasma parameter ranges of the Tore Supra, WEST and
ITER tokamaks

1.7 Confinement regimes and transport barriers

1.7.1 What are the H-mode and the transport barriers?

The main goal of tokamak research consisting in increasing confinement, a low-

ering of transport level is needed. Fortunately, in the 80’s in the ASDEX tokamak

in Germany, a spontaneous increase of confinement has been experimentally
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observed [27]. This higher confinement is characterised by a local steepening

of the pressure profile associated to a reduction of the transport. This is the so-

called transport barrier. This high confinement regime or H-mode (in opposition

to the usual low confinement L-mode) is due to an increase of the radial gradi-

ent of the pressure in a thin radial region close to the separatrix which is called

the pedestal (see fig.1.10). Some attempts to build-up transport barriers in the

plasma core have also been managed such as in Tore Supra [28] or in JET [29].

Figure 1.10: Profiles of a) electron temperature and b) electron density in L-
mode (green), pre H-mode (blue) and H-mode (red) in the Alcator C-mod toka-
mak [30]

The apparition of the transport barrier has been attributed to a strong local shear

of velocity (almost poloidal velocity) which is shearing the turbulent eddies and

decorrelate them [31, 32] (see figure 1.11). This key point will be at the core of

the work presented in this manuscript.

The velocity being mostly due to the E × B drift, this shear is associated to the

radial electric field Er. As shown by figure 1.12, the difference between the L-

mode radial electric field profile and the H-mode one is strongly visible in the

very edge of the plasma (normalised radius equal to 1).

This confinement regime offers an opportunity to reach ignition conditions but it

shows intrinsic issues. Indeed, when the edge transport is reduced, the heat de-

position width on the targets reduces leading to wall damaging risks. Moreover,

other instabilities are triggered in the pedestal, the so-called Edge Localised

Modes (ELMs). These instabilities are characterised by a frequency from 10
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Figure 1.11: Representation of the turbulence decorrelation by a background
sheared flow.

to 1000 kHz and by important heat loads going to the SOL. As soon as this

regime is the chosen one for future reactors, controlling these high heat loads is

a key point in managing the heat exhaust. Furthermore, the transition from L-

mode to H-mode (the L-H transition) happens when the injected power reaches

a threshold which is not yet fully explained[34]. This lack of knowledge led to the

establishment of an experimental scaling law of this power threshold [34] quasi

proportional to the plasma surface S, the toroidal magnetic field amplitude and

the electron density ne.

PL−H = 0.049n0.72
e B0.8

T S0.94 (1.40)

Unfortunately, this scaling law carries large uncertainties. Indeed, the L-H tran-

sition threshold have been obtained reaching values of power crossing the sep-

aratrix going from half to a few times the predictions of this scaling. Moreover,

even if this scaling gives us a global trend of this power threshold with the main

plasma quantities, it is not able to capture impacts of plasma conditions on ex-

perimental observations.

1.7.2 Impact of the density and the magnetic topology on the

L-H transition threshold

As mentioned above, some experimental observations remain non recovered by

the experimental scaling law of the power threshold to reach the L-H transition.

Experimental and numerical efforts have been managed in order to understand
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Figure 1.12: Radial profile of radial electric field in L-mode (black) and H-mode
(red) in the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak [33]

such discrepancies [35]. Interestingly, the power threshold scaling decreases

when the density decreases as observed from the scaling. Nevertheless, at

some point a minimum is reached and under this density threshold, the power

threshold increases when the density decreases. Experimental observations

[36, 37] showed that this discrepancy comes from the energy transfer to the

ion channel. Indeed, when the plasma is heated by the electron channel, the

energy transfer to the ions is only carried by the collisions with the electrons.

When the density is low enough, the collisions are more rare and the heat

transfer from the electrons to the ions is less efficient. This explains why the L-H

power threshold reaches a minimum at a given density.

A second feature which is not recovered by the scaling law is the impact of the

geometry on the power threshold. Two main effects were highlighted from exper-

imental observations : 1) when the X-point is closer to the targets the threshold

is lower [38, 39] and 2) the X-point position, namely at the top or the bottom

of the plasma, strongly impacts the power threshold. This latter point results

in the observation of a lower power threshold when the ion diamagnetic drift is

directed towards the X-point [40]. This observation gave birth to a nomenclature

of the symmetric configurations consisting in a favourable (to the transition) and

an unfavourable configuration. A lot of theoretical, experimental and numerical

investigations are managed in order to understand the impact of the geometry
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on the L-H transition assessment. Moreover, experimental observations in exotic

configurations with a negative triangularity showed increased confinement prop-

erties in L-mode which are comparable to H-mode ones, demonstrating again

the importance of the plasma shaping [41].

1.7.3 The other confinement regimes

As mentioned above, the H-mode is characterised the presence of strong heat

and particle bursts in the plasma edges (ELMs). These loads represent a

danger for future reactor plasma facing components. This is why the avoidance

of such events is crucial for future devices. It motivated current investigations

on other confinement regimes characterised by the absence or the reduction of

ELMs activity.

One of the main ways is favoured by the unfavourable configuration. Indeed, the

power threshold to assess the H-mode being higher, it opens a window in the

parameter space in which a confinement regime can be reached, the so-called

I-mode (for Improved confinement mode). This I-mode presents a pedestal in

temperature but not in density. The absence of ELMS lets appear its signature

: the Weak Coherent Mode (WCM) [42, 43, 44]. This WCM is thought to be

responsible of the transport in the temperature pedestal leading to the absence

of a density pedestal. This confinement regime could be an opportunity for

future reactors because of its wider heat deposition on the targets and its lower

and continuous transport in the edge. Unfortunately, the parameter space to

assess this regime seems to be narrower than the one to assess the H-mode.

Recently, some regimes have been discovered presenting advantages such as

the quiescent H-mode in which no ELM activity is observed. The parameter

spaces of these regimes have not been yet well established and an experimental

investigation aims at palliating this lack of knowledge [45].

1.8 Edge rotation profile establishment

Understanding the H-mode assessment relies on the modelling of the estab-

lishment of the rotation profiles at the periphery of the confined plasma which is

responsible of the turbulence mitigation. We distinguish three regions of interest.
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The first one is the core plasma (radii under 80% on the plasma minor radius)

where, in absence of torque injection, the rotation is imposed by an equilibrium

between the pressure gradient [46, 47] and turbulent momentum transport. The

second one is the scrape-off layer in which the electrostatic potential is imposed

by the sheath and consequently the resulting E ×B drift is given by the temper-

ature gradient vθ = −Λ∂rTe

ZB
. The last one is the confined plasma boundary (from

80% to 100 % of the minor radius) across which the edge transport barriers es-

tablishes. The rotation profile behaviour in this region as well as the impact of

plasma parameter such as the magnetic topology on this behaviour are still not

fully understood.

The rotation profile induced by the E × B drift in perpendicular direction is the

consequence of the establishment of the radial electric field profile. This electric

field results from non-ambipolar currents formation in the plasma [48]. Indeed, it

aims at short-circuiting the resulting charge separation. Two main contributors to

the radial current can be distinguished : 1) the phenomena induced by a differ-

ence of trajectories between electrons and ions and 2) the currents induced by

the turbulence activity. The first category includes the neoclassical bulk viscosity

leading to an excess of ion current [48]:

JBV
r = −enDp

[
∂rn

n
+ γj

∂rT

T
− e

T

(
Er −BθV∥

)]
e

(
eρpEr

T

)2

Another example of phenomenon coming from the particle trajectories inducing

a radial electric field is the ion orbit loss mechanism [49, 50, 51]. Trapped ions

can have trajectories crossing the separatrix. When the particle moves through

the SOL, collisions can detrap the particle or even collisions with the wall can

lead to a charge loss on the flux surface corresponding to the one of the centre

of the banana orbit. This phenomenon can be associated to a fraction of the

phase space in which the particles can be lost. This effect impacts mainly the

ions because of their wider banana orbit width leading to a negative effective

charge of the flux surface. It results in the creation of a radial current J IOL
r and

consequently, to a negative radial electric field in the closed flux surfaces close

to the separatrix.

The second main contribution to the radial electric field profile establishment is
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the turbulent one induced by the turbulent Reynolds tensor Πrθ:

J turb
r = − en

rω

∂rΠrθ

∂r

where ω is the ion cyclotron frequency. This last term is very important in the

models of predator-prey aiming at describing the interaction between sheared

flow and turbulence. Indeed, this predator-prey approach is based on two phe-

nomena : 1) the turbulence generates a local sheared flow through the contri-

bution of the Reynolds stress and 2) the damping of the turbulence intensity by

the sheared flow [52, 53]. From the sum of the different contributions to the ra-

dial current, we can deduce the time evolution of the radial electric field with the

relation :

−ϵ⊥ϵ0∂tEr = JBV + J turb
r + Jothers

r (1.41)

where ϵ⊥ is the dielectric constant of the plasma. The electric field will evolve in

order to compensate the currents.

This approach can also be seen from the point of view based on the poloidal

momentum conservation equation in which the rotation is resulting from the bal-

ance between a flow generation due to the turbulent Reynolds tensor Π and a

neoclassical force f = −νn (vE×B −Kθvdia) recalling the E × B drift towards

the opposite of the diamagnetic one. Expressions of the ν and Kθ coefficients

can be found in [13, 54, 55]. The balance between the flow generation by the

turbulent Reynolds tensor and the neoclassical force will be a key point of the

work presented here. We also consider a viscous term of momentum charac-

terised by a viscosity coefficient χdiff representing rotation breaking by small

scale physics. The poloidal momentum conservation results in :

∂tnvθ +∇r (nΠrθ) = −
(
ν − χdiff∂

2
r

)
n (vθ −Kθv∗) (1.42)

It is worth noting that the inclusion of a friction force with neutrals would lead to

a recalling term similar to the one invoked by the neoclassical recall force. This

last point is invoked in the explanation of experimental observations showing that

in H-mode the edge rotation is given by the neoclassical prediction [56].

Finally, the radial momentum conservation or force balance can be seen as a clo-

sure equation linking the radial electric field, the pressure gradient, the poloidal
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and parallel velocities.

Er =
∇rpi
Zeni

+ vφBθ − vθBφ (1.43)

Note that this expression alone is not able to predict both radial electric field and

toroidal velocity in axisymmetric devices. These degenerated quantities can be

separated invoking breaking of this axisymmetry such as with the toroidal ripple

of the magnetic field amplitude due to the finite number of coils [57].

1.9 Context and objectives of the thesis

Nowadays, the turbulence is known to be the main contributor to the radial trans-

port across the whole plasma. In the edge, this turbulent transport is responsi-

ble for the particle and heat flux going through the separatrix. Then, this flux

will flow along the field lines reaching the targets leading to possible damages.

The edge turbulence is a current topic of research. Indeed, this turbulence is

simultaneously across the confined plasma and the open field lines where the

parallel dynamics is different. Moreover, linear and quasi-linear models are ap-

plied to closed flux surfaces [58] whereas the flux in the SOL is described by

intermittent structures represented by mean characteristics [59] or statistically

with distribution functions [60]. The equilibrium between transverse and parallel

dynamics leads to the deposition width on the target for both particles and heat.

Some models allow to make predictions [61, 62] for deposition width to compare

with experimental scalings [63, 64, 65] used because of the lack of knowledge.

However, these approaches are at least partially based on experimental obser-

vations and are not able to recover all of the SOL features. In particular, the

parallel dynamics is not fully included in such models and should be important

especially when the edge density increases [66, 67]. The change in plasma ge-

ometry should also be taken into account in the parallel dynamics description

[12].

The edge turbulent transport is also involved in the confinement time of both

energy and particles. Experimental observations of higher confinement regimes

gave hopes for reaching Lawson criteria high enough for future reactors. These

regimes are linked to turbulence reduction or suppression in the edge plasma by

a thin shear layer. Nowadays, the origin of this shear layer and its impact on the

turbulence are not fully understood but are of primary interest. Shear impact on
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turbulence and shear flow generation are the two key ingredients involved in this

complex system.

Recently, experimental data showed a correlation between core confinement

and heat flux deposition width on the target [68]. This link seems to be com-

parable through all the confinement regimes. This point indicates that the edge

physics has to be fully understood in order to predict confinement and power

exhaust properties for future devices.

The passage from limited to diverted configurations lead to a change in the edge

properties. Indeed, the SOL width is reduced by a factor 2 to 10 from limited dis-

charges to diverted ones [63, 69]. Also, plasma shaping can be used as an

actuator to vary this width [70, 71]. The analytical models are not able to repro-

duce such effects. Another unexplained experimental feature is the formation of

a shoulder in SOL density radial profiles. This appears when the plasma density

increases. Moreover, geometry showed impacts on the L-H transition threshold.

First, the access to H-mode has been demonstrated in almost all the diverted

geometry devices in the world while in limited geometry only a few H-mode have

been observed so far [72]. Even in diverted geometry, the direction of the ion

diamagnetic drift compared to the position of the principal X-point showed an im-

portance in the value of the H-mode power threshold. When the ion diamagnetic

drift points towards the principal X-point, the power threshold appears lower than

in the opposite configuration. This difference can be significant and is not fully

understood.

All of the points presented in this section are studied experimentally, theoret-

ically and numerically. The phenomena involved in turbulent transport being

non-linear, theory encounters difficulties to model analytically all the features of

this transport. It’s possible to make numerical simulations to solve the turbulence

equations and determine transport levels but this method is very time consuming

and somehow hard to interpret. In addition, if one wants to model the ion turbu-

lence, a precision of the order of the ion Larmor radii is needed to recover all the

turbulence feature. This would lead to a high number of spatial points to model

a plasma volume of a few cubic meters which is above the current simulation

capabilities (ρl ≈ 10−3 so 1010 points are needed for the ion turbulence it is even

higher for the electron one because ρil ≈ 40ρel ). Nevertheless, simple 2D models

showed the ability to recover SOL features such as both turbulence properties

and radial transport levels [73, 74, 75]. A way to palliate the issues encountered

by numerical simulations is the model reduction as using quasi-linear methods
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[58]. It can lead to analytical estimations of transport coefficient which can be

used in simple diffusive or convective transport models [76].

The objective of this thesis is to study the impact of edge plasma conditions

such as the geometry on the transport level and the transport barrier establish-

ment. Starting from a simple 2D model TOKAM-2D [21], a model reduction will

be applied in order to quantify the transport by determining the edge turbulence

properties. The inclusion of complex effects in the model control parameters will

attempt to take into account of the geometry and parallel dynamics effects. An

experimental study of the impact of the geometry and plasma parameters on

the edge velocity profiles is also included in this manuscript. For that, measure-

ments in the WEST tokamak were managed in different magnetic configurations

with different edge safety factors. Then, a reduced model of interplay between

turbulence and shear flows is the next step towards the understanding of the

edge shear flow generation and turbulence mitigation. Both model, with and

without interplay with shear flows, are verified against 2D simulations and val-

idated against experimental observations from Langmuir probes measurement

in the Tore Supra tokamak and the TJ-K stellerator.



Chapter 2

Experimental characterisation of
edge turbulent transport and flows
: Langmuir probes and Doppler
Reflectometry data

Content

This chapter is dedicated to the experimental characterisation of edge

turbulent transport and rotation profiles. We will introduce the physics

principle involved in Langmuir probes and Doppler reflectometry measure-

ments. Points on data treatment from both diagnostics are developed lead-

ing to the building of databases. Correlation between confinement prop-

erties and edge rotation is showed. A study with dedicated experiment on

impacts of magnetic geometry, plasma current and density on edge rota-

tion is presented and discussed. Finally, the assessment of an increased

confinement regime in WEST is documented in terms of edge sheared flow

profiles.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISATION OF EDGE
TURBULENT TRANSPORT AND FLOWS : LANGMUIR PROBES AND

DOPPLER REFLECTOMETRY DATA

2.1 Langmuir probe measurements in Tore Supra

: an experimental database of SOL turbulent

features for model validation

In this section, the physics underlying probe measurements is introduced. After-

wards, we detail the data processing used to characterise turbulent transport in

Tore Supra scrape-off layers supported by a discussion on physical limitations.

Finally, the experimental system and the Tore Supra plasmas considered are

presented as well as the database which is used to validate turbulent transport

models in the next chapter (see section 3.4.3).

2.1.1 Principle of Langmuir probes measurements

An intrusive way to measure local plasma quantities consists in introducing

small electrostatic collectors in the plasma. These collectors interact with

the local plasma through the same phenomena as the ones presented in the

introduction on plasma-wall interactions (section 1.4.1). Assuming that the

probe size ap is very small compared to typical SOL sizes (parallel reconnection

lengths), we can fairly consider that the whole SOL physics will not be perturbed

such as the perturbation induced by the presence of the probe is very local.

Nevertheless, the collection area of a probe is larger than the collector’s one

due to the sheath formation and momentum transfer close to the probe [77].

The presence of the collector causes a wake extending its collection area in

the parallel direction. This perturbation area would replace the collection one.

Estimations of this collection size go from a few centimeters to a few meters

which are still lower than the SOL size (≈ 100m).

Langmuir probes can be located at different positions in order to study tokamak

plasma edges : some are included in the targets where the plasma wets the

wall and others are mounted on isolating heads and plunged directly in the SOL.

Usual Langmuir probes can measure three plasma quantities : the electron den-

sity (ions one also considering quasineutrality), the electron temperature and

the electrostatic potential. To this end, the probes are polarised with different

potential to determine the potential-current curve as one can measure for an

electronic component (diodes). Starting from very negative polarisations of the
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collector, the electrons will be repealed and only the ion channel will be probed.

This measurement will directly give the so called saturation current, proportional

to plasma density. Gradually increasing the voltage applied to the probe will lead

to a progressive collection of a part of the distribution function of the electrons.

The trend obtained by this method is directly linked to the electron temperature

as long as we consider the electrons behaviour governed by a Boltzmann equa-

tion. In a steady-state, the current measured by the probe jp will be simply the

sum of the ion and electrons one. It can be written in terms of the potential Φp

at the sheath entrance, the current at the sheath entrance given by the satura-

tion one jSAT = ZneαeCs, the reference potential Φ0, the potential drop in the

sheath ∆Φ and an attenuation factor α due to a slight drop of the density at the

pre-sheath entrance. Models of conservation in the pre-sheath region of local

quantities such as the total pressure can lead to estimations of this coefficient.

jp = jSAT

(
1− exp

(
e(Φp − Φ0 −∆Φ)

kBTe

))
(2.1)

Figure 2.1: Example of a typical potential-current profile of a Langmuir probe
measurement

A typical evolution of the current measured by a Langmuir probe when its po-

larisation is varied is shown on figure 2.1. From this plot, one can recover the

explanations on the particle fluxes collected introduced earlier. Following this,

three regimes of operation are indicated :
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• saturation regime : The polarisation of the probe is maintained strongly

negative (≈ 200V ). Only the ion saturation current is measured. This

is used to measure saturation current fluctuations which are associated to

the density fluctuations.

• floating regime : The current in the probe is imposed to zero allowing

the measurement of the floating potential Vp = V0 + ∆V (equivalent to

Φp = Φ0 + ∆Φ). This regime allows to measure the electrostatic potential

fluctuations.

• characteristics : The potential imposed to the probe is swept in order to

change the polarisation and describe the potential-current curve presented

earlier. Applying an exponential fit to the obtained curve gives access to

the three important plasma local quantities : the saturation current jSAT ,

the floating potential V0 + ∆V and the electron temperature Te. The

characteristic time of acquisition of such systems is limited by the elec-

tronic capabilities and is of the order of a few tens of microseconds. This

acquisition time keeps one from measuring turbulent fluctuations. Thus,

this method is used for time averaged measurements. Nevertheless, it is

not possible to determine the ratio between ion and electron temperature.

An assumption is usually done to estimate the sound speed Cs approximat-

ing this ratio by a value of 2 in the SOL ( Ti

Te
≈ 2). Indeed, experimentally,

it has been observed in a few tokamaks, including Tore Supra, that this

ratio is about 2 at the separatrix [78]. It gives an evaluation of the sound

speed and gives access to the electron density dividing the saturation cur-

rent by this sound speed. This method is based on a strong assumption :

the electron temperature is well described by the wings of the distribution

function. Indeed, the electrons captured by the collectors are on the wings

of the distribution function. It supposes that the distribution function is a

pure Maxwellian with a width corresponding to the thermal velocity of the

electrons. If a fast population of electrons is present at the probing posi-

tion, the electron behaviour cannot be fully described by a fluid model and

this assumption can be discussed.

The evolution of both turbulence and background profiles are inseparable. Con-

sequently, the use of these three regimes is necessary to fully characterise edge

transport features.
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2.1.2 SOL background profiles measurement in Tore Supra

In order to understand the interplay between intermittent turbulence and aver-

aged profiles, one has to measure both turbulence properties and background

profiles. Moreover, if one tries to validate model predictions comparing it against

measurement, will need local plasma quantities to evaluate the parameters of

control of the model. First, we will focus on the background electron density

and temperature profile measurement leading to the built of a database for the

model validation.

In Tore Supra, a plunging probe system situated in the top part of the device

measured the electron temperatures and densities in the SOL (see figure 2.2).

Plunging a probe in the plasma can be responsible of a overheating of the probe.

In consequence, the plunge has to be very quick. The system used in Tore Supra

consists in a probe head mounted on a hydraulic piston able to move back and

forth the probe from the wall to the LCFS and to the wall again in less than 200

ms. This travelling time is short enough to avoid damages but constrains the

time sampling of the acquisition system in order to obtain precise radial profiles.

Besides, we consider that this dive of the probe is fast compared to the plasma

equilibrium evolution. It results in a consideration of a steady-state plasma mea-

surement. In other words, the obtained profiles does describe the local plasma

state. The position of the probe is known in the absolute space (R,Z, φ) but

not in the plasma coordinates (Ψ, θ, φ) where Ψ is the poloidal magnetic field

flux coordinate, θ is the poloidal angle from the low field side mid-plane and φ

is the toroidal angle [5]. The coordinate transform is given by the equilibrium re-

construction from the magnetic measurements and pressure profiles across the

confined plasma. Conveniently, the profiles are plotted in function of the distance

from the LCFS. Also using the equilibrium reconstruction, the flux tube envelope

can be described allowing to extrapolate the profiles to the outboard mid-plane,

as it is usually done.

Characteristics curves (potential-current plot) are made at different positions of

the probe. Fitting the obtained points as shown in figure 2.1, gives access to the

local electron temperature leading to the reconstruction of the radial temperature

profile (see figure 2.2 b)).

Then, measuring the saturation current jSAT , one can deduce the electron

density assuming the ion to electron temperature ratio. An example of density
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Figure 2.2: a) Poloidal section of a Tore Supra plasma indicating the Langmuir
probe position, b) and c) are typical electron temperature and density profiles
measured by the Langmuir probe system (Tore Supra #44600)

profile reconstructed from Tore Supra measurement is given in figure 2.2 c).

We observe exponentially decaying profiles for both electron density and temper-

ature as expected for a simple balance equilibrium between parallel and radial

flow. Exponential fit of these profiles using the expression ne = ne,sepe
−(r−rsep)

λn

(and Te = Te,sepe
−(r−rsep)

λT for the temperature) give values for the electron density

and temperature at the LCFS and for the e-folding lengths of these quantities

(see figure 2.3) showing high regression coefficients (R2 > 0.85) in all the pa-

rameter range explored in this database. Note that fluctuations are observed on

the experimental data due to measurement uncertainties and turbulence. These

values constitute the database used to validate the model of transport which will

be presented in the next chapter (section 3.4.3).

In addition, the plasma electrostatic potential is proportional to the temperature.

This will be used to estimate the local radial shearing rate via the expression of

the poloidal E × B drift velocity : γE×B = −∂rEr

B
∝ ∂2

rTe ∝ λ−2
T . The database

will also include all the plasma parameters needed to apply the model on : Ip

the plasma current, B the magnetic field amplitude at the magnetic axis, R the

major radius of the plasma, a the minor radius of the plasma, qcyl the cylindrical

safety factor at the LCFS and Te,sep the electron temperature measured at the

LCFS. The range of these parameters used in this study is given in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Radial profiles of electron density (left) and electron temperature
(right) measured by the Langmuir probe system (Tore Supra #44584). In red are
represented the exponential fit leading to the measure of LCFS conditions and
e-folding lengths evaluation

Database number

of points

R [m] a [m] B [T] Ip [kA] qcyl Te,sep [eV]

mean

profiles

133 2.4 0.65 2.6 - 4.1 400 - 1300 3.4 - 11.5 17 - 81

Table 2.1: Table of the plasma parameter ranges of the mean profiles

2.1.3 Turbulent transport characterisation

2.1.3.1 The rake probe system implemented in Tore Supra

In order to characterise turbulence in the SOL plasma, we need a diagnostic

with an accurate time resolution. The use of probes in saturation and floating

regimes seems to be indicated. Indeed, no potential sweep is needed in these

regimes leading to a very accurate measurement of the time evolution of the

local plasma quantities including their fluctuations. The diagnostic installed on

Tore Supra consists in a rake of 6 stainless steel pine designed to be aligned

with flux surfaces (see figure 2.4). Each collector has a diameter of 1.27 mm

and are separated from their neighbour by 3 mm. The stainless steel has been

chosen for sake of good electric conduction and resistance to erosion by the

plasma flow. These probes can operate in both saturation and floating regimes.

The system is also composed of two other probes on both sides to measure

Mach numbers but will not be studied in this work. The acquisition is made at

1MHz with an anti-aliasing filter (at 250kHz).
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Figure 2.4: Poloidal section of a Tore Supra plasma indicating the rake probe
system position with a zoom detailing the shape of the diagnostic

2.1.3.2 Discussion on the ability of probes to measure turbulence fea-

tures

The non-perturbation of the plasma by the probe dive is still questionable. What

is more, the system has to be very accurate to measure small fluctuations.

A study to understand the perturbation of both fluxes and fluctuations due to

the probe has been managed in order to determine the optimal geometry [79].

Moreover, the uncertainty on the collection area being important, one has to

evaluate the impact of this unknown on the measurement. The typical time

scale on which the plasma flows from the pre-sheath entrance to the probe

is evaluated to a value slightly lower than 1µs. Consequently, the use of the

rake probe system in order to measure saturation current fluctuation can be

considered as valid for fluctuations of frequency lower than the mega-hertz.

In the case of edge turbulence, the fluctuation frequencies are of the order of

10 − 100kHz. One can assume that the system described here is adapted.

Furthermore, a calibration has been done in order to be able to analyse the

data considering these sources of uncertainties [80]. The saturation current

fluctuations can also be due to the electron temperature fluctuations. It has

been shown that in Tore Supra, the dependence in electron temperature of

the saturation current is cancelled by the dependence of the collection area
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for the mean quantities [80]. Nevertheless, it has not been demonstrated for

fluctuations.

Concerning the floating potential measurement, the collection area of the probe

is different for electrons and ions leading to a probable overestimation of the

floating potential. No model is able to predict this overestimation but we will as-

sume that the probe geometry induces the minimum of disturbance with respect

to the floating potential measurement. Recalling the floating potential expres-

sion : Vf ≈ Vplasma −ΛTe, one can see that the floating potential fluctuations can

come from both plasma electrostatic potential fluctuations and electron temper-

ature fluctuations. These latter ones are usually not measured and no robust

model is able to predict the contribution of these fluctuations in the total floating

potential. Experimentally, it has been observed that temperature fluctuations are

in phase with density [81, 82] or electric field ones [83]. Thus, we can pragmat-

ically consider that these fluctuations are contributing to the saturation current

ones. Finally, the measured potential perturbations can come from both plasma

potential and electron temperature ones. These potential perturbations are used

to predict perturbations of the electric field. This electric field perturbations is

used to determine the turbulent particle flux Γ =< ñẼθ >. This flux depends on

the cross-phase between the density and the electric field perturbations. The

temperature fluctuations being in phase with the density ones, the electric field

perturbations they generate will be in phase opposition with the density ones

and somehow, their contribution should vanish.

2.1.3.3 Saturation current and floating potential time traces

Keeping in mind all of these limitations and hypotheses on the ability to interpret

the measurement, one can use the rake probe system to measure turbulence

features.

An example of the time trace of the measured saturation current obtained by

such method is shown in figure 2.5. We observe a bursty signal due to the pres-

ence of turbulence intermittency. Strikingly, these fluctuations appear asym-

metric. The positive fluctuations are more plentiful than the negative ones.

This is due to positive density perturbations lasting a few tens of microsec-

onds attributed to the filaments in the SOL plasma. Furthermore, we can see
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that the fluctuation level is very high. Indeed the mean value of the profile is

< ISAT >= 33 × 10−3A and the standard deviation is σI = 5.8 × 10−3A cor-

responding to a relative fluctuation level σI/< ISAT >≈ 18%. This fluctuation

level can be seen as a proxy of the density fluctuation level. Some violent event

amplitudes can even reach a few times the standard deviation.

Figure 2.5: Time trace of the saturation current measured by the rake probe in
Tore Supra (shot #41628). Red lines corresponds to the mean of the signal and
standard deviations from this mean

The floating potential time traces exhibit a similar behaviour in terms of bursty

signal properties and living time of the structures (see figure 2.6). Nevertheless,

no asymmetry is observed concerning the sign of these fluctuations as it would

be expected from interchange origin of the fluctuations. Such observations are

common in magnetically confined plasmas.

Figure 2.6: Time trace of the floating potential measured by the rake probe in
Tore Supra (shot #41628). Red lines corresponds to the mean of the signal and
standard deviations from this mean
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2.1.3.4 Data treatment and database build-up

Similarly to the database of background density profiles, we built a database of

turbulent features. The measurement of these features will be detailed in the

following. This database is built in a set of bottom-limited ohmic discharges in

various plasma conditions as indicated by the table 2.2.

Database number

of points

R [m] a [m] B [T] Ip [kA] qcyl Te,sep [eV]

fluctuation

features

6820 2.4 0.65 3.2 - 3.8 800 - 1400 3 - 5.25 5 - 36

Table 2.2: Table of the plasma parameter ranges of the turbulence features
database

In order to compare to the model predictions, we included in the database of

fluctuation features which are time averaged over time windows of 5ms. The

measurement we considered are :

• the fluctuation levels of the density σn/< n > assumed to be the same

as the ion saturation current ones σI/< Isat > and of the potential nor-

malised to the electron temperature eσΦ/< Te > measured as presented in

the subsection 2.1.3.3.

• the poloidal correlation length of the density (ion saturation current) and

potential structures. These are evaluated polarising all the pins in satura-

tion or floating configuration respectively. Then, we calculated the poloidal

cross correlation function Ci,j,θ of the signals s
(i)
n and s

(j)
n measured by

probes i and j integrated on time.

Ci,j,θ(lθ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
s(i)n (t− t′)s(j)n (t′)′dt′ (2.2)

where s
(i)
n = s(i)−<s(i)>

σs,i
is the normalised fluctuating signal of the probe i.

This function is exponentially decaying with an e-folding length δθ corre-

sponding to the mean poloidal correlation length of the structures. This

correlation length can be associated to the poloidal structure size and will

be compared with model predictions in the next chapter.

• average blobs features are reconstructed from signals measured by the

pins. Half of the probes are polarised in saturation regime and the others
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Figure 2.7: Cross correlation function of saturation current signals measured by
the rake probe system (TS #42973, B = 3.9T / Ip = 1MA)

in floating regime (see figure 2.8). Blobs are identified as structures with

lasting time greater than 10µs. Considering cosinus shapes for blobs one

can determine their wavelength or wavenumber.

Figure 2.8: Left : Radial profile of Saturation current measured by the rake
probe system (TS #44635). The red dots corresponds to the considered blobs.
Right : Rake probe configuration : half saturaton regime and half floating regime
alternatively

Then, a radial velocity is associated to these structures using the 2 neigh-

bour probes which are polarised in floating configuration. The poloidal

electric field Ẽθ created by the structures will be calculated by making the
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difference of the potential between two probes i and j separated by the

distance di,j : Eθ = Φ(j)−Φ(i)

di,j
. This poloidal electric field induces a radial

E × B drift of the structures Ṽr = Ẽθ/B which will be compared to model

predictions in the next chapter. All the details of the data treatment used to

study the average blobs can be found in [75].

The turbulence studied here is responsible of edge transport and consequently

of the physical quantities profile shapes. This transport can be strongly impacted

by edge sheared flows through the mitigation of the turbulence. These flows are

of utmost interest in the quest of high efficiency reactors and will be the topic of

the next section.

2.2 Experimental characterisation of edge flows :

use of a Doppler Back Scattering (DBS) system

Reflectometry diagnostics are used to characterise edge density profiles and

turbulence in magnetically confined plasmas thanks to the reflection of an

electromagnetic wave on a cut-off layer. These methods provide local measure-

ments with a high enough temporal resolution to describe density fluctuation

features. Two reflectometry systems are considered in fusion devices : one

measuring turbulent features and background density profiles [84, 85] and

one relying on the Doppler shifting of the electromagnetic wave by the density

fluctuations to measure the local rotation [86, 87, 88, 89]. This edge rotation

is thought to be responsible of the turbulence mitigation and, consequently, of

the local lowering of transport. Accordingly, in this work, we will focus on the

Doppler reflectometry system implemented in WEST : DIFDOP and its use to

characterise edge rotation profiles.

In this section, we first detail the operation of Doppler Back-Scattering systems

(DBS) and present the signal processing managed to reconstruct radial profiles

of edge rotation. Also, the error sources and the hypotheses behind the esti-

mation of the local velocity are discussed. Then, the database of edge rotation

profiles built during this work by these processes is presented. Dedicated ex-

periments on the impact of power injection, edge density, plasma current and

geometry on the rotation profiles are described and the resulting observations

are discussed. Finally, a characterisation of an increased confinement regime
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observed in WEST is laid out showing the strong shear layer appearing at the

plasma edge.

2.2.1 Reflectometry principle : the collective scattering

Reflectometry systems rely on the local scattering of a wave by turbulent struc-

tures. Considering a monochromatic plane wave Ei(r⃗, t) = Ei,0e
i(k⃗i.r⃗−ωit) at the

position r⃗ propagating towards an assembly of turbulent structures at the posi-

tion r⃗j with j the index of the structure j. These structures will then act as second

emitters of spherical waves. We will interest in the scattered wave Es(r⃗′, t) at the

position r⃗′ with a wavenumber k⃗s propagating towards an observer pointed by

the direction n⃗′ and far from the scattering structures (see figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: Scheme of a monochromatic plane wave collectively scattered by
turbulent structures

The wavenumber amplitude is conserved during the scattering (⃗ks = kin⃗′). The

scattered wave is the sum of the waves produced by each structure and can be

written as :

Es(r⃗′, t) ∝
N∑
j=1

ei(k⃗i.r⃗j+k⃗s.(r⃗′−r⃗j)−ωit) (2.3)

Considering the scattering wave number k⃗ = k⃗s − k⃗i, the amplitude of the scat-

tered wave will be maximum if the sum of the phases is constructive. It corre-

sponds to the situation in which the structures are spread in the perpendicular

plane to the scattered wavenumber k⃗ separated by equal distances of λ = 2π

|⃗k|
.
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This wavelength is depending of the scattering angle θ as :

λ =
1

2 sin (θ/2)

2π

ki
(2.4)

This condition is known as the Bragg’s relation and lead in the case of DBS

measurement to k = kturb = −2ki.

2.2.2 Local velocity measurement using the Doppler shift

The scattered wave can be separated in two contributions : a plane wave

ei(k⃗s.r⃗
′−ωit) times a scattered signal s(k⃗, t) =

∑N
j=1 e

−ik⃗.r⃗j(t). This second con-

tribution will contain the information on the features of the scattering structures.

In the case of an magnetically confined fusion plasma, the turbulent structure ve-

locities v⃗s are the sum of the instability phase velocity v⃗ϕ and of the background

plasma velocity. In general, the first contribution is neglected and the second

one is usually associated to the E ×B drift.

v⃗s = v⃗ϕ + v⃗plasma ≈ v⃗E×B =
E⃗ × B⃗

B2
(2.5)

Nevertheless, experiments in Tore Supra showed that at low collisionality the

measured velocity is depending on the probing wavenumber at a same position

[90]. This can be explained only by the phase velocity dependency on the

wavenumber. This work is based on measurement at 80% of the minor radius,

slightly inner than the area of interest of the PhD thesis. In this work, the phase

velocity will be neglected and dedicated measures have been performed in

WEST at the boundary of the confined plasma to check this assumption. This

will be discussed later in this manuscript.

Taking into account the structures velocity, we can decompose their position as

the sum of a static position and a drifting contribution : r⃗j(t) = r⃗j(0) + v⃗E×Bt.

The scattered signal is then composed of a constant part due to the amplitude

of the fluctuations s(k⃗, 0) = e−ik⃗.r⃗j(0) and a time depending second part e−ik⃗.v⃗E×Bt.

This second contribution contains the information of the local velocity. In order

to extract this information from the measured signal, we can apply a Fourier
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transform to the auto-correlation function in time of the signal :

S(k⃗, f) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dτ

1

N
< s∗(k⃗, t)s(k⃗, t+ τ) > (2.6)

=
1

N

∣∣∣s(k⃗, 0)∣∣∣2 ∫ +∞

−∞
dτ ei(2πf−v⃗E×B .⃗k)τ (2.7)

=
1

N

∣∣∣s(k⃗, 0)∣∣∣2 δ(f − 1

2π
v⃗E×B .⃗k) (2.8)

In the case of the monochromatic plane wave, it results in a Dirac function cen-

tred on the Doppler frequency fD = 1
2π
v⃗E×B .⃗k. In the case of edge plasma

turbulence the structure velocities are following a probability function and the

spectrum of the signal becomes broader. An example of a spectrum measured

in WEST is given in figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Left : Example of a spectrum measured from a single velocity
population of structure. Right : Example of spectrum measured in WEST by the
DBS system (WEST #54732 @t=4.6s)

The aim of the method applied here is to measure the velocity profile. More

precisely, we want to measure radial profiles of binormal velocity. The probed

velocity is composed of the perpendicular and of the parallel (to the magnetic

field lines) velocities. The second contribution is neglected. Three key ingre-

dients are needed to reconstruct a poloidal velocity radial profile : the Doppler

shift fD, the probing wave number k and the position of probing. The first one

is obtained by the process detailed in this subsection. The two others need to

determine the path of the electromagnetic wave through the plasma. This is the

point of the next subsection.
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2.2.3 Propagation of an electromagnetic wave through the

edge plasma

Doppler reflectometers consists in systems launching a probing wave through

an antenna towards the plasma. This wave will propagate until it reaches a

point where it will be reflected by the magnetised plasma known as the cut-off

layer where the propagation index is null. Because of the presence of a helical

magnetic field lines, the wave has to be launched with an angle allowing to obtain

a propagation of the wave perpendicularly to the magnetic field at the reflection

point (ξ = 90◦ in figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Scheme of the propagation and the reflection of the wave on a field
line

In order to determine the position of the reflection of the electromagnetic wave

as well as the corresponding local wavenumber, one has to find the posi-

tion where the local refractive index reaches a null value. We will consider a

monochromatic plane wave of pulsation ωi, wavenumber k⃗ and amplitude Ei,0

Ei(r⃗, t) = Ei,0e
i(k⃗.r⃗−ωit) to represent the beam launched by the system antenna.

This wave will propagate through the plasma. To describe this propagation, we

call on the Maxwell equations to characterise the beam behaviour and the Ohm’s
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law for the plasma medium. This leads to the dispersion relation for the wave :

k⃗ × k⃗ × E⃗i + ϵ
ω2
i

c2
E⃗i = 0⃗ (2.9)

with the dielectric tensor :

ϵ = I +
iσ

ϵ0ωi

(2.10)

where I is the identity tensor, ϵ0 the void permittivity and σ the plasma resitivity

tensor. This equation can be rewritten in terms of the refractive index n2 and

of the angle between the magnetic field line and the propagation direction ξ

introducing the electronic plasma frequency ωp,e =

√(
e2ne

ϵ0ne

)
and the cyclotron

frequency ωc =
eB
me

[91, 92].

(
A sin ξ2 +B cos ξ2

)
n4 −

(
CD sin ξ2 + AB

(
1 + cos ξ2

)
n2
)
+BCD = 0 (2.11)

with :

A =
1

2
(C +D) (2.12)

B = 1−
ω2
p,e

ω2
i

(2.13)

C = 1−
ω2
p,e

ωi (ωi + ωc)
(2.14)

D = 1−
ω2
p,e

ωi (ωi − ωc)
(2.15)

Hence, in the case of the perpendicular propagation the refractive index is given

by :

n2
± =

CD + AB ± |CD − AB|
2A

(2.16)

In the limit of low frequencies compared to the electron cyclotron one (ω < ωc),

we obtain two possible waves : the ordinary one (O-mode with a polarisation

parallel to the magnetic field) with a refractive index n2
O = 1 − ω2

p,e

ω2
i

and the ex-

traordinary one (X-mode with a polarisation perpendicular to the magnetic field)

with a refractive index n2
X = 2 CD

C+D
. The radial evolution of the corresponding
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cutoff frequencies in a typical WEST discharge is given in figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Radial profile of the cutoff frequencies in WEST (WEST #55732
@t=5.1s). The curves corresponds to the electron cyclotron frequency in black,
the plasma frequency (O-mode cutoff) in green and the cutoff frequency of the
X-mode in red.

Usually, frequencies used to probe tokamak edge plasmas are in the microwave

range (30 − 150GHz). In order to measure edge profiles in WEST, we can see

from figure 2.12 that we need to use the X-polarisation at high frequencies 75−
110GHz to probe the very edge, SOL included, and the O-polarisation to probe

further towards the plasma core in the range of 50− 75GHz.

These cutoff calculations were made in the framework of a wave incoming per-

pendicularly to the plasma. In the case of DBS probing in tokamak discharges,

this is not the case since the incidence angle is not perpendicular and more com-

plex methods have to be considered [91, 93] to describe the cut-off layer position

and the probed wavenumber. To model the path of the beam in a realistically de-

scribed plasma, the resolution of the dispersion relation along the propagation

has to be done numerically. The entries of the code are the magnetic equilibrium

2D map, the electron density profile, the antenna properties (position and incli-

nation) and the wave features (frequency ω and polarisation). Consequently, the

DBS data processing necessitates other diagnostic measurements for the den-

sity profile and the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction. From these data and

considering the simple cutoff model described above, we can reconstruct a 2D

map of the cutoff frequencies indicating approximatively the probing positions in

terms of the launched frequencies and polarisations (see figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: Left : 2D map of the plasma density in WEST (colormap, WEST
#55732 @t=5.1s). The cut off frequencies are over-plotted for the different polar-
isation of the wave : O-mode in green and X-mode in red. Right : radial profile
of the density at the midplane. Dots corresponds to the cutoff position for the
different wave propagation : O-mode in green and X-mode in red.

2.2.4 Doppler reflectometry in WEST : system and data treat-

ment

2.2.4.1 The DBS system in WEST : DIFDOP

The Doppler reflectometry system in WEST is composed of a gaussian antenna

positioned in the low field side of the device. The diagnostic was already

present in Tore Supra and a more detailed description can be found in [94].

The inclination of the antenna can be changed remotely. This is useful to

probe on different wavenumbers on the same magnetic flux surface. The

system uses two independent systems to generate signals which can be used

simultaneously to probe the plasma edge structures. The first system uses

synthesizers to generate frequencies which are multiplied (four times) to shift

in the V-band range (50 − 75GHz). This wave is polarised in O-mode. The

second one generates frequencies in the W-band range (75− 110GHz) through
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a higher multiplication (6 times) and is polarised in X-mode probing the confined

plasma boundary and the SOL. These ranges have been chosen considering

the density and magnetic field profiles in magnetically confined plasmas in order

to probe the plasma edge such as explained in the previous subsection (see

figure 2.12).

In order to probe at different radial position, the frequencies of the beam is

varied step by step with steps of around 5− 10ms. Usually to build a profile, the

system describes 10 − 20 steps in frequency depending on the wanted radial

precision. In the end, this sequence lasts almost 100ms and is repeated at

different time during the plasma discharge in order to study the time evolution of

the perpendicular velocity profiles. The triggering of the probing sequences has

to be careful because of the time acquisition of the system which is about 300ms.

After the sent of the beam in the plasma, the back-scattered signal is then de-

tected by the antenna and separated in a cosine and a sine components in order

to reconstruct the complex signal. The acquisition system has a variable storing

frequency but the one usually used is 10MHz. During the PhD, this system has

been upgraded in order to have a continuous acquisition during the discharge

(between WEST C4 and C5 campaigns).

2.2.4.2 Edge rotation profile reconstruction

We will now detail the data processing applied to the signals aiming at deter-

mining the edge perpendicular velocity radial profile. Two steps are necessary

to reconstruct the profiles : estimate the Doppler shift and then simulate the

path of the beam in the plasma edge to determine its probing position and

wavenumber. We will discuss on the uncertainty sources appearing from the

measurement to the end of the data processing.

• Doppler shift measurement : Once the complex signal reconstructed, it

can be studied to determine the Doppler shift of the back-scattered wave.

The signal is cut in time windows corresponding to each frequency step

giving signals of around 50000 points. A temporal Fourier transform is

then applied on samples of 1024 points. Finally, an average of this spec-

tra gives access to a low-noised spectrum (see figure 2.14). Usually, this
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spectrum is composed of a non shifted Gaussian contribution coming from

reflections of the beam by the wall or the plasma itself and a shifted contri-

bution containing the physical information on the Doppler shift induced by

the drifting structures.

Figure 2.14: a) time trace of the sine part of the measured signal, b) time trace
of the probing frequency and c) spectrum extracted for the fifth frequency (f =
98.3GHz) in the time window delimited by the red dashed lines. (WEST #55732
trigger 4 @t = 6.2s)

Fitting this spectrum allows to estimate the Doppler shift frequency. Com-

monly, three mathematical functions are considered to fit these spectra

: a Lorentzian function, a Gaussian function and a Voigt function which

is the convolution product of a Gaussian and a Lorenzian function. The

Lorentzian function shows a high accuracy to extract the position of the

maximum of the spectrum whereas it is not able to fit the shape. On the

other hand the Gaussian function allows to fit the shape of the spectrum

with a slightly lower accuracy on the maximum position. Consequently,

the use of the convolution of these function is a powerful tool to fit both

maximum position and spectral shape. These three fitting functions lead

to similar values with a deviation of the order of the percent (see figure

2.15).

This method is applicable in most of the edge plasma measurement.

During this PhD, high power injection scenario were studied in order

to access high confinement regimes. In such discharges a fluctuation
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Figure 2.15: Fit of the signal spectrum to extract the Doppler shift frequency.
(WEST #55732 trigger 4 @t = 6.2s)

of the signal amplitude has been encountered leading to time variation

of the Doppler shift during a probing frequency step. These particular

cases will be detailed later in this section. Another method has been

developed in order to estimate the Doppler shift in these oscillatory phases

allowing to describe the dynamics of the signal. It consists in determining

the dominant frequency in time windows using the pmusic function in

MATLAB based on the MUSIC algorithm [95]. This has already been

used to study oscillatory phases in presence of Geodesic Acoustic Modes

(GAM) in Tore Supra [96]. This algorithm extracts eigenvectors from the

auto-correlation matrix of the signal. These eigenvectors are sorted in

decreasing. The larger eigenvalues correspond to the signal components

whereas the lower ones are equal and correspond to the noise contribu-

tions. This technique can be applied to time windows thin enough to study

the Doppler shift dynamics. The resulting Doppler shift values are slightly

lower than measured with the fit method (15% lower) but allows to have

a look to the dominant frequency even in oscillatory phases of the signal

amplitudes. Figure 2.16 shows the temporal dynamics of this dominant

frequency for a standard mode discharge and for the oscillating regime.

In this second regime the dominant frequency varies with a standard

deviation of about 35%. This method allows to automate the Doppler shift

measurement with a good enough accuracy. Both methods lead to shifts

amplitude of the order of a few hundreds of kilohertz to a few megahertz.
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Figure 2.16: Colormap of the dominant frequency extracted from signal with
pmusic.Left Usual signal in L-mode (WEST #55732 trigger 4 @t = 6.2s, probing
frequency f = 98.3GHz).Right Oscillatory regime (WEST #55562 trigger 8 @t =
7.9s, probing frequency f = 104.5GHz)

• Probed position and wavenumber calculation with a beam tracing

code The probing position and wavenumber are determined using a beam

tracing code following the principles detailed in sec.2.2.3. This code,

fully described in [91], solves the propagation equations of the beam in

the WKB approximation and in three dimensions taking into account the

ripple of the magnetic field. To that end, the code needs to have access

to the magnetic equilibrium and the electron density profile to represent

the plasma medium, the antenna position and inclination and all the

features of the probing wave (frequency, polarisation). This is summarised

in table 2.3. In order to evaluate the beam propagation, 4 other beams

corresponding to an intensity lowering of two times its Gaussian width are

considered.

Inputs
Electron density profile
Magnetic equilibrium

Antenna position (R,Z, φ)
Antenna inclination (poloidal & toroidal)

Probing wave features (frequency & polarisation)

Outputs
Cutoff coordinates (r)
Cutoff wavenumber

Table 2.3: Table compiling the inputs and outputs of the beam tracing code

The electron density profiles used by the code are measured either by the

interferopolarimetry system or by the fast sweep reflectometer in WEST

[84]. The first one is reconstructing profiles from tomography using line of
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sight crossing the plasma. Unfortunately, only one (during C3 campaing)

or two (during C4 and C5 campaigns) lines of sight are passing through the

plasma edge and it leads to a bad constraint of the plasma edge density

profile shape. Usually, the profiles from the reflectometry system are the

ones input into the code.

The beam tracing code has been developed during Tore Supra operation

and is using an analytical equilibrium consisting in an elongated circular

geometry. The plasma equilibrium in WEST being in diverted geometry,

the magnetic field profile and the elongation from the equilibrium recon-

struction are input in the code(see figure 2.17). An effort is currently made

in order to use real equilibria for the beam path reconstruction.

Figure 2.17: Beam tracing code results for the WEST discharge #55732 trigger
4 @t = 6.2s (probing frequency f = 98.3GHz)

The obtained probing wavenumbers are of the order of the inverse of a

fraction of centimetre. and are increasing with the antenna inclination as

it can be seen figure 2.18. It leads to perpendicular velocities of a few

kilometers per second.

2.2.4.3 Discussion on fundamental hypotheses and uncertainty sources

The estimate of the error bars on both radial position and amplitude of the

velocity measures is not trivial since uncertainties comes from both Doppler
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shift measurement and beam tracing reconstruction. Either the signal or the

inputs of the beam tracing code as well as the data processing can induce

errors. This section will present a discussion on the approximations used in the

reconstruction and the corresponding error sources in order to give an ordering

of the error bars.

First of all, as explained earlier, the measured velocity is the sum of the contri-

bution of the background drift and the phase velocity of the probed turbulence.

Neglecting this last one is a common point in DBS studies but it can be a mis-

take. A way to address this key point consists in varying the antenna poloidal

inclination at a constant probing frequency during a steady-state phase. This

method allows to vary the probing wavenumber without changing the measure-

ment radial location. If the velocity varies with the wavenumber at a same radial

position, it can indicate a domination of the phase velocity contribution. Indeed,

only this contribution will depend on the wavenumber. A dedicated measure-

ment as been managed in USN and LSN ohmic discharges in WEST in order to

validate this assumption. Figure 2.18 summarises the results of this experiment

showing a non dependency on the probing wavenumber. We can consider that

the probed velocity corresponds to the local background E × B drift. It is worth

keeping in mind that it is not a proof of null phase velocity. It only shows a non

dependency of the probed measurement on the phase velocity which can come

either from a small value of the phase velocity compared to the background flow

or from a inverse dependency of the phase velocity with the wavenumber.

The uncertainties on the measured data have also to be considered. These

uncertainties can come from the Doppler shift estimate and the beam path

reconstruction. The uncertainties from the first contribution is discussed in this

paragraph. The reflections of the signal on the wall or on cut-off layers on the

path of the beam can lead to a non shifted Gaussian contribution to the Doppler

spectra of the signals. This contribution overlaps the Doppler contribution in

the case of low rotation V⊥ ≤ 1km.s−1. This induces an inability to extract

the Doppler shift even applying the data processing using pmusic. When the

velocity is marginally above these values, the fitting function allows to remove

a part of the spectrum before applying the fit on the data. It increases the

accuracy but the uncertainty can be of the order of a few percents.
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Figure 2.18: Radial profiles of probing wavenumber (top) and perpendicular ve-
locity (bottom) in LSN configuration (left) and USN configuration (right) (respec-
tively WEST#56710 & #56714)

The major contribution to the errors in the profile reconstruction comes from the

determination of the probed position and wavenumber. For X-mode polarisation,

the radial shape and position of probing will strongly depend on the density

profile and the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction. The latter can lead to an

uncertainty on the flux surface positions at the low field side mid-plane which

will be of the order of a few millimetres. However, the density profiles from the

reflectometry can encounter some difficulties to reconstruct the edge density

profile. Reflections on the wall or light emission by suprathermal electrons

can disturb the reflected signal and keep one from finding the initial point of

the profile. This will lead to uncertainties on the profile position of the order

of the centimetre. Moreover, during one probing frequency step, the density

profiles may vary. Generally, the profile used by the beam tracing code is the

time average of the profiles measured during the frequency step. Taking the

standard deviation of the profile at each radial position gives an estimate of the

shift of the profile. Inputting the mean profile and the ones at plus and minus

the standard deviation gives an estimate of the radial position uncertainty of

each measuring point of the order of a centimetre as shown figure 2.19. This

is the major contribution and it will be the one retained in this work. This point

illustrates the difficulty to interpret the radial shape of the profiles in order to
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estimate the shear from the velocity profiles.

In the case of a probing which is non perfectly perpendicular to the magnetic

field lines, a contribution to the measured velocity can come from the parallel

velocity. Fortunately, the parallel wavenumbers are very low compared to

the perpendicular ones leading to the assumption of neglecting the parallel

contribution to the measured velocity.

Finally, the uncertainty on the poloidal angle of the antenna can lead to an

uncertainty on the probing wavenumber and on the radial probing position.

The second one is very low but the first one can be significant. The error

on the antenna poloidal inclination should be of the order of 0.1◦. In order

to take into account all the effects of the inputs of the ray tracing simulations

on the perpendicular wavenumber, we simulated the beam path in the edge

plasma with angles varying from minus to plus 0.5◦ which is high compared

to the measured one (5◦). It results in an error of the order of 5 − 10% on the

wavenumber and, consequently, on the perpendicular velocity. This is shown

in figure 2.19 representing the radial profiles of perpendicular velocity. The ρ

coordinate is the poloidal normalised coordinate ρ =
√

Ψ(r)−Ψ(r=0)
Ψ(r=a)−Ψ(r=0)

.

Figure 2.19: Left : Radial profiles of edge density measured by fast sweep re-
flectometry. Right : Radial profile of perpendicular rotation measured by DBS
reflectometry. Full red line are the rotation profile reconstructed using the mean
density profile. The red dashed lines corresponds to the profiles reconstructed
from the uncertainties estimated on the density profiles (in red dashed lines
also). The black area corresponds to the error bars from the uncertainty on the
antenna angle as mentioned in this section.

Even if the interpretation of the radial shape of the rotation profiles is ques-
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tionable, the depth of the rotation profile well can be considered as a robust

measure. This depth and the width of the well are the contributors to the edge

rotation shear which is assumed to be responsible of the turbulence mitigation.

Indeed, it is not known if it is whether the shape or the depth of the rotation

well which is responsible of the shear amplitude and, in consequence, of the tur-

bulence mitigation. It is worth noting that a combination of both amplitude and

shape can lead to the establishment of a strong turbulence shearing. In order to

investigate this point, a database of profile depth has been built in this work and

will be the point of the next section.

2.2.5 Understanding the correlation between edge rotation

and plasma parameters

In most of the experimental observations, the establishment of transport barriers

is the key point of assessing increased confinement regimes in tokamak opera-

tion. These barriers being due to the establishment of a strong shear layer in the

plasma edge, one has to understand how the edge rotation is impacted by the

different plasma parameters to determine the parameter space of the increased

confinement regime. The number of operational parameters as well as the high

wideness of the range of their values prevent from fully scanning the parameter

space. Nevertheless, two complementary approaches can help to fill our lacks

of knowledge. The first one consists in building wide databases aiming at estab-

lishing global trends or building scaling laws. This way has been followed in order

to characterise global features such as energy confinement time. The develop-

ment of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) and neural networks offers a promising point

of view in this sense. The second approach is based on dedicated experiment in

which a minimum of parameters is varied. Thus, one can point out the specific

effect of the varied quantities. Nevertheless, this approach can only give infor-

mation in precise regimes or domain of parameters. Moreover, in experiment, it

is often difficult to vary only one parameter due to cross correlations and then,

it can be difficult to separate their impacts. In this work, both approaches have

been considered and will be detailed in this section. First, we will describe the

parameters of interest used in this work as well as the method used to extract

the minimum value of edge rotation from the profiles built with the DBS system.

Then, we will discuss the global trends appearing from the database built during

the C3b and C4 campaigns. Finally, specific studies of impact of plasma param-
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eters, injected heating power and magnetic geometry will be detailed showing

some clear dependencies of the edge velocity well depth.

2.2.5.1 Build-up of a wide database of edge rotation profile to study global

trends

During the C3b and C4 campaigns of operation in the WEST tokamak, a wide

range of the operational parameter space has been investigated. It offered an

opportunity to make correlation between the edge rotation and control parame-

ters such as the plasma density, the injected power or the magnetic geometry.

In this framework, we managed a data processing of the Doppler reflectometer

system leading to the build up of almost 400 perpendicular velocity radial pro-

files. From these profiles, we extracted the position and the depth of the velocity

well fitting the well with polynomials. The fifth degree polynomials appeared to

be the more precise one to recover shapes and depth of the wells. As it can be

seen on figure 2.18, the Upper Single Null configuration doesn’t show a well in

the edge rotation profile. Hence, the database of velocity wells is finally reduced

to the profiles in Lower Single Null configuration which are well fitted by the poly-

nomials (see figure 2.20). The points retained for this study will also be filtered

in terms of MHD activity. Only the measurement at low MHD activity are used.

In the end, this database contains 263 profiles in various conditions regarding

the plasma parameters values : integrated density nl averaged on an interferom-

etry line of sight crossing the plasma core, plasma current Ip, injected heating

with both LH and ICRH (PLH and PICRH), Greenwald fraction fG = nl[10
20m−3πa2

Ip[MA]
,

X-point height hX and radiated power fraction frad =
P bulk
rad

PTOT
. The table 2.4 sum-

marises the range of values of the database.

number

of

points

R [m] a [m] B [T] Ip [MA] nl

[1020m−2]

fG Pinj

[MW]

frad [%]

263 2.5 0.45 3.7 0.43 - 1 0.2 - 0.63 0.3 - 0.7 0 - 6.2 20 - 80

Table 2.4: Table of the plasma parameter ranges of the rotation profile depth
database

First we tried to correlate the perpendicular velocity well depth with global con-

finement features. For that we included two quantities in the database : the

stored energy WMHD and the neutron rate produced by the fusion reaction, sign
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Figure 2.20: Edge perpendicular rotation profile measured by Doppler reflec-
tometry (in blue) fitted by a polynomial of degree 5 in order to determine the well
position and depth (WEST #54810 @t = 6.7s)

of a good core confinement. Looking at the evolution of these quantities with

the profile depth in the overall database doesn’t show a clear trend (see figure

2.21 a)). A more precise way to try to point out trends is considering reduced

databases such as filtering density ranges in the overall database. Figure 2.21

b) & c) represents the same comparison as in a) but with a low and high den-

sity range respectively. It underlines that at low densities confinement and edge

rotation seems to be correlated whereas in the high density range it does not

seem to. At this point, the interpretation of this result is impossible. At low den-

sity, the transport looks correlated with the edge rotation but we can’t know if the

transport is lowered by the turbulence mitigation or if the rotation is enhanced by

stronger gradients across the separatrix.

Unfortunately, this trend is the only one appearing clearly in the database. As

it can be observed in figure 2.22, the profiles depth is clamped between 3 and

4 kilometres per second in almost every conditions. We can conclude that the

approach is not adapted to isolate effects of plasma parameters on the profiles.

More precise studies have to be done on the variation of unique parameters to

point out trends. We then focused of the comparison of similar discharges to

understand the effects of control parameters on edge rotation. This will be the

point of the next section.
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Figure 2.21: Evolution of the edge rotation well depth with neutron production
and stored energy in a) the whole database, b) the low density cases (nl <
3.5× 1019m−2) and c) the high density cases (nl > 4× 1019m−2)

Figure 2.22: Evolution of the edge rotation well depth with neutron production
and a) plasma current, b) line averaged density and c) power crossing the sep-
aratrix.

2.2.5.2 Impacts of heating power, density and magnetic geometry on

edge rotation in WEST

In order to understand how the edge rotation profiles behaves with relevant

control parameters evolution, we selected measured times in comparable

conditions with only one parameter varying. It pointed 3 main parameters

impacting the perpendicular velocity profiles : the heating power injection, the

density and the magnetic configuration (X-point height and position). These

three parameters are known to be actuators of L-H transition. Consequently,

the study of their impact on edge rotation is of utmost importance in the quest

of the understanding of high confinement assessment. Moreover, the heating

channel showed strong impacts on rotation (toroidal rotation) in Tore Supra

[97, 98]. We tried to dissociate Lower Hybrid power PLH and ICRH power PICRH

to investigate if the way to heat had an impact on the deepening of the profiles.
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• Lower Hybrid power injection : The question of the origin of the power

threshold to access increased confinement regime is usually addressed

making a step by step increase of injected power. In this work, we

interested in such discharge to better understand the impact of power

increase on the edge rotation. The evolution of the edge rotation with

the injected power in a typical discharge in WEST at a plasma current of

500kA is represented on figure 2.23. The profile measured during the early

phase is obtained in a low density regime and appears different from the

others. Nevertheless, we clearly observe a deepening of the profile when

we start the injection and, then, a clamping of the profile with the increase

of injected power, even doubling the power. This clamping is not attributed

to an increase of radiated power equivalent to the one of the injected

power. An explanation to this phenomenon could be the impact of the

magnetic field ripple on the fast particles. The ripple can be responsible

of losses of fast particles leading to a polarisation and so to a radial

electric field. In the case of LH heated discharges, we expect the loss of

fast electrons leading to a positive contribution to the rotation. This will

opposite to the deepening of the profiles which could be consistent with

the observations. Ripple regimes are characterised by a proportionality

between the rotation and the pressure gradient profiles. The electron

density profiles are similar during the injected power increase phase which

could be consistent with this hypothesis, at least for the density gradient

contribution to the pressure gradient. Experiments dedicated to this key

point have been managed and have to be further studied. In parallel,

huge theoretical effort is carried to understand the impact of ripple on

magnetically confined plasma rotation [99] especially in Tore Supra and

WEST presenting large values of ripple amplitude.

• Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating power injection : We investigated

also the impact of ICRH heating injection on edge rotation applying the

same methods than for the LH heating impact study at the same plasma

current 500kA. We observed a non deepening of the rotation profile with

the increase of injected power but the internal branch (profile part at lower

radii than the well) deepens when the ICRH power increases (see figure

2.24). This could be attributed to two effects : a steepening of the ion
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Figure 2.23: Left : Evolution of the edge electron density (top) and rotation
(bottom) radial profile with the increase of Lower Hybrid heating power injection
(WEST #53905). Right : Saturation of well depth with the increase of LH injected
power.

pressure profile leading to an increase of the neoclassical rotation or a

fast ion loss in the core leading to a polarisation and a deepening of the

radial electric field profile. Without measurement of ion temperature radial

profiles, we could not conclude on which was the explanation but looking

at the electron density profiles, we clearly see a steepening of the gradient

in the inner branch region in agreement with the local deepening of the

rotation. Specific effects of LH and ICRH heating have been studied here

for moderate heating power amplitudes. These observations should be

deeper investigated through more dedicated experiment. A dedicated

study to high injected power discharges aiming at assessing increased

confinement regimes will be presented in the next section.

• Magnetic geometry : Finally, the most striking result of our observations

during the C3b campaign in WEST is the impact of the position of the

X-point on the edge rotation at IP = 500kA. Indeed, as we can see

on figure 2.25, both the amplitude and the shape of the profiles are

different between the two symmetric LSN and USN geometries while the

electron density profiles are similar. This observation indicates that the

neoclassical predictions are not sufficient to explain the edge rotation at

the confined plasma boundary.
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Figure 2.24: Evolution of the edge rotation radial profile with the increase of
ICRH power injection (WEST #54449).

Figure 2.25: Comparison of edge electron density (top) and rotation (bottom)
radial profiles at a plasma current of 500kA in LSN (red line, WEST #53793) and
USN (blue line, WEST #53792). Left panel represents the magnetic geometries
of the discharges illustrating the favourable and favourable configurations.

Increasing the plasma current leads to a vanishing of this difference. At

currents above 700kA, both profiles exhibits a flattening of the internal

branch at the same well depth (see figure 2.26). The electron density pro-

files are also similar in both configurations indicating that the phenomenon

responsible of the profile discrepency at 500kA seems to be mitigated at

higher plasma current. Interestingly this flattening trend is comparable to
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the observations in Tore Supra. Moreover, dedicated experiment chang-

ing the position of contact point of the plasma with the antenna protection

limiter of Tore Supra as well as changing the plasma current value led to

comparable trends in the edge rotation profile shape variation [100].

Figure 2.26: Comparison of edge electron density (left) and rotation (right) radial
profiles at a plasma current of 700kA in LSN (blue line, WEST #55169) and USN
(green line, WEST #55170)

All of these observations motivated a dedicated experiment to deeper

study the impact of geometry and plasma current on edge rotation during

the WEST C4 campaign. To that end, we realised discharges in symmetric

configurations with a plasma current variation aiming at determining the

impact of the reconnection length, the edge safety factor and the geometry

on the perpendicular velocity profiles. The magnetic field is maintained at

3.7T and the line averaged density at 3.9×1019m−2. The edge safety factor

varied in the range of [3.3−5.8] in LSN and [2.85−4.7] in USN with compa-

rable radial profiles. We recovered the same trend both with geometry and

plasma current as previously observed (see figure 2.27). More importantly,

at high plasma currents, the USN configuration exhibits deeper profiles

with a ’well-like’ shape while the density profiles remains similar between

both configurations. This feature is not a common observation in tokamak

plasma edges and is counter-intuitive in the framework of the favourable

and unfavourable configurations. A theoretical investigation based on

magnetic shear induction of turbulent Reynolds stress has been managed

during this work to understand this phenomenon aiming at emphasising

the importance of the flow generation by the turbulence. This will be

presented in the next chapter (see section 3.4.4).
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of edge electron density (top) and rotation (bottom) ra-
dial profiles at different plasma current in USN configuration (left, WEST #55622)
and LSN configuration (right, WEST #55732)

• X-point height : As mentioned in the introduction of this manuscript,

the X-point height impacts the L-H transition power threshold. It has

been observed that a low X-point height is favourable to access H-mode

in DIII-D and JET tokamaks [38, 39]. In order to understand its impact

on edge rotation, we studied perpendicular velocity profiles evolution

during X-point height sweep experiment in both ohmic and ICRH heated

discharges at plasma currents of 500kA. The profiles remain identical for

all the X-point heights and are only affected by the injected power (see

figure 2.28). This impact of the ICRH heating is the same as the one

detailed in the paragraph on the impact of this heating on the inner branch.

The density profiles are slightly steepening in the inner branch according

to the same discussion. However, the well of the rotation profiles and

the density profiles are not impacted by the X-point height as well as in

the SOL. The fact that we do not observe changes in the rotation profile

is not necessarily in contradiction with the L-H transition observations.

The impact of the X-point height can occur when the injected power is

high enough to approach the transition. The scan in height realised in the
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study presented here may be not enough to highlight an effect. Further

experiment is needed to fill this lack of knowledge.

Figure 2.28: Evolution of the edge elecotrn density (top) and rotation (bottom)
during a X-point height sweep in an ohmic case (left, WEST #55013) and an
ICRH heated case (right, WEST #55015).

• Impact of density control in LSN configuration : It has been observed

experimentally and extracted from the scaling laws that the density is a

key player in the quest of L-H transition [34, 35]. In WEST, plasma fuelling

can be controlled by two systems, the gas puffing system fuelling gas

in the chamber and the pellet injection. Impact of both fuelling methods

have been studied in this work at plasma currents of 500kA. Two main

results have been obtained. First of all, the diverted configuration offers

the ability to pump the gas close to the targets. Injecting gas in this region

could help to increase the local pressure and modify the target conditions

maybe assessing partial or full detachment. The study of the impact of

the location of the gas puffing in the machine showed the invariance of

the edge rotation profile with this location (see figure 2.29). Interestingly,

above a threshold in density close to nl = 5.5× 1019m−3, the perpendicular

velocity profile behaviour changes with both fuelling valve positions.
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The exponential shape of the profile in the SOL vanishes. The high

spatial resolution of the DBS system used in these experiments allows to

highlight clearly this effect. This variation in radial trend corresponds to

the predictions of Chankin et al. basing the model on the neutral pressure

dynamics at the targets [101]. Moreover, the profiles measured when the

plasma is fuelled by the divertor valve presents a slightly deeper well when

the SOL behaviour changes. This effect is not visible when the fuelling

was made in the main chamber due to the lack of points to resolve the well

shape. Other experiments and investigations based on numerical fluid

simulations with the SOLEDGE code coupled with a neutral dynamics

solver EIRENE would be the next step to understand this feature [76, 102].

Figure 2.29: Evolution of the edge electron density (top) and rotation (bottom)
profiles with the fuelling intensity (density of the plasma). Left : Plasma fuelled by
the main chamber valve (WEST #54481). Right : Plasma fuelled by the divertor
valve (WEST #54496).

• Density control with pellet injection : We also observed this change of

trend during pellet injection experiment at the plasma current. On figure

2.30, we see this change when the pellet deposits the matter in the plasma

before recovering the initial state when the density recovers its previous

amplitude. The density profile measured right after the pellet injection

appears slightly shifted inwards probably due to plasma perturbation and

difficulties to reconstruct the equilibrium in this case. Nevertheless, the
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edge density profile keeps its amplitude and shape while the rotation is

changing. This would indicate again a contribution of thin effects not taken

into account in the neoclassical prediction of the edge velocity such as

particle sources from ionisation or turbulent momentum transport.

Figure 2.30: Evolution of the edge rotation during a pellet injection. Left :
Time traces of the principal signals of the plasma discharge WEST #54680.
Right : Electron density (top) and perpendicular velocity (bottom) profiles before
(green), at (blue), right after (red) and well after (black) the pellet injection.

• Impact of density in USN configuration : Another interesting observa-

tion is the appearance of a well in USN configuration when the density is

increased above nl = 4× 1019m−3 at a plasma current of 500kA (see figure

2.31). This observation is different from the one in LSN because of 1) the

lower threshold in density, 2) the non vanishing of the exponential feature

of the rotation profile in the SOL and 3) the formation of the well is associ-

ated to a local steepening of the density profiles. A way to explain this later

point is considering that the density profile steepens increasing the pres-

sure gradient and consequently the edge rotation. This explanation leads

to another question which is why the density gradient locally steepens. An-

other way to explain it is the mitigation of the turbulent transport by the

local increase of the shearing rate leading to a steepening of the density

profile. This second point calls another question : why does the rotation
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profile deepen ? The model developed in this work proposes an explana-

tion based on the competition between the neoclassical recall force of the

rotation towards the diamagnetic one and the Reynolds stress contribution

to the rotation tending to smooth the profile. Increasing the density leads to

an increase of the edge collisionality leading to an increase of the recalling

force contribution which pushes the edge profile to recover the pressure

gradient trend exhibiting a well at the confined plasma boundary. This will

be discussed in the next chapter. Another striking point on this figure is

the fact that the internal branch tends to the same asymptote even if the

density gradient is varying. Plotting the radial evolution of the normalised

density gradient ∂ρne

ne
shows that the contribution of the density gradient to

the neoclassical rotation prediction is in agreement with the global shape

of the profiles leading to the same inner branch asymptote. This indicates

that even if the overall radial profile shape is in agreement with neoclassi-

cal predictions, thin effects induced by local density changing can be non

negligible.

2.2.6 Assessment of increased confinement discharges in

WEST : high injected power experiments

This section treats the H-mode assessment experimental observation in WEST.

Dedicated experiments have been performed in order to study the increase of

confinement in a large aspect ratio device. A development of scenarios of high

injection of power have been managed reaching 8MW of total input power in dis-

charge #55799. An increase of confinement has been observed in both Lower

Single Null and Upper Single Null configurations. A comparison of the results in

these symmetric geometries is detailed presenting the rotation and density pro-

files. It is worth recalling that the two divertor configurations are not exactly the

same since a pumping system and a baffle are present at the bottom of the ves-

sel. Nevertheless, the baffle and the pumping system having opposite impacts

on the neutral pressure in the divertor volume, one could expect comparable

conditions at the upper and lower targets. Then, observations of discharges

which do not transit to H-mode with higher injected power is discussed in terms

of impurity contamination.
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Figure 2.31: Top : Evolution of the edge electron density profile with the increase
of the density in USN configuration. Middle : Evolution of edge rotation radial
profiles at different densities in USN configuration). Bottom : Radial profiles of
the normalised radial gradient of the edge electron density at different densities
in USN configuration (WEST #54896). Dashed lines delimits the rotation well
and the associated steeper density gradient.

2.2.6.1 H-mode assessment in WEST

H-mode assessment has been observed in WEST during discharges after fresh

boronization. This latter condition allows to operate with low radiated power frac-

tion (almost 40%) and consequently high power crossing the separatrix reaching

values above multi-machine scaling laws of H-mode power threshold [34]. Figure

2.32 shows the parameter space in power crossing the separatrix and line aver-

age density of the C4 campaign emphasising the high confinement discharges.

The evolution of the power threshold scaling law is over-plotted showing that the

transiting discharges are slightly under or above the scaling.
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Figure 2.32: Space parameter of WEST C4 campaign in terms of power crossing
the separatrix and line average density. H-mode discharges are highlighted and
the Martin scaling law for H-mode power threshold is over-plotted in black.

2.2.6.2 Observations of L-H transition in LSN

Strikingly, these high confinement plasmas do not exhibit usual markers such

as ELMs [103]. This leads to difficulties to identify the transitions [104].

Nevertheless, the time traces of both SOL and core allowed to clearly point

out L-H transitions. An example of these time traces measured in favourable

configuration (Lower Single Null) is given in figure 2.33 (WEST #55564). This

discharge was operated in typical plasma parameters : B = 3.7T , IP = 500kA,

q95 = 4.5 with both LH and ICRH power injection reaching power crossing the

separatrix values of 3.8MW .

A transition is observed at t=6.45s. This is deduced from a decrease of the

plasma inductance (sign of an increase of edge bootstrap current) and the

increase of stored energy and neutron rate even if we do not observe a lowering

of the heat flux and the D − α emission on the divertor. It is worth noticing that

the increase of stored energy is low (20%) compared to usual transitions. In the

same time, the core density increases while the edge one decreases indicating

a pedestal formation or, at least, a steepening of the edge density gradient.

Unfortunately, the observation of an aquivalent edge temperature pedestal

formation, typical of H-mode assessment, is impossible due to suprathermal

electron generation by LH heating leading to perturbation of edge ECE electron
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Figure 2.33: Time traces of from the top to the bottom : power crossing the sep-
aratrix Psep and radiated power Prad, core nl3 and edge nl2 line average densities,
core temperature Te0 and neutron rate RNT , stored energy WMHD and plasma
inductance li, gas puff rate and D−α emission. Vertical colour lines corresponds
to the DBS probing times. (WEST #55564)

temperature measurement. Another indicator of changing in behaviour of

the plasma during the discharge is a strong deepening of the edge rotation

profiles as it will be discussed further. Then, an oscillatory phase builds-up.
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This is due to the increase of density and radiated power which is lowering the

power crossing the separatrix leading to a back transition and consequently

a lowering of the density and the radiated power. This lowering leads to a

rise of the power crossing the separatrix reaching the H-mode again. This

oscillatory phase of L-H transitions and H-L back-transitions has been observed

in ASDEX-Upgrade in the case of discharges well after wall conditioning by

boronization [105]. Interestingly, the four LSN discharges in WEST reaching

the H-mode are occurring at power crossing the separatrix close to the Martin

scaling giving a first step towards the validation of this scaling in the case of a

large aspect ratio device. In these specific cases of high hybrid power injection,

the suprathermal electron creation leads to emissions in the frequency range

of the fast sweep reflectometer. This point makes difficult the initialisation

of the first profile point and consequently induces shifts in the reconstructed

profiles [106]. In order to make readable the comparison between LSN and

USN profiles, a choice was made in the position of the principal inflection

point of the time averaged electron density profile placed at the separatrix one.

We recall that this shift in density profile impacts also the rotation profile re-

construction by impacting the probing position estimated by the ray tracing code.

Figure 2.34: Left : Electron density profiles at different DBS measuring time.
Right : Perpendicular velocity profiles at different DBS measuring time. Colours
correspond to the probing times of figure 2.33.(WEST #55564)

The pedestal formation expected from the time traces of the interferometry

chords measurements is recovered by the profiles measured by the fast sweep

reflectometry system as show figure 2.34. This steepening of the edge electron

density happens simultaneously with a deepening of the local rotation. This
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steepening remains all along the oscillatory phase, at least at the Doppler

Back Scattering system probing times. These probing times correspond to the

phase prior the transition, right after and during the oscillatory phase at different

trends of the oscillations. The pedestal top density increases and decreases

slightly with the increments of power. Unfortunately, full variations of density and

rotation profiles during the oscillatory phase is blurred since times measured by

the DBS system do not cover a full cycle of oscillations. As mentioned earlier

in this manuscript the error bars on the profiles are obtained using the shift of

the electron density profiles. In this case during a DBS profile measurement,

almost 80ms, the profile radial positions oscillate much and lead to the error

bars of figure 2.34. On the other hand, edge rotation profile depth also slightly

varies during the oscillatory phase. These deepenings are consistent with the

increases of the edge density radial gradient as expected from neoclassical

considerations.

Aiming at characterising the pedestal properties, a modified hyperbolic tangent

fit is applied to the profiles, as it is usually done in such studies [107]. From the

fit, we can mainly measure the top pedestal density Ne,ped, the pedestal width

∆ρped and the local density gradient at the middle of the pedestal. Furthermore,

commonly, the confinement quality is quantified by the enhancement factor H98y.

It is worth noticing that the application of the scaling law of the energy confine-

ment time to the WEST case is questionable even if it has been showed that the

L-mode ohmic scalings are respected by WEST discharge confinement features

[108]. The time evolution of all these features are reported by figure 2.35. This

figure illustrates the previous visual observations from the density profiles and

stored energy time variations. Nevertheless, the values of enhancement factors

in the discharge is of the order of 60% which is well below the values expected

for an H-mode (almost 1). This has already been observed in strongly radiating

discharges in Alcator C-mod [109]. An attempt to decorrelate the impact of the

radiated power is to subtract it to the input power. This consideration taken into

account, we estimated enhancement factors closer to usually observed ones in

other devices.

After, these marginal transitions, scenarios with even higher injected power were

developed reaching the WEST record value of 8MW during the #55799 dis-

charge. This discharge presented a high radiated fraction around 50% leading

to power crossing the separatrix of about 3.9MW . This value is 25% higher than
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Figure 2.35: From the top to the bottom : Time evolutions of enhancement fac-
tors H98y considering total injected power and power crossing the separatrix,
power crossing the separatrix Psep, top pedestal density Ne,ped, pedestal width
∆ρped and maximum pedestal density gradient. Blue colour dots stand for USN
(WEST #55562) measurement whereas red ones stand for LSN measurements
(#55564).
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the threshold prediction scaling but, unfortunately, the discharge did not transit

towards an increased confinement regime (see figure 2.37).

Figure 2.36: Left : Electron density profiles at different DBS measuring time.
Right : Perpendicular velocity profiles at different DBS measuring time. (WEST
#55799)

Interestingly, the deep wells observed in the edge rotation profile reaches 5km/s

comparable to the one observed in #55564 during which a transition occurred.

Moreover, no pedestal formation is observed on the electron density profiles

(see figure 2.36). At this point, the impact of the effective ionisation degree is

proposed as the origin of this non-transition. Indeed, this discharge was realised

well after a boronisation and we expect enough impurity content to increase the

Zeff . This latter exhibited strong impact on H-mode access in previous exper-

iment [110]. Even if the discharge did not transit, the achievement of 8MW

of injected power is a key milestone towards stationary H-mode assessment in

WEST.

2.2.6.3 Observations of L-H transition in USN

The assessment of an increased confinement regime has also been achieved

in WEST in USN (WEST #55562). Interestingly, this transition happening in

the unfavourable configuration exhibits similar behaviours in terms of absence

of ELMs and in time evolution of the hints of L-H transition (see figure 2.38).

The stored energy increment in this configuration remains lower than in the

favourable one. Strikingly, the time traces do not present the oscillatory phases.

This point can be explained by another difference with the transition in LSN :

the electron density pedestal is less pronounced (see figure 2.35). Indeed, the

density less increases in this discharge leading to a non high enough increase
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Figure 2.37: Time traces of from the top to the bottom : power crossing the sep-
aratrix Psep and radiated power Prad, core nl3 and edge nl2 line average densities,
core temperature Te0 and neutron rate RNT , stored energy WMHD and plasma
inductance li, gas puff rate and D−α emission. Vertical colour lines corresponds
to the DBS probing times. (WEST #55799)

of the radiated power to enter the oscillatory phase. On the other hand, the

power crossing the separatrix and the enhancement factor are higher in this
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configuration.

Figure 2.38: Time traces of from the top to the bottom : power crossing the sep-
aratrix Psep and radiated power Prad, core nl3 and edge nl2 line average densities,
core temperature Te0 and neutron rate RNT , stored energy WMHD and plasma
inductance li, gas puff rate and D−α emission. Vertical colour lines corresponds
to the DBS probing times. (WEST #55562)

The rotation profiles in this configuration present also an interesting behaviour.
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First, after the transition the profile exhibits a well similarly to the LSN configu-

ration whereas it does not in L-mode. Second, due to lowering of the injected

power, the H-mode is lost at t=7.3s and then recovered at t=7.55s. It happens

a second time at t=8.6s and finally after a quieter phase in terms of injected

heating power the density increases again. Just before the first loss of high

confinement, the perpendicular velocity well depth reaches the record value in

WEST, namely -11km/s, which is almost twice the one obtained in LSN. This

observation becomes even more puzzling looking at the edge density gradient

behaviour. This latter is less pronounced than in the symmetric configuration for

a deeper rotation well. This emphasises the unknown on the impact of the edge

density gradient contribution to the velocity. This would suggest the formation

of pedestal formation in temperature such as in I-mode. Moreover, the high

magnetic field operation of WEST (B = 3.7T ) offers a wide operation parameter

space to enter this confinement regime [111]. Unfortunately, no measurements

of the temperature at the edge are available to verify it. However no clear signs

of a Weakly Coherent Mode, considered as the signature of I-mode, is reported

on fast sweeping reflectometry.

Figure 2.39: Left : Electron density profiles at different DBS measuring time.
Right : Perpendicular velocity profiles at different DBS measuring time. Colours
correspond to the probing times of figure 2.33.(WEST #55562)

Looking at the profile at t=8.6s, after the back transition, the profile recovers

usual L-mode features with an absence of well. Finally, the profile at t=7.9s ex-

hibits a strange behaviour with a low depth well while the power crossing the

separatrix is higher than the Martin scaling. Having a look to the measured raw

signals helps to find the origin of the phenomenon. The Doppler shift temporal
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dynamics exhibits bursts with an occurring frequency of f = 3.8kHz associated

to amplitude intermittency of the raw signals in the well and further in (see fig-

ure 2.41). These oscillations could be interpreted as a Limit Cycle Oscillations

(LCO) marker, corresponding to an oscillation between low and high confine-

ment regimes. In fact, the oscillation frequency does not correspond to the usual

observations in such phases [112, 113, 114]. The oscillatory feature of the signal

is observed at different probing positions. This could indicate MHD mode activ-

ity. The spectrogram of the discharge does not exhibit an edge localised mode

in the probed region (see figure 2.40). Another explanation to the observations

could be the presence of an electromagnetic mode perturbing locally the mag-

netic equilibrium leading to perturbations of the beam path. It is to be noted that

this behaviour has also been observed in another discharge in LSN : #54601.

Figure 2.40: Time evolution of the MHD activity in the discharge #55562 in
WEST. Red vertical line corresponds to the DBS probing time exhibiting oscilla-
tory phases.

The dynamics of the Doppler shift being well described by the pmusic technique,

a method based on conditional averaging could be developed to reconstruct a

profile. Indeed, the conditional averaging approach seems legitimate since we

consider that we can only measure the local drift velocity when we probe on

structures. In the case of the figure 2.41, the time average of the Doppler shift

during these intermittent phases is almost twice lower than the average of the

values at the bursts only. The resulting value of shift in the well multiplied by the

perpendicular wavenumber gives a perpendicular velocity higher than the values

measured at the other triggers during the H-mode phase of this discharge as it

can be observed figure 2.42.
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Figure 2.41: Time evolution of the DBS signal amplitude (top) and the Doppler
shift (bottom) in the rotation well exhibiting oscillations (WEST #55562)

Figure 2.42: Edge rotation profiles at different probing time during the WEST
discharge #55562. The square dots corresponds to the measure of the Doppler
shift using a conditional averaging method and the diamond ones correspond to
usual time averaging methods.
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Chapter 3

A model of edge turbulence
interplay with sheared flows

Content

This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the development and the

validation of a model of interplay between turbulence and sheared flows.

We first make a state of the art of theoretical, experimental and numerical

characterisation of the edge turbulent transport. This state of the art also

includes a discussion on the models of impact of sheared flows on turbu-

lence and their involvement in L-H transition modelling. Then, we develop

a spectral model of interchange turbulence interacting with sheared flows

which describes the turbulence behaviour, the radial particle flux and the

poloidal flows that it generates. A section about the numerical verifica-

tion of the reduced model will detail the numerical experiment plan lead-

ing to a complete verification of the model predictions. A comparison of

the model predictions with experimental data from Langmuir probes will

exhibit a sound quantitative agreement with turbulent spectra measured

in the TJ-K torsatron and with turbulence and background features in the

SOL of Tore Supra. Furthermore, a study of magnetic topology impact on

the edge rotation will be presented recovering experimental observations

in WEST. The chapter will end on a discussion on the model generic na-

ture and the inclusion of more complex effects such as edge density or

geometric on the control parameter in the model showing the limits and

perspectives of the model.
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3.1 State of the art on the characterisation of edge

turbulent transport

This section is a summary of the state of the art concerning the description

of the edge turbulent transport emphasising the context and the motivations

of theoretical development derived in this work. We will consider two spatial

regions of interest. The first one is the edge region located at the boundary of

the confined plasma. The turbulence in this region converts the thermodynamic

free energy from the gradients to macroscopic transport. Ion temperature

gradient modes (ITG) are driven by the ion temperature gradient whereas the

electron temperature gradient modes (ETG) draw the free energy from the

electron temperature gradient. Also, the trapped electron modes (TEM) are

driven from electron temperature and density gradients. These instabilities are

called interchange instabilities. Theoretical descriptions of such instabilities

have been done in linear regimes but so far it is still not fully understood in terms

of nonlinear behaviours. To palliate this lack of knowledge kinetic equations

are solved numerically. These simulations are very time consuming since they

are solving the distribution function evolution in 6 dimensions plus the time

or in the case of gyrokinetic simulations, in 5 dimensions, the perpendicular

motion around the field line being averaged on the gyromotion of the particles

[115, 116, 117, 118]. In order to lower the simulation time, simulations in a

reduced space around a few field lines called ”flux-tube” are ran [119] but it

relies in the local approximation which is questionable. Indeed, it consists in the

assumption a homogeneous turbulence in the flux-tube which can be unverified.

Calculating the momenta of the kinetic equations leads to fluid-like description

of the plasma. Numerical simulations resolving these fluid equations allow

to reproduce experimental features such as the profiles shapes and turbulent

behaviours [120, 121, 122]. The numerical resolution is still time consuming

even if the number of dimensions of the system is lowered to 3. Moreover, the

simulation results interpretation can be difficult due to the presence of multiple

mechanisms and the interplay between them. The reduced models give a path

to low time consuming simulations conserving the main physics of selected

mechanisms. In this sense, development of quasi-linear models describing the

turbulence by imposed spectral shapes but with varying cross phases [58, 123]

led to a local description of the turbulent transport in quantitative agreement
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with experimental profiles.

Another characteristic of this edge region is the build-up of a transport barrier

leading to pedestal formation. The pedestal properties such as its height

and width are quantities related to the confinement level of a discharge. In

a forecasting point of view, models have to predict such properties for future

devices such as ITER or DEMO. A model determines the interchange stability

and the Peeling Ballooning Modes destabilisation (representing the ELMs)

leading to predictions for these quantities [124, 125]. This model called EPED

is not able to reproduce the pedestal features in all the operational regimes.

These predictions of the pedestal features do not represent the dynamics

leading to this state since it only predicts the final state of equilibrium between

the interchange stability and the ELMs destabilisation. Models of the transition

itself have also been derived. In particular, reduced models of interplay between

turbulence and sheared flows attempted to recover L-H transition features such

as increase of confinement [126] or limit cycle oscillations [52, 53]. Neverthe-

less, such models were not able to predict transition thresholds in agreement

with experimental observations. These approaches need to recover two key

points : the impact of the shear on the turbulence and the flow generation by the

turbulence itself. The first point has been studied theoretically through models

of turbulence decorrelation by the sheared flows [31, 127, 128]. Then, more

recent studies pointed out the turbulence level mitigation through a lowering

of the turbulence amplitude [129, 130, 131, 132] but also from a change in

the phase shift between pressure and electrostatic potential perturbations

[133, 134] showing a stronger impact on the small scale structures [132]. During

the last decade, works based on turbulent spectra from non-linear simulation

showed that the shearing impact on the turbulence was stronger than expected

[135, 136, 137, 138]. Also, studies on the interplay between turbulence and

zonal flows were investigated in Gyrokinetic simulations showing ability of

the turbulence to build local transport barriers [139, 140]. Moreover, studies

described the flow generation by the turbulence through the Reynolds tensor

[141]. This point will be one of the main objectives of the model reduction

detailed in the following of this chapter. Finally, the question of the impact of

the X-point position on the L-H transition has also been addressed through

magnetic shear induced structure tilt generating flows through the Reynolds

tensor [142, 143] recovering experimental observations on the edge rotation
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profiles.

The second spatial area of interest is the scrape-off layer region. Turbulence

in this region is characterised by an intermittent filamentary transport. Experi-

mental characterisation and modelling have been intensively studied aiming at

understanding the contribution of these filaments (or ”blobs”). A model based on

the particle drifts without considering any filament [144], the Heuristic Drift model

(HD model), has been derived recovering observations in reduced transport

regimes such as in H-mode. Even if the filamentary transport is reduced in such

regimes, it is not proved that its contribution is negligible. Moreover, transport in

all the confinement regimes seems to conserve main trends possibly indicating

an universal transport feature [68]. Recent studies based on resistive turbulence

considerations [145] tried to isolate the contribution of the turbulence in the

SOL transport in a wide database built in AUG. They showed that when the

density increases, the turbulent transport in H-mode is no more negligible [146].

More recent considerations included into the HD model taking into account

collisionality effects and shearing led to a better qualitative description of the

SOL transport across the confinement regimes [147]. However, this model do

not find a quantitative agreement and needs to tune parameters to quantitatively

match observations. A description of the turbulence and its associated transport

appears necessary.

In default of modelling the turbulence features, an experimental characterisation

of the filament has been managed using different diagnostics such as gas

puff imaging [148, 149], fast visible camera [150, 151] or Langmuir probes

[152, 153, 154]. A review of the main observations can be found in [59].

The latter system allows to measure directly the filament properties such as

their amplitude, velocity, size and duty cycle applying conditional averaging

methods to the measured signals. This method relies on an ad-hoc choice of

the threshold in amplitude of the event considered to average, usually a few

times the standard deviation of the signal. This method allows to characterise

the properties of a ”mean blob”. Another way to study the turbulence consists in

applying statistical methods to the signals building probability density functions

(PDF) of the turbulence features showing impacts of large amplitude events.

Both approaches showed the domination of the filament in the transport.
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Attempts of modelling the turbulence features have been proposed in the

last decades based on two main instabilities : the Drift Wave instability (DW)

[155, 156] and the interchange instability [157]. Both instabilities can occur in

the edge plasma and SOL and can be responsible of transport. Links between

these models and filaments are still not fully understood and described even if it

has been demonstrated that drift wave instability can generate filaments [158].

On the other hand, models of isolated filament properties have been proposed

making links between their velocities and their sizes and amplitudes [159, 12].

These predictions have been recovered with numerical simulations [160, 161].

Unfortunately, no model of intermittency and amplitudes of the filaments have

been developed leading to an inability to build transport models [162]. Another

attempt to link filaments and transport has been driven from a statistical descrip-

tion of all the filament features [60, 163]. This method recovered experimental

observations but relies on experimentally established distribution functions.

Indeed, no theoretical predictions are given for these distribution functions

preventing from extrapolating to future devices. Finally, an analytical approach

based on a spectral treatment of the resistive interchange turbulence equations

led to a scaling of the heat flux decay length in qualitative agreement with

some experimental observations [164, 165]. It is based on the description of an

unique wavenumber and an hybrid mixing length representation for the mode

amplitude. In the end, plasma resistivity is considered as responsible of the

parallel dynamics which is questionable in the SOL where the parallel dynamics

appears strongly dominated by the sheath, at least in moderate density regimes.

In the end, no model is able to reproduce the transport in SOL of tokamak

plasmas across all the operation regimes of a device. This lack of knowledge

led to the use of two ways to make predictions of transport levels. The first

one consists in the establishment of databases in wide plasma and machine

parameter spaces in order to find scaling laws for the main transport quantities

as the heat flux deposition width [64, 63, 65]. The second approach is based

on numerical simulations and is used in two distinct ways : either the transport

is represented by diffusive phenomena with a map of the diffusion coefficient

[166, 167] or turbulent equations are solved to self-consistently reproduce the

turbulent transport [120, 121, 122]. The representation of the transport by a

diffusion coefficient allows to introduce experimentally or theoretically based

scalings [168]. Furthermore, numerical simulations can be used to try to re-
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produce experimentally observed impacts such as magnetic geometry impacts

(elongation, triangularity, divertor geometry) [169, 170, 171]. Nevertheless, such

simulations can be difficult to interpret. In order to better point out the underlying

physics, 2D codes were developed in simplified geometries [73, 21]. Such

codes showed an ability to reproduce both intermittent filaments features and

exponential SOL quantities behaviours [73, 74, 75]. It inspired a work on decay

length scaling fitted from simulation results in agreement with measurements in

Tore Supra [75].

The lack of knowledge in understanding the turbulence and its implication in

the edge plasma transport motivated to build a reduced model able to describe

both parts. The work presented in this chapter aims at filling this void drawing

a model of interchange turbulent spectra from which can be derived the trans-

port observables taking into account shearing effects, magnetic geometry and

sheath resistivity [172, 173, 174, 175]. Extracting Reynolds tensor expressions

from this model leads to a description of the flow generation by the sheared tur-

bulent structures. With all of these key ingredients, a representation of the edge

transport is built recovering simulation results and experimental observations.

3.2 A transport model of interchange turbulence in

a sheared flow

This section details the derivation of a model of interplay between turbulence

and a background sheared flow based on conservation equations. As a starting

point, we present the paradigm proposed in this work before developing the tur-

bulence spectra model. Then, predictions of transport observables, i.e. potential

and density fluctuation levels, flux, SOL density decay length and Reynolds ten-

sor will be deduced from this spectral model. The obtained Reynolds tensor will

then be included in the poloidal momentum conservation equation to predict the

flow generation by the turbulence leading to edge rotation profiles.

3.2.1 The Sheared Spectral Filament (SSF) model paradigm

As introduced in the state of the art of this chapter, edge turbulent transport is

characterised by intermittent filaments which are not analytically described. To

palliate the fail of describing the intermittency of these structures, we propose
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to apply a spectral approach to the equations. This hypothesis results in the

attribution of the transport to poloidal waves. These waves can also have a radial

contribution due to an introduction of the tilt due to magnetic shear and sheared

flows. This spectral approach will represent the time averaged properties of

the turbulence. Once the averaged spectra predictions established, we sum

the contributions of the modes to the total flux, Reynolds tensor and fluctuation

levels. Applying the flux model to the scrape-off layer region leads to a prediction

of the density exponential decay length.

3.2.2 The Sheared Spectral Filament model

In order to obtain the turbulence spectra we decompose the electrostatic poten-

tial and the density in an average part and a fluctuating part composed of a sum

of modes of wavenumbers k⃗ = kxe⃗x + kye⃗y. Here, the x direction corresponds to

the radial position (x = r
ρs

) and the y one is similar to the poloidal one (= aθ
ρs

) as in

the TOKAM2D model presented in the introduction of this manuscript. Note that

the radial wavenumber kx describes the tilt of the modes and will be considered

to evolve in time due to shearing effects. The average part of the density, or den-

sity background, is considered as exponentially decaying with a decay length λ

such as in the scrape-off layer. This decay length is a result of the competition

between the radial flux (from fluctuations and diffusion) and the parallel losses

to the sheaths. Note that the plasma domain considered here is free of volume

sources. Aiming at introducing a background sheared E × B flow, we will im-

pose a radial dependency of the background potential f(x) with a shearing rate

σs. Density and potential fluctuations of wavenumber k⃗ are allowed to have a

phase shift φk.

n(x, y) = n0e
− x

λ

(
1 +

∑
k

nk cos (kxx+ kyy + φk)

)
(3.1)

Φ(x, y) = Λ0 + σsf(x) +
∑
k

Φk cos (kxx+ kyy) (3.2)

These expressions are introduced in the following system of equations from
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TOKAM2D :

(∂t −Dn∆⊥)n− [Φ, n] = Sn − σ∥ne
Λ−Φ (3.3)

(∂t − ν∆⊥)∆⊥Φ− [Φ,∆⊥Φ] = −g
∂yn

n
+ σ∥

(
1− eΛ−Φ

)
(3.4)

The background equilibrium is reached when the source of particles is compen-

sated by the parallel losses σ∥ across the entire profile, setting the background

density amplitude n0. Taking into account these considerations and introducing

the phase Ψ = k⃗.r⃗, the system can be rewritten as :

∑
ki

(∂tnki cos (Ψi + φki)− x∂tki,xnki sin (Ψi + φki))− [Φ, n] = 0 (3.5)

−
∑
ki

(
∂t(k

2
iΦki cos (Ψi)

)
+ [Φ,∆⊥Φ] = −g

∑
ki

nki∂y cos (Ψi + φki) + σ∥
∑
ki

Φki cos (Φi)

(3.6)

In the density equation, the first left hand side term corresponds to the time

derivative of the mode amplitude nk, whereas the second term corresponds to

the time derivative of the phase of the mode, which implies the time derivative

of the radial wave number. This phase derivative is also present in the vorticity

equation, but is kept implicit in the above notation. Second, note that the par-

allel loss term was omitted intentionally in equation describing the dynamics of

the density perturbation. In principle, perturbations shall be damped by parallel

losses, but we anticipate that this term is in fact negligible compared to the other

terms of the density equation. For similar ordering motivations, we neglect the

artificial diffusion and viscosity terms in both density and vorticity equations.

The Poisson bracket terms contain the underlying non-linear physics and results

in the following expression for the density:

[Φ, n] = n0e
− x

λ

∑
ki

[−σs∂xf(x)ki,ynki sin (Ψi + φki) +
ki,yΦki

λ
sin (Ψi)

+
∑
kj

(ki,ykj,x − ki,xkj,y)nkiΦkj sin (Ψi + φki) sin (Ψj)]

The first term is the poloidal advection of the density mode by the background

flow, the second term is the radial advection of the background density by the
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potential mode. These two terms are linear in mode amplitude, whereas the

third term gathers all the remaining non-linear couplings between potential and

density modes.

A similar decomposition is done for the Poisson bracket of the vorticity equation:

[Φ,∆Φ] =
∑
ki

[σs∂xf(x)ki,yk
2
iΦki sin (Ψi)

+
∑
kj

(ki,ykj,x − ki,xkj,y) k
2
jΦkiΦkj sin (Ψi) sin (Ψj)]

, where the first term describes the poloidal advection of the potential mode

by the background flow, and the second term gathers all non-linear mode

couplings. Note that the radial advection of the background vorticty gradient by

the potential mode is omitted here on purpose: we make the approximation, for

now, that the spatial variation of the background flow shear is negligible on the

scale of the mode.

The main difficulty in modeling turbulence is the derivation of an approximate

model of the non-linear terms. In this work, we make heuristic assumptions to

approximate such terms. In the density equation, we approximate the non-linear

term by a term
∑

ki
k2
iΦkinki which leads to a mixing length rule for the density

spectrum. This mixing length rule is observed in case of very turbulent systems.

The non-linear term in the vorticity equation is approximated by a inertial-like

term :
∑

ki
k4
iΦ

2
ki

. These assumptions are detailed and discussed in the

following. As explained later, an improved heuristic closure will be proposed

for both the density and vorticity equations, based on the action of a dominant

mode.

3.2.2.1 From isolated filaments to a description of non-linear terms : the

Isolated Filament model

The approach proposed in this work to describe the non-linear term in the vor-

ticity equation is inspired from the filamentary transport description. Indeed, the

motion of the filaments is due to the charge separation induced by the diamag-

netic drift of ions and electrons. When the over-pressure (or over-density) drifts

outwards due to the resulting vertical electric field, the vortices remain immobile.
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In order to move again, the charge separation has to occur again. This phe-

nomenon leads to an inertial saturation of the movement of the filaments [159]

(see figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the inertia saturation of a filament motion.

This saturation comes from a polarisation term and, consequently, is higher for

higher drift velocities of the structures. It can be modelled by a restoring force

with a restoring time τ proportional to the filament size δb and inversely propor-

tional to the structure velocity Vb : τ = δb
Vb

. We propose to extend this ordering-

based method to the modes considered in this model leading to the Isolated

Filament model (IF model). In this heuristic framework, we approximate the non-

linear contributions by an inertial term : ∂tA + [Φ, A] ≈ Ak

τ
= k2ΦkAk. Applying

this ordering considerations to the second order term in the Poisson bracket in

the vorticity equation leads to the inertial saturation term
∑

ki
k4
iΦ

2
ki
cos (Φi) brak-

ing the coupling of the different modes leading to equation for single modes. We

finally obtain for the vorticity equation :

∂tk
2
xΦk cos (Ψ)− x∂tkxΦk sin (Ψ)− σs∂rf(x)kyk

2Φk sin (Ψ)− k4
iΦ

2
k cos (Ψ) =

− gkynk sin (Ψ + φk) + σ∥Φk cos (Ψ) (3.7)

The potential spectrum will depend on the density one. Consequently, one need

to have a closure expression for the density spectrum to fully describe the turbu-

lence behaviour.
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3.2.2.2 The mixing length rule for the density spectrum

Applying a similar ordering approach to the continuity equation leads to a term of

auto-advection of the mode at the velocity vr = ki,yΦki. Again, this consideration

allows to brake the mode coupling in the equation leading to individual equations

for each mode. We finally obtain an equation for the mode k.

− x∂tkxnk sin (Ψ + φk) = −k2
ynkΦk cos (Ψ + φk) +

kyΦk sin (Ψ)

λ

+ σs∂rf(x)kynk sin (Ψ + φk) (3.8)

Then, we need to determine the evolution of the phase shift between density

and potential perturbations φk. In this work, we made the assumption that this

phase shift is equal to π/2 for all the modes. This value corresponds to the ideal

interchange case and maximises the contribution of the modes to the flux. This

assumption will be discussed with the simulation results in the following of the

section. Taking into account this assumption the system becomes :

∂tnk sin (Ψ) + x∂tkxnk cos (Ψ) = −k2
ynkΦk sin (Ψ) +

kyΦk sin (Ψ)

λ
− σs∂rf(x)kynk cos (Ψ)

(3.9)(
k2∂tΦk + ∂tk

2
xΦk

)
cos (Ψ)− x∂tkx sin (Ψ)− k4Φ2

k cos (Ψ) = −gkynk cos (Ψ) + σ∥Φk cos (Ψ)

(3.10)

Identifying the cosine terms and the sine terms in the two equations gives 3

equations : one for the mode amplitude nk, one for the potential perturbation

due to the mode k Φk and one for the tilt on the mode kx/ky.

0 = −k2
ynkΦk +

kyΦk

λ
(3.11)

∂tk
2
xΦk − k4Φ2

k = −gkynk + σ∥Φk (3.12)

x∂tkx = ∂rf(x)σsky (3.13)

In the case without shear, the modes remain non-tilted. The radial wavenumber

can be non-zero considering the magnetic shear induced tilt. In this particular

case, we will neglect the magnetic shear and consider a zero-value of the radial

wavenumber. We will address the impact of the magnetic shear in the sheared

turbulence case. In these conditions we obtain the following expressions for the
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spectra :

nk =
1

λky
(3.14)

Φk =
σ∥

2k4
y

[
−1 +

√
1 +

4gk5
ynk

σ2
∥

]
(3.15)

Replacing nk by its expression in the potential spectrum expression (3.15) and

introducing the wavenumber k0 =

(
λσ2

∥
4g

)1/4

of transition between the regime

saturated by the parallel losses (low ky) and the regime saturated by the modes

inertia (high ky), we finally obtain the following reduced spectral model.

nk =
1

λky
(3.16)

Φk =
σ∥

2k4
y

−1 +
√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)4
 (3.17)

k0 =

(
λσ2

∥

4g

)1/4

(3.18)

As mentioned above, this heuristic ordering approach leads to a density

spectrum expression given by a mixing length rule nk = 1
λky

. This is a common

description expected for a strongly turbulent system [5]. The vorticity equation

exhibits the driving of the turbulence by the curvature term saturated by the

parallel losses and the inertia of the mode.

3.2.2.3 A model of turbulence without background shear : the Spectral

Filament model

This description is inspired from the isolated filament model introduced just

above. Usually, the filaments are plunged in a turbulent bath and interactions

between filaments and vortices could also limit the motion of such structures.

Indeed, in simulations we observe that the structures tend to follow the wake

of the structures slightly outwards. Consequently, the filament creates vortices

were other vortices are present. This will lead to a saturation of the vortex cre-

ation which could be described as an effective turbulent viscosity. Interestingly,

this approach can directly be extrapolate to a spectral description. In the case
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of interchange turbulence, we usually observe a dominant mode k0 exhibiting a

higher growth rate. In the turbulence observed in this thesis, this mode corre-

sponds to the higher perturbation of the potential (see figure 3.2). The resulting

effective viscosity will be proportional to the potential perturbation Φk0 induced

by the dominant mode k0. In this work, we will consider a direct proportionality

with a coefficient of 1 which is in agreement with the simulation results as it will

be shown in figure 3.2. These considerations end in a linear term Φk0k
4Φk repre-

senting the non-linear terms of the vorticity equations. Moreover, the dominant

mode being faster than the others, it will be able to advect a part of the matter of

larger size modes leading to a saturation of the spectra at the low wavenumbers.

In order to take into account this phenomenon, we propose a heuristic model of

the density spectrum keeping the simple mixing length expression. We introduce

here an hybrid wavenumber keff =
√

k2
y + k2

0 in this mixing length rule leading to

a closure of the model. This results in the following spectra expression :

nk =
1

λkeff
=

1

λk0

√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)2 (3.19)

Φk =
g ky
k0

λσ∥

√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)2 (
1 +

Φk0
k4y

σ∥

) (3.20)

The expressions of k0 and Φk0 are deduced from the equation 3.20 taken at

ky = k0 and the potential maximum value determination ∂Φk

∂k
|k=k0. This Spectral

Filament model (SF model) finally results in the following expressions :

nk =
1

λk0

√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)2 (3.21)

Φk =
g ky
k0

λσ∥

√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)2(
1 + 1

7

(
ky
k0

)4) (3.22)

k0 =

(
0.92λσ2

∥

4g

)1/4

(3.23)

Interestingly, this spectrum expression as well as the mixing length expression

is not depending on the density parallel loss rate. Consequently, we could
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extrapolate it into the closed field line region.

The Isolated Filament model (IF model by analogy with the one in [159]) has

been compared to TOKAM2D simulation results. The details of the simulation

data treatment are detailed in Appendix D. In order to avoid the impact of a pos-

sible mismatch between the mixing length model and the density spectrum on

the potential spectrum prediction, we predict this later using the density spec-

trum obtained from the simulation. This comparison points out some limitations.

Figure 3.2 shows 3 discrepancies between the simulation results and the model

predictions. First, the phase shift between potential and density perturbation is

not exactly π/2 but it is contained in [π/3−π/2.5]. Nevertheless, this contribution

will only have a slight impact on the flux contribution as it will be discussed in the

next chapter (see section 4.3).

Figure 3.2: Spectra of potential (top left), density (top right), mode contribution
to the flux (bottom left) and phase shift between density and potential perturba-
tion (bottom right). Black lines are simulation results, grey areas are the time
and radial variations of the poloidal spectra, green dashed lines are the isolated
filament and mixing length models and blue lines are the predictions of the SF
model. Red dashed lines indicate the position of the dominant wavenumber k0

Second, the density spectra exhibit an over-prediction by the model of the
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low wavenumber contributions. This overestimation is also observed at the

wavenumber k0 which is the characteristic mode. On the other hand, the SF

model predictions are able to reproduce both spectra amplitude and shapes

of the density and potential spectra. A slight over-estimation of the density

spectrum is still observed but the predicted dominant mode amplitude nk0 is in

quantitative agreement with the simulation results.

Interestingly, the model predictions can be decomposed in a product of two

terms: 1) a physical amplitude depending on the gradient length λ, the curvature

driving coefficient g and the parallel losses rate σ∥ and 2) a spectral shape func-

tion of the normalised wavenumber u = ky
k0

. This is convenient for the spectral

integrations used to calculate transport observables as it will be seen later in

this manuscript in section 3.2.2.6. This Spectral Filament model (SF model) de-

scribes the turbulent spectra in absence of background shear. The tilting equa-

tion has to be described in order to understand the impact of a background shear

in the model of turbulence.

3.2.2.4 A model of turbulence in a homogeneous background shear : the

Sheared Spectral Filament model

Aiming at understanding the impact of a background sheared flow on the turbu-

lence we first consider a simple case of homogeneous shear rate corresponding

to a parabolic background potential profile in the model < Φ >= Λ0 +
σsx2

2
. Intro-

ducing this expression in equation (3.13) leads to a continuous tilt of the mode.

∂tkx = −σsky (3.24)

This prediction is not verified in the simulations. Indeed, in simulations, a con-

stant tilt of the structures is observed. We take into account this phenomenon

introducing a restoring force in the model due to interchange considerations. The

interchange instability tends to develop poloidal modes without tilt. It results in a

restoring of the structures towards a non-tilted shape on a characteristic time τ

corresponding to the growth time of the vorticies. Each mode will have a growing

time τk given by the time of growth of the mode vorticity due to interchange drive
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:

k2Φk

τk
= gkynk (3.25)

To simplify the calculations we consider that the modes contributing to the flux

are concentrated around the dominant wave number and consequently, we use

an unique restoring time τ for all modes equal to the value determined for the

dominant wavenumber in the case without shear.

τ =
k2
0Φk0

gnk0

= 0.43

√
λ

g
(3.26)

We introduce the interchange restoring force in equation (3.24).

∂tkx = −σsky −
kx − k0

x

τ
(3.27)

Here k0
x corresponds to a structure tilt θ0x = k0x

ky
which is not varying in time and

not created by the sheared flow. Effects of magnetic shear tilt can be included

in this contribution. In stationary state, the mode tilt becomes constant with the

value :

kx = k0
x − σsτky (3.28)

This result is verified using simulations in section 3.3.2.2 on the model numerical

verification. This expression can be introduced in the model of potential and

density through the ratio kx/ky and the term related to the mode and sheared

flow interaction ∂tkx ≈ kx
τ
= −σsky. It results in the following expressions :

nk =
1

λk0 (1 + (θ0x − σsτ)2)

√
1 +

(
ky
k0

)2 (3.29)

Φk =
g ky
k0

λσ∥ (1 + (θ0x − σsτ)2)

(
1 + 2σsτ(σsτ−θ0x)

σ∥τ
k2
y +

1
7

(
ky
k0

)4) (3.30)

k0 =

(
0.92λσ2

∥

4g (1 + (θ0x − σsτ)2)

)1/4

= 1.06
√
σ∥τ

(
1 + (θ0x − σsτ)

2
)−1/4 (3.31)
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It results in a model considering three effects which saturate the potential growth

by the curvature drive : 1) the losses in the parallel direction, 2) the turbulent

viscosity and 3) the Reynolds stress flow generation. We will distinguish two

regimes : the weak shear regime in which the saturation at high wavenumbers

(ky ≥ k0) is dominated by the turbulent viscosity and the strong shear regime in

which it is the interaction with the sheared flow that dominates. In absence of

magnetic shear, the transition between these two regimes occurs when the tilt

of the structure reaches the condition σsτ = 0.4. Lastly, the spectrum amplitude

is lowered in both regime by the radial wavenumber creation due to the fact that

the system allows to spread the spectral energy on two directions (kx, ky).

3.2.2.5 Effect of non homogeneous shears

The effect of a homogeneous shear on the turbulence treated in the previous

section might be unable to represent the real case. Indeed, the shear across the

separatrix exhibits a width δs of the order of the centimetre which is comparable

to the structure sizes (δb ≈ 10ρs ≈ 1cm). In order to evaluate the impact of a

non-homogeneous shear on the turbulence, we choose to represent the shear

variation with a gate function of width 2δs. Taking into account the gate function

f(x) = x2

2
Π(x, 2δs) and the interchange restoring force in the tilt equation (3.13),

we obtain :

x∂tkx = −σsxΠ(x, 2δs)− x
kx − k0

x

τ
(3.32)

This equation is depending on the radial direction. The aim of the model driven

here is to underline time averaged effects. Consequently, we propose to cal-

culate the effective tilt of the structure averaged on a typical transport distance

k−1
y . Considering a stationary regime and integrating equation (3.32) in the radial

direction on a distance k−1
y leads to the following expression for the tilt :

kx = k0
x − σsτky min (1, δsky)

2 (3.33)

Two regimes appear : when the structure size is larger than the shear layer one,

the effective tilt of the structure is lower than the case when the structure size is

lower than the shear layer width. The transition between the two regime can be
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the impact of the shear layer width on the effective tilt of
the structures.

smoothed considering a lorenzian like transition.

kx = k0
x − σsτky

k2
yδ

2
s

(1 + k2
yδ

2
s)

(3.34)

Moreover, in order to simplify the integration of this term in the spectral model,

we will consider the dominant wavenumber as typical radial transport length fol-

lowing the assumption that the important spectral contributions to the flux are

close to the dominant mode one. This will be the expression which will be used

in the final version of the SSF model.

kx = k0
x − σsτky

k2
0δ

2
s

(1 + k2
0δ

2
s)

(3.35)

3.2.2.6 From the spectra to the transport observable predictions

Since we describe the turbulent spectra interacting with a background shear flow,

we can deduce the transport observables summing the contribution of all modes.

This method allows to predict the radial flux Γr, the normalised fluctuation levels
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of density σn/< n > and potential σΦ/Te and the Reynolds tensor Π.

Γr = 8π2 < n >

∫ +∞

0

kynkΦk sin (φk)dky = 8π2 < n >

∫ +∞

0

kynkΦkdky

(3.36)

σn

< n >
=

√
8π2

∫ +∞

0

n2
kdky (3.37)

σΦ

Te

=

√
8π2

∫ +∞

0

Φ2
kdky (3.38)

Π = 8π2

∫ +∞

0

kxkyΦ
2
kdky (3.39)

We used the phase shift between density and potential of π/2 in the flux cal-

culation. We also considered the parity of the spectra to change the integrals

between −∞ and +∞ to the double of an integral from 0 to ∞. Inserting the

density and potential spectra predictions in these expressions lead to integrals

on a the normalised wavenumber u = ky
k0

. Unfortunately, the term of interac-

tion between the modes and the background shear flow keeps us from obtaining

simple analytical predictions. To palliate this issue, numerical integrations at

different values of αs = σsτ × (k0
x − σsτ)/

√
(1 + (k0

x − σsτ)2) in the case of a ho-

mogeneous tilt show the evolution of these integrals with this parameter. Fitting it

with second degree polynomials allows to recover well the evolution and to sep-

arate the observables dependencies with the model control parameters (g, σ∥)

and the tilt induced by the shear. Considering that the k0
x tilt is proportional to

ky, as it is the case for the magnetic shear, we recall the tilt θ0x = k0x
ky

. We finally

obtain the following expressions for the transport observables scalings :
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Γr

< n >
= 41λ−7/4g3/4σ

−1/2
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/4

1

(1 + 1.13αs − 0.01α2
s)

(3.40)

σn

< n >
= 13.3λ−9/8g1/8σ

−1/4
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−7/8

(3.41)

σΦ

Te

= 5λ−7/8g7/8σ
−3/4
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/8

1

(1 + 1.14αs − 0.11α2
s)

(3.42)

Π = 17.8λ−5/4g5/4σ
−1/2
∥

kx
ky

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−11/4

1

(1 + 1.66αs + 2.5α2
s)

(3.43)

αs =
σsτ

k0x
ky√(

1 +
(

kx
ky

)2) (3.44)

kx
ky

= θ0x − σsτ
k2
0δ

2
s

(1 + k2
0δ

2
s)

(3.45)

Figure 3.4 shows the evolutions of the radial flux, of the dominant wavenumber

and of the Reynolds tensor with the mode tilt induced by the sheared flow. The

evolution of the dominant wavenumber shows the shear regime transition at the

value σsτ = 0.4. Interestingly, changing from weak to strong shear regime does

not change the flux dependencies in the control parameters. This is coherent

with the similar expressions of experimental scalings of energy confinement time

in L-mode and H-mode [176]. In order to lower the flux by a factor of two, as it

happens in the case of an L-H transition, we have to reach a tilt value of σsτ = 1.

This prediction is equivalent to a shearing rate of the order of ten kilometres per

second on a centimetre. This value corresponds to the typical values of shear

observed at the L-H transition. Moreover, the Reynolds tensor behaviour with

structure tilt changes at the transition between weak and strong shear regime. At

this transition, the lowering of the turbulence amplitude compensates the growth

of the tilt leading to a decrease of the Reynolds tensor with further tilt increase.

3.2.2.7 Flux conservation in the scrape-off layer : predictions of the den-

sity decay length

The radial particle flux determined by the model is applied to the specific case of

the scrape-off layer in which this radial flux is compensated by the parallel one
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Figure 3.4: Impact of the sheared flow induced structure tilt on the transport
observables : radial flux Γr (top left), dominant wavenumber k0 (bottom left) and
Reynolds tensor Π (bottom right)

at the equilibrium when there is no particle sources or sinks in the SOL volume.

This could not be the case in the divertor legs or in the case of high density

regimes. These points will be discussed in the next chapter (see section 4.2).

∂rΓr + ∂∥Γ∥ = 0 (3.46)

∂rΓr = −σ∥ < n > (3.47)

In order to predict density decay lengths, we need to describe the gradient of

the radial flux. To that end, we assume that the only radial dependency of the

flux comes from the density profile ∂rΓr = −Γr

λ
. This is consistent with eq.3.40

and the assumed shape of the background density profile. This gives a relation

for the density decay length in terms of the flux predicted by the model and the
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parallel loss coefficient σ∥.

λ =
Γr

σ∥ < n >
=

8π2
∫ +∞
0

kyΦknkdky

σ∥
(3.48)

This expression is a non-linear function of the SOL width which gives the follow-

ing scaling for λ :

λ = 3.9 g3/11σ
−6/11
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/11

1

(1 + 1.13αs − 0.01α2
s)

4/11
(3.49)

Introducing this scaling in the flux and fluctuation levels one leads to the following

scalings in the SOL :

Γr

< n >
= 3.9 g3/11σ

5/11
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/11

1

(1 + 1.13αs − 0.01α2
s)

4/11
(3.50)

σn

< n >
= 2.9 g−2/11σ

4/11
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/44 (

1 + 1.13αs − 0.01α2
s

)9/22 (3.51)

σΦ

Te

= 1.7 g7/11σ
−3/11
∥

(
1 +

(
kx
ky

)2
)−9/22

(1 + 1.13αs − 0.01α2
s)

9/22

(1 + 1.14αs − 0.11α2
s)

(3.52)

These scalings will be compared to experimental measurements in Tore Supra

in the section 3.4.3.

The impact of a sheared flow on the turbulence is described by the model. The

description of the interplay between these two actors is not fully predicted since

we do not predict the impact of the flow generation by the turbulence on rotation

profile establishment. This key point will be the topic of the following section

(section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Poloidal momentum conservation

The radial shear of the poloidal rotation is at the origin of the turbulence mitiga-

tion. The shape of the radial profile of poloidal velocity results from the competi-

tion of different contributions as mentioned in the introduction of this manuscript

(section 1.8). The turbulent contribution in the poloidal momentum conservation

equation is deduced from the Reynolds stress predictions of the SSF model.
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This contribution can be decomposed in two parts corresponding to the two

structure tilt sources : the magnetic shear and the background velocity shear.

The magnetic shear effect is a 3D effect which will be averaged in the parallel

direction in order to be included in the model.

3.2.3.1 Field line average of magnetic shear tilt

In order to understand the impact of the magnetic shear on the turbulence, we

describe the behaviour of a flux-tube tilted by the magnetic shear. We will con-

sider flux-tube atthe midplane of the low-field side with a circular poloidal cross-

section. Following this flux-tube in the parallel direction will lead to different

interceptions of the flux-tube with the poloidal plasma cross-section. The more

we move off the mid-plane, the more the flux-tube will appear tilted (see figure

3.5). This effect being a 3D effect, it has to be averaged on the parallel direction

to be included in the model.

Figure 3.5: Impact of the magnetic shear on a flux tube in diverted geometry as
used in [177] (left) and circular geometry (right)

In the case of an inner-wall limited circular discharge, the tilting of the flux-tubes

are symmetric up-down. The parallel average of this contribution, which can be

approximated by a poloidal average, will result null. The equivalence between

parallel and poloidal average neglects the difference of magnetic field amplitude

between the low and the high field side leading to more toroidal field lines close
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to the high field side and consequently to a longer field line length in this region.

This effect being of the order of the aspect ratio ϵ = a
R

, we will neglect it in the

following work. In the case of a circular bottom-limited discharge, the average

will result in a positive mean value of the tilt. The opposite result occurs in

the symmetric configuration with an upper limiter. This point is more visible in

diverted configuration where the symmetry is broken by the presence of the

X-point. The poloidal average has to be weighted by the turbulence poloidal

envelope. The ballooning feature of the turbulence can be approximated by a

Gaussian envelope of width ∆θ ≈ 50◦ [178].

The obtained averaged value gives an effective magnetic tilt of the structures

which is introduced in the radial wavenumber θ0x in the SSF model. This

wavenumber will be a source of Reynolds tensor which will be introduced in the

flow generation model. Interestingly, the X-point position is responsible of the

sign of the averaged radial wavenumber. This value will compete with the radial

wavenumber created by the sheared flow. In the case of a favourable configu-

ration, both effects add whereas in the opposite configuration they are opposite.

This model of flow generation will be included in a 1D transport developed during

this work.

3.2.3.2 A 1D transport code with sheared flows : 1DCIS (1D Code for In-

terchange and Shear)

In order to model the radial transport in a tokamak, we derive a model of turbulent

radial flux with interplay with background sheared flows. Geometrical effects

have been included in the model. From all these effects a 1D model of transport

of particle and energy as well as a poloidal momentum conservation is built.

∂tn+∇r (Γrn) = SN − σ∥fσn (3.53)

∂t3neT +∇r (Γr3neT ) = Q− γσ∥fσ3neT (3.54)

∂tVE×B +∇rΠ = −
(
ν − χdiff∂

2
r

)
(VE×B − kθV∗)− χSOLfχ

(
VE×B − V SOL

E×B

)
(3.55)

where SN is the particle source, Q is the heat source, σ∥ is the loss rate through

the sheath, fσ is the radial envelope of the parallel losses, γ = 5 + 2.5 Ti

Te
= 7.5

is the sheath exhaust factor, ν is the restoring force towards the neoclassical
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prediction of the rotation, kθ is the restoring coefficient towards the diamagnetic

velocity, χdiff is a viscous coefficient for viscous breaking due to small scale

effects, χSOL is a restoring force towards the rotation imposed by the sheath

V SOL
E×B = −Λ∂rT

B
and fχ is the radial envelope of this restoring force. The radial

flux Γr and the Reynolds tensor are estimated from the SSF model prediction

at all the radial positions. In this study, we only consider convective flux. This

is consistent with the assumption of neglecting temperature fluctuations. On

the other hand, such fluctuations can highly contribute to the heat transport in

the closed flux region. Applying this flux model in the closed field lines can be

discussed, as it will be in the discussion section of this chapter, but considering

mode interferences in the high field side (as observed in the left panel of figure

3.5), we can assume that the parallel losses coefficient for the potential is

comparable to the sheath one. Moreover, transport in the core can come from

various instabilities. Most of these instabilities are coming from the free energy

contained in the thermodynamics gradients and consequently from interchange

mechanisms. The resulting flux from these instabilities would have comparable

expressions as the one predicted by the SSF model. Nevertheless, this flux

would be high compared to the measured one due to higher parallel losses in

absence of sheath resistivity. To take it into account an envelope function fg

is added to the radial flux Γr. Another envelope fk is attributed to the radial

wavenumber induced by the magnetic shear since its non-null value comes

from the X-point or the limiter presence. This model will lead to a competition

between the neoclassic prediction of the rotation in the confined plasma and the

turbulent flow generation.

As a first step, constant values for the neoclassical restoring force (ν ≈ ×10−4ω,

kθ = 1) have been considered in order to observe if the physics contained only in

the SSF model is enough to trigger confinement transitions. Gaussian sources

of particle and heat were assumed to be located at the LCFS and in the core re-

spectively. Parabolic safety factor profiles are considered with a value of 1 at the

magnetic axis. The resulting magnetic shear is constant radially with a value of

s = r
q
∂q
∂r

= 2. We also neglected the momentum diffusion and imposed the paral-

lel losses envelop equal to the SOL restoring force in the rotation equation. The

machine and global plasma parameters have been taken from WEST features.

Radial profiles of the envelope functions and sources are shown in figure 3.6. To

understand the impact of the plasma parameters as density, magnetic field am-
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Figure 3.6: Radial profiles of the envelope functions (top) and the sources input
to the 1DCIS code.

plitude, injected power and magnetic geometry, we managed scans using three

values of line averaged density [2.5− 3.5− 4.5]× 1019m−2, three values of mag-

netic field amplitude and six values of injected power [0− 1− 2− 3− 4− 5]MW .

The geometry has been varied in terms of X-point position : top, bottom and no

X-point were considered. The density control is comparable to the one used in

experiment, systematic controls of the line averaged density applied at constant

time interval lead to a correction of the fuelling. So far, no model of radiation is

implemented in the code. Hence, the injected power is directly the one crossing

the separatrix. An example of density, temperature and rotation profiles is given

figure 3.7.

The non consideration of the shear width in the approach applied here leads to

an overestimation of the structure tilt in the pedestal. This approximation leads

to an overestimation of the flow generation by the turbulence and of the shear

impact on the turbulent flux. Nevertheless, this model was not able to demon-
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Figure 3.7: Radial profiles of the density (top), the temperature (middle) and the
rotation (bottom) from a 1DCIS simulation. Case nl = 3.5 × 10−19m−2, Pinj =
1MW , B = 3.7T , LSN configuration.

strate confinement regime transitions unlike in [126]. This model is comparable

to the one developed in [54, 55]. This work showed transitions considering the

neoclassical restoring force mentioned above. The radial gradient of neoclassi-

cal prediction could be necessary to induce strong rotation gradient at the edge
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and generate confinement transition.

3.3 Verification of the model with TOKAM2D simu-

lations

The SSF model aims at describing the edge transport by reducing the equa-

tions of interchange turbulence behaviour. It has to be verified against numerical

simulations to check if it recovers the underlying physics. To that end, we ran

isothermal flux-driven numerical simulations of the TOKAM2D equations with a

finite elements code. In this section, we present the databases built for the verifi-

cation of the model. Then, we detail the quantities used to verify the model which

are the density decay lengths, the time averaged turbulent spectra, the fluctua-

tion levels and the structure tilts. Finally, a comparison of the model predictions

with the simulation results is discussed.

3.3.1 Databases from TOKAM2D simulations

We built 2 databases, one including 9 cases without shear with parameters

in the range of typical Tore Supra SOL parameters (g ∈ [0.1 − 10] × 10−4 /

σ∥ ∈ [0.1 − 10] × 10−5), and one with homogeneous background shear with

shear rates up to σs = 6 × 10−3 corresponding to variations of velocity of a few

kilometres per second on a radial distance of a centimetre. The code was not

able to sustain simulations of higher shear rates with reasonable time steps.

This shear is imposed by a parabolic profile of potential centred in the centre

of the simulation box x0. This second database contains 17 simulations with 4

different pairs of turbulence parameters [g, σ∥]. The parameters of the simula-

tions are summarised in table 3.1. The time is normalised to the ion cyclotron

frequency. The radial and poloidal resolution normalised to the ion Larmor

radius are fixed to ∆x = ∆y = 1 and the box size is Nx × Ny = 512 × 256. The

diffusion and viscous coefficients normalised to the Bohm diffusion coefficient

DB = ρsCs are fixed to Dn = ν = 1 × 10−4 in order to avoid perturbations at the

turbulent scales of interest (ky < 3k0). This point is verified in Appendix C. The

poloidal direction is periodic. A buffer zone is situated at the high radial position

boundary of the simulation box. This layer is thin enough (δbuff = 10) to not

disturb the simulation results. The particle source is a Gaussian curve of width

δS = 8 centred in x = 10.
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g[×10−4] σ∥[×10−4]
40 5
8 1

1.2 0.28
1.1 0.11
1.1 0.35
2.6 0.35
2 0.2
2 0.5

2.6 1.05

g[×10−4] σ∥[×10−4] σs[×10−4] color
8 1 0; 2.5; 5; 10; 15; 20; 30; 40 o
2 0.2 0; 2.22; 4.44 ; 8.9; 13.37; 17.8 o

40 3 17.5; 25 o
24 1 63 o

Table 3.1: TOKAM2D control parameters used to build the databases without
shear (left) and with homogeneous shear (right). The color column stands for
the colors of the markers of the parameter pairs (g, σ∥) which will be used during
the comparison with the model predictions.

The simulations result in 2D maps of density and electrostatic potential exhibit-

ing turbulent features which are tilted in presence of a background sheared

flow (see figure 3.8). These mushroom-like structures result from interchange

driving and move along the density gradient. These structures seem to exhibit a

dominant size which adds a motivation to build a spectral model able to describe

the features of a mode corresponding to this poloidal size.

Figure 3.8: Snapshot of the density fluctuations from TOKAM2D simulation with-
out background shear (left) and in presence of a background homogeneous
shear (right)

From these 2D maps we extracted comparison points in order to verify the model
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predictions as it is detailed in Appendix D. The quantities measured to verify the

model predictions are :

• the radial particle flux Γr

• the density exponentially decaying length λ

• the structure tilt induced by the background shear flows kx
ky

• the poloidal spectra of the electrostatic potential Φk and the density nk

• the fluctuation levels of the density σn/< n > and the potential σΦ/< Te >

3.3.2 Comparison of the model predictions with the simula-

tion results

The model verification against the simulation results will be done step by step.

First, we will focus on the database of simulations without background shear

and then, on the one with homogeneous background shear. The comparison

between model predictions and without shear simulations will start with com-

parisons of the model with dominant mode properties. The comparison of the

predictions of the transport observables, i. e. the fluctuation levels and SOL

density decay lengths, will follow right after. Next, the verification of the SSF

model in the case of homogeneous background shear will start with a point on

the mode tilting model. Once this point verified, we will interest in the spectra

and more particularly in the properties of the dominant mode. Finally, we will

compare the predictions with the measured fluctuation levels, radial particle flux

and scrape-off layer width.

3.3.2.1 Database without sheared flows against SF model predictions

Figure 3.9 summarises the comparison between the model predictions and the

simulation results for the dominant mode features, the fluctuation levels and the

density decay length. First of all, we can see that the dominant mode features

are quantitatively matched against the overall database. This deeper verify the

observations of figure 3.2.

This quantitative agreement between the model predictions and the simulation

results is also verified for the fluctuation levels and the density decay length over
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the model predictions and the simulation re-
sults for a) the dominant wavenumber value, b) the dominant wavenumber po-
tential and density perturbation amplitude, c) the potential and density fluctuation
levels and d) the density decay length.

the whole database. The SF model is verified against experimentally relevant

sets of control parameters (g, σ∥).

3.3.2.2 Database with homogeneous background sheared flows against

SSF model predictions

In the study of the turbulence plunged in a background sheared flow, all the

predictions rely on the description of the structure/mode tilt. This first step is

addressed by the model of interchange restoring leading to a constant tilt. A

comparison of the model predictions against the values measured in the sim-

ulations is given figure 3.10. We observe a quantitative agreement of the sim-

ulation results with the model predictions. The radial phase variation method
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gives slightly higher values of the tilt than the model predictions and the 2D FFT

method. Interestingly, low tilt values are more difficult to measure leading to a

slight overestimation by the model. Nevertheless, the agreement remains sound

against the overall database.

Figure 3.10: Comparison between the model predictions and the simulation re-
sults for the mode tilt. Colors correspond to different pairs of (g, σ∥) from table
3.1. Empty dots are obtained from the FFT2D method and the full squares from
the radial phase variation.

The mode tilts will play a role in the spectral model through 2 mechanisms : 1)

the lowering of the potential and density spectra due to energy spreading over

the kx values and 2) the flow generation through the Reynolds tensor. The first

effect is stronger on the potential spectra than on the density ones due to the

cross dependencies of the spectrum and the density decay length in the tilt of

the modes. This is recovered in the simulations as observed on figure 3.11.

A comparison of the spectral properties predictions against the whole database

is given figure 3.12. The model predictions are in quantitative agreement with

the simulations recovering 1) the shift of the dominant wave number towards

the low values, 2) the lowering of the amplitudes of the density and potential

perturbations, 3) the decrease of the density decay length and 4) the density

and potential fluctuation levels decrease. Strikingly, the density perturbations of

the dominant mode as well as the density fluctuation level do not depends much

on the shear rate amplitude. This is a consequence of the low dependency of

the density spectra with the tilt of the structures.
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Figure 3.11: Left : potential spectra at different background shear rates. Right
: density spectra at different background shear rates. Full black lines stand for
simulation results, blue dashed lines for model predictions and the red dots are
the model predictions at the dominant wavenumber k0. Case [g = 8× 10−4, σ∥ =
1× 10−4].
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between the model predictions and the simulation re-
sults for a) the dominant mode wavenumber k0, b) the potential perturbation
at the dominant wavenumber Φk0, c) the density perturbation at the dominant
wavenumber, d) the density decay length λ, e) the density fluctuation level σn

and f) the potential fluctuation level σΦ. Color corresponds to different pairs of
(g, σ∥) from table 3.1.
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Finally, a comparison of the measured flux normalised to the prediction of the flux

in the case without shear Γws
mod evolution with the mode tilt σsτ with the scaling

(3.50) emphasises the ability of the model to predict the turbulent particle flux in

the presence of a background sheared flow (see figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Comparison between the model predictions and the simulation re-
sults for radial flux normalised to the prediction of the flux in the case without
shear Γws

mod. Colors corresponds to different pairs of (g, σ∥) from table 3.1.

These analytical predictions for the flux, density decay length, turbulence fea-

tures and fluctuation levels lead to instantaneous values which presents an in-

teresting advantage regarding the running time of simulations. Indeed, to build-

up the database used to verify the model predictions, around 25000 hours of

calculations have been used (this estimation does not take into account the sim-

ulations which failed).

3.4 Validation of the SSF model against experi-

mental measurements

The verification of the SSF model against TOKAM2D simulations showed the

ability of the model to capture the underlying physics contained in this conser-

vation system. In order to validate the model predictions against experimental

data, we need to express the control parameters (g, σ∥) in terms of plasma and

device parameters. This will be detailed in this section. Then a validation against

measurement will be presented in 3 steps : 1) a validation of the spectral model
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with spectra measured in the TJ-K torsatron, 2) a validation of the turbulence and

transport observable predictions against Tore Supra Langmuir probes measure-

ments and 3) a validation of the flow generation model against measurement in

WEST.

3.4.1 Expressions of the control parameters (g, σ∥) as func-

tions of plasma parameters

In order to compare the model predictions with experimental measurements, we

need to express the control parameters g and σ∥ in terms of plasma parame-

ters. The curvature drive coefficient g is a consequence of the magnetic field

curvature and depends on the scalar product of the gradient of magnetic field

(major radius direction) and the orientation of the density (or pressure) gradient

(structure orientation e⃗struct) g = ∇⃗B.e⃗struct. In the case of structures with circular

poloidal cross sections, the direction of the structure orientation corresponds to

the vector normal to the flux surfaces. As a consequence, the field line averaged

curvature parameter can be written as g =< 2ρscos(θ)
R

>θ. Nevertheless, due to

magnetic shear the structures are tilted and the orientation vector is depending

on the poloidal angle θ. For a circular plasma, assuming that the Shafranov

shift does not strongly impact the safety factor profile, the safety factor radial

profile is parabolic. It results in a magnetic shear ŝ which is homogeneous all

over the plasma and has a value of 2. The scalar product between the density

and magnetic field gradients introduced in the curvature parameter results in

g =< 2ρscos(θ−arctan(ŝθ))
R

>θ≈ 1.5ρs
R

(see figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14: Scheme of the scalar product between the density and magnetic
field gradient in a circular geometry

The parallel loss rate is given by the reconnection length L∥ ∝ qR as detailed in
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the introduction of the manuscript. In the case of an inner-wall limited discharge,

this reconnection length corresponds to πqR. In consequence, both control pa-

rameters can be written as a coefficient times the ratio of the Larmor radius over

the major radius of the considered device. Measuring the temperature allows to

estimate the local Larmor radius and consequently calculate the control param-

eters.

g =
1.5ρs
R

=
1.5

RB

√
AmpTe (1 + Ti/Te)

Ze
(3.56)

σ∥ =
ρs
πqR

=
1

πqRB

√
AmpTe (1 + Ti/Te)

Ze
(3.57)

where Z is the ionisation degree, A is the nuclei number of the main species and

mp is the proton mass.

3.4.2 Validation of the spectral model against TJ-K probe

measurements

The SF model is based on the prediction of the density and potential poloidal

spectra. In practice, these spectra are not measurable in most of the tokamaks

since it requires setup of arrays poloidally distributed and aligned on a flux sur-

face. In addition, to measure it at the separatrix, the probes have to sustain hot

temperatures and fluxes which can damage the probes. The TJ-K torsatron is a

low magnetic field and low temperature device allowing to plunge probes deep

into the plasma. A poloidal array of Langmuir probes designed to measure all

around a flux surface is implemented (see figure 3.15) [179].

One probe over two is polarised in saturation regime and the others are

polarised in floating regimes. It allows to measure both floating potential and

normalised saturation current poloidal spectra. The later one can be associated

to the density spectrum. The distance between two consecutive probes is 8mm.

Consequently, two floating probes are separated from 16mm. The electron

temperature is measured independently and is of the order of 10eV . The plasma

being cold, we made the approximation of cold ions (Ti = 0) to apply the model.

No sheared flows are consider in the model applied to the data because no

clear evidence of presence of such flows in the data has been observed. The

safety factor considered here is the inverse of the rotational transform ι of
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Figure 3.15: Left : Representation of the TJ-K torsatron. Right : Representation
of the poloidal array of probes implemented in TJ-K.

the discharge. Table 3.2 summarises the plasma parameters of the selected

measurements.

R[m] a[m] q B[mT ] Te[eV ] g[×10−4] σ∥[×10−4]

0.64 0.2 4 81.4 9 83 6.6

Table 3.2: Table of the plasma parameters of the selected shot in TJ-K

The spectra are extracted from the raw signal following the same data process-

ing as for the simulation, namely poloidal spectra are averaged in time. A com-

parison between the predicted poloidal spectra of potential, density and phase

shift and the experimental data is given figure 3.16 without normalising the ex-

perimental data. Strikingly, the model predictions recover the spectra shapes

and amplitudes for the potential and density spectra. The Isolated Filament

model seems to recover better the shape of the spectra for the high wavenum-

bers. It could indicate that the interaction of the modes with the dominant mode

is negligible compared to the saturation due to inertia limitations of the modes.

Nevertheless, both Spectral and Isolated filament models are able to describe

the behaviour of the modes around the dominant mode. Interestingly, the density

spectra predictions overestimates the measured contributions of low wavenum-

bers as it is also the case in the simulation results. In consequence, we can

consider that TOKAM2D would be able to recover these experimental spectra.

Finally, the phase shift between density and potential modes is close to π/2, at

least for the modes around the dominant wavenumber. This further validates the

ideal phase shift assumption. It is worth noting that the measurement presented
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here were managed in the confined plasma at 15mm from the separatrix. This

point seems to validate the assumption of considering reconnection lengths as

parallel dynamics description. Moreover, during other experiments, the spectra

shape appeared similar to the one observed here [180]. Consequently, to go fur-

ther in the validation of the model, a database of TJ-K probe array measurement

should be built in order to compare to model predictions.

Figure 3.16: Poloidal spectra of the potential (top), the density (middle) and the
phase shift between the potential and density (bottom) measured in TJK (black
line and grey error bars) compared to model predictions.
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3.4.3 Validation of the turbulence features and transport ob-

servables predictions against Tore Supra probe mea-

surement

The next step of the validation of the SF model is the comparison of the turbu-

lence features and the transport observable predictions against the measured

one. The experimental characterisation of the turbulent properties and of the

transport observable has been detailed in the previous chapter in section 2.1.

No shear will be considered here because of the wideness of the temperature

profiles (λTe ≈ 15cm).

First, a comparison of the turbulence characteristic wavenumber and its radial

velocity from E ×B convection obtained from rake probe measurements in Tore

Supra against predictions of the dominant wavenumber and its velocity results in

a sound agreement (see figure 3.17). It is worth noting that the model predicts

time averaged mode features and not intermittent structure properties. This

would indicate that the main turbulence features come from the dominant mode

ones. The variation range of the measured wavenumber appears narrow (from

5ρ−1
s to 10ρ−1

s which is much lower than an order of magnitude). This would be

expected from the low dependencies of the mode wavenumber with the plasma

parameters as predicted by the SF model.

Figure 3.17: Comparison between the model predictions and the experimental
measurements in Tore Supra of the dominant poloidal mode (right) and its ve-
locity (left). The colormap represents the data point concentration.
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The ability of the model to predict characteristic transport properties is further

validated by the comparison of the inverse of the poloidal correlation length

against the dominant mode wavenumber. Figure 3.18 illustrates this quantitative

agreement.

Figure 3.18: Comparison between the model predictions and the experimental
measurements in Tore Supra of the dominant poloidal mode and the poloidal
correlation length.

The next comparison concerns the transport observables, namely the potential

and density fluctuation levels as well as the density decay length. Again, a

quantitative agreement between the model predictions and the measurements

is found except for the potential fluctuation level which is slightly underestimated

by the model (around 15% of underestimation). This could be explained by a

contribution of the electron temperature fluctuations to the total floating potential

fluctuation level.

This validation against Tore Supra measurements is realised in circular limited

discharges. In this configuration, plasma shaping effects could be considered

negligible. A discussion about the comparison of the model predictions and ex-

perimental observations in diverted geometry is detailed later in this manuscript

(section 4.1).
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Figure 3.19: Comparison between the model predictions and the experimental
measurements in Tore Supra of the density decay length (left and the fluctuation
levels of the density and of the electrostatic potential (right).

3.4.4 Validation of the flow generation predictions against

WEST DBS measurement

The impact of the geometry on the edge rotation profiles in WEST has been ob-

served experimentally (see section 2.2.5.2). The favourable configuration (LSN)

exhibits a well in the rotation profile whereas it is not the case in the unfavourable

configuration (USN). This discrepancy is blurred when the plasma current is in-

creased. We propose an explanation of this phenomenon based on the poloidal

momentum conservation including the Reynolds tensor predictions from the SSF

model. To reconstruct rotation profiles from the model predictions, electron and

ion temperatures are needed. Unfortunately, these physical quantities are not

measured in the area of interest (0.8 < ρ < 1). To palliate this lack, we estimated

these profiles from other measurements and assumptions. First we consider

modified hyperbolic tangents for the temperatures profile shapes with 4 parame-

ters per species : the pedestal temperature T 0
i,e, the stiffness parameter αi,e, the

pedestal position ρ0i,e and the pedestal width ∆ρi,e.

Te,i = T 0
e,i

(
1− αi,e

(
ρ− ρ0i,e

)) 1

1 + e
−

2(ρ−ρ0
i,e)

∆ρi,e

(3.58)

In order to determine these parameters we constrain the temperature profile us-

ing other diagnostics. First, the Electron Cyclotron Emission system gives the

electron temperature for the normalised radial position under 0.8. The separatrix
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electron temperature is given by the Langmuir probes and is the same for both

configurations. Then we will assume that the velocity profile is given by the neo-

classical prediction (an amplitude given by the ion diamagnetic drift but in the

opposite direction) under ρ = 0.95. Using the density profile given by the fast

sweep reflectometry system, it gives a constraint on the ion temperature profile.

Finally, we impose a ratio of the ion over electron temperature at the separatrix to

2. The rotation profiles were arbitrarily shifted in order to impose a null rotation at

the separatrix. This is done in order to minimise uncertainties on the radial posi-

tion of the profiles due to separatrix position reconstruction. This process leads

to the profiles given figure 3.20. The resulting reconstructed profiles are similar

in both configurations. A study of the sensitivity of the reconstruction with the

ratio of the ion over the electron temperature is presented in Appendix E. In this

appendix, we also detail the fit of the experimental data with the reconstructed

profiles.

Figure 3.20: Electron (blue) and ion (red) temperature profiles reconstructed
at different plasma current and in the favourable (full lines) and unfavourable
(dashed lines) configurations.

Then, to calculate the structure tilt, the local shear width δs has to be measured.

To that end, we apply a parabolic fit (f = 1
2

(
x
δs

)2
+ b) to measure locally the

parabolic width of the rotation profile δs on spatial windows of width δrho = 0.008.

Finally, the last assumption consists in the profile of the tilt induced by the

magnetic shear. The profile shape of this parameter is a modified hyperbolic

tangent as discussed in section 3.2.3.2. We impose the position of the middle
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of the pedestal of this profile as the position of the minimum of the well of the

rotation profile observed in LSN. Interestingly, this position shifts slightly inwards

the plasma when the plasma current decreases. This could be explained

by a deeper penetration of the effect of non-null flux surface average of the

mode tilt induced by the magnetic shear in lower edge gradient due to higher

structure sizes and lower shearing effects which could radially decorrelate the

turbulence. The width of the magnetic tilt profile remains constant between

the different values of plasma current. An example of a comparison of the

shear width and of the magnetic tilt between the two configurations is given

figure 3.21. Taking into account these considerations and resolving the poloidal

Figure 3.21: Profile of the shear width (left) and of the magnetic shear induced
radial wavenumber(right) from rotation profile reconstruction for the cases at Ip =
700kA.

momentum conservation equation, we obtain the rotation profiles shown figure

3.22. This results have been obtained using the neoclassical predictions of the

neoclassical restoring frequency ν, a value of 1 for the Kθ coefficient and a

value of 2× 10−9m2s−1 for the viscosity coefficient χdiff .

Strikingly, the model recovers the discrepancy between the two configurations

in terms of shape of the rotation profiles. This impact of the plasma shaping on

the rotation is explained by a strong contribution of the Reynolds stress induced

by the magnetic shear. An example of the Reynolds tensors coming from the

magnetic shear and from the flow shear tilt is given figure 3.23. This figure

shows that the major contributor to the flow generation is the radial gradient

of the Reynolds stress induced by the magnetic shear (dashed lines). The

opposite sign of the structure tilt induced by the magnetic shear is responsible

of a slight deepening of the profile in LSN configuration and the vanish of the

rotation profile well in USN seen on figure 3.22. A bump appears on USN
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Figure 3.22: Left : Edge rotation profiles from DBS measurement in LSN (top)
and USN (bottom) configurations (WEST #55732 and #55622 respectively).
Right : Edge rotation profile prediction by the flow generation model. On the
right plot, the full lines correspond to the model predictions and the dashed lines
correspond to the neoclassical predictions.

profiles reconstruction due to the discrete evaluation of the shear width which

leads to a non smooth profile of the Reynolds tensor. Unfortunately, the ion

temperature profile reconstruction for the low plasma current USN case was not

accurate. In consequence, no rotation profile reconstruction have been made.

The amplitude of the profiles reconstructed from the poloidal momentum con-

servation results from the equilibrium between the divergence of the Reynolds

tensor and of the neoclassical restoring force. This is confirmed by the figure

3.24 in which we observe that the rotation generated by the Reynolds stress is

damped by the viscosity to a level comparable to the neoclassical restoring force.

We could interpret this viscous contribution as a lowering of the Reynolds stress

which is overestimated in this study due to the underestimation of the parallel
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Figure 3.23: Reynolds tensor profiles for the cases at Ip = 700kA.

Figure 3.24: Contributions to the time evolution of the poloidal velocity (eq. 3.59)
for the case Ip = 700kA in LSN configuration (left) and USN configuration (right).

losses for the electrostatic potential fluctuations.

∂tVE×B +∇rΠ = −
(
ν − χdiff∂

2
r

)
(VE×B −KθV∗)− χSOLfχ

(
VE×B − V SOL

E×B

)
(3.59)

Consequently, following all of these observations, we can deduce that the shape

of the tilt induced by the magnetic shear is strongly impacting the reconstructed

profiles. Further investigations on the impact of the geometry on the magnetic

shear tilt of the structures is discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Discussions about the
perspectives and the limits of the
model

Content

This chapter focuses on a discussion on the model generic nature and the

inclusion of more complex effects. The chapter starts on the observation

of narrower SOL width in diverted geometry compared to the one observed

in limited discharges. The inclusion of a plasma resistivity in the parallel

dynamics description in the SOL will lead to discussions about the origin

of density shoulder observations. Next, we tackle some considerations on

the potential and density phase shift as well as collisionality in closed flux

surfaces. Then, the magnetic topology impact on the curvature drive and

the structure tilt is considered aiming at explaining the lowering of SOL

width in diverted geometry. Also, the global confinement predictions from

the model show an ability to recover multi-machine experimental scalings

for the energy confinement time. Finally, we will present the model limits

and perspectives in terms of integrated modelling.
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A validation of the SOL model has been achieved in circular geometry. A com-

parison of the model predictions with reflectometry measurements of the density

decay length in WEST and experimental scalings for the SOL width in L-mode

and H-mode diverted discharges will be first detailed in this section. On the other

hand, the model derived in this work appears generic enough to include more

complex effects such as plasma shaping or collisional effects. The inclusion of

these effects is presented in this chapter. The link between the spectral and the

usual filament models applied to the SOL transport is discussed. The expected

impacts of the electromagnetic effects on the model are also presented. An ex-

trapolation of the flux model to the prediction of the energy confinement time

is derived showing a qualitative agreement with experimental scalings. Finally,

we will conclude this section on a presentation of the possible application of this

model to predict main discharge features using Artificial Intelligence.

4.1 Model predictions against SOL width measure-

ments in diverted plasma

It has been observed that the SOL width decreases when the magnetic config-

uration changes from limited to diverted [63, 64, 69]. This is recovered by 3D

flux-driven numerical simulations as it can be seen figure 4.1.

In order to compare the SSF model predictions to the experimental measure-

ments, we need to either measure the electron temperature in the SOL or in-

troduce a scaling of the electron temperature in terms of plasma parameters in

expressions (3.56) and (3.57). This scaling can be obtained using the 2 point

model (2-pt model). This model will be described in the next section concerning

the impact of the density on the parallel dynamics description in the SF model.

The resulting scaling of the electron temperature in high recycling regime is :

Te[eV ] = 0.13

(
q2RPsep

aλq

)2/7

(4.1)

This scaling depends on the heat flux decay length λq and its introduction in the

density decay length scaling needs to estimate λq. In the case of Tore Supra,

the heat flux decay length was half of the density one. Taking it into account,

neglecting the shear effects and introducing the electron temperature scaling in
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Figure 4.1: Tokam-3X isothermal simulations run with equivalent control param-
eters (ρs/R ≈ 1/800, qcyl ≈ 3). 2D map of the turbulent radial particle flux, aver-
aged along time and toroidal angle for (a) circular geometry and (b) lower single
null X-point geometry. Note the strong ballooning of the particle flux, represen-
tative of interchange turbulence. (c) Average density profiles at outer midplane,
illustrating the significant change of radial decay length from circular to divertor.
Figure from [172].

the SOL width model prediction from equation (3.49) leads to a scaling of the

SOL width in terms of plasma such as :

λn[mm] = 10 q0.68cyl B
−0.66R0.34

(
A

Z2

)0.33

P 0.09
sep a−0.09 (4.2)

where the magnetic field B is in Tesla, the major and minor radii R and a

are in meter and the power crossing the separatrix is in Mega-watt. As a

first comparison, we built a database of density decay length from the same

density profiles used to build the edge rotation profiles database in WEST. To

that end, we used exponential fit of the profiles between ρ = 1 and ρ = 1.05.

Figure 4.2 shows a qualitative agreement between the model predictions of λ

and the experimentally measured ones, at least, for the wide SOL widths. For
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the narrower SOL widths, the model overestimates the experimental values.

Deeper investigations are needed to quantify the impact of the fit error bars and

the density profile shapes on these discrepancies. Moreover, the model predicts

SOL widths three times wider than the measured ones. This would indicate that

the main physics responsible of the transport is recovered by the model but that

additional effects affecting the amplitude of the predictions are missing. The

SOL width scaling also recovers qualitatively the experimental scaling laws from

multi-machine databases of diverted discharges in L-mode [63, 65].

Figure 4.2: Comparison of the model predictions for the SOL width λ and the
measured ones extracted from reflectometry measurement of the electron den-
sity radial profiles in WEST. A factor 3 is applied to the model predictions to
recover the experimental amplitudes.

Interestingly, the confinement properties such as the energy confinement time

and the total pressure exhibit common scalings between L-mode and H-mode

[176, 68]. This could be explained considering that the main phenomenon

responsible of the transport remains the same across the confinement regime

with only an amplitude damping. Regarding this point of view, we built a

synthetic database of the typical parameters of the main tokamaks in order

to compare the model predictions with experimental scalings of SOL width

in diverted H-mode discharges. A random choice is made in the parameter

range of all the typical discharge parameters of each machine leading to an

experiment-like database of plasma conditions. The model will be then applied

on this synthetic database to obtain the model predictions for all the current

devices.
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The scaling obtained from the experimental data [64] is only depending on the

poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane which is not the case of the model

predictions. Nonetheless, as it can be seen figure 4.3, this trend is recovered

by the model predictions. The amplitude of the density decay length appears

almost 20 times wider than the heat flux decay lengths in diverted H-mode dis-

charges. It corresponds to 7 times the value in diverted geometry taking into

account the factor 3 observed with the WEST database. In addition, in H-mode

the strong shear layer close to the separatrix leads to a lowering of the flux, and

consequently of the decay length, by a factor 2. It results in a factor of 3 − 4

between the model predictions of the density decay lengths λn and the exper-

imental measurements of the heat flux decay lengths λq which is contained in

the observed experimental range of ratio λn/λq [181]. This ratio is varying across

and into the confinement regimes.

Figure 4.3: Left : Experimental evolution of the heat flux decay length λq in terms
of the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane from [64]. Right : Predictions
of the density decay length λ as a function of the poloidal magnetic field at the
outer midplane.

The model predictions for JET discharges predicts higher values than the

experimental scaling for higher values of poloidal magnetic field at the outer

midplane. This trend appears also in the experimental data as it can be seen

figure 4.3 on the left panel. This is due to the dependency of the scaling with

the machine size. Moreover, the predictions for WEST and TCV are lower than

the one predicted by the scaling. The TCV values predicted by the model are 2

times lower than the one predicted by the experimental scaling exactly as it has

been recently observed [182]. Finally, the impact of the machine size on the
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model predictions leads to 4 times higher values compared to the experimental

scaling for the of heat flux deposition length for ITER and DEMO which would

help to the power exhaust without damaging the divertor tiles.

Other experiments in TCV showed an impact of the divertor leg length on the

heat flux decay length in L-mode [171]. As a result, the dependency of λq with

the leg length is at the power 0.45. This feature could be explained by the SSF

model through the dependence of the SOL width with the parallel reconnection

length. Indeed, the model predicts a SOL width such as λn ∝ L0.54
∥ .

4.2 Impact of the density on the parallel dynamics

description

In experiment, it has been observed that increasing the upstream density (up-

stream corresponding to the outer midplane) leads to a widening of the near SOL

width leading to a shoulder formation [66, 67, 183]. In order to study the impact

of the density in our model predictions, we focused on the parallel dynamics

description. To that end, we based our study on equation (3.47) introducing a

possible ionisation source in the SOL volume SN . It results in a relation between

the radial flux, the SOL width, the parallel losses and the ionisation source.

λ =
Γr/< n >

σ∥ − SN/< n >
(4.3)

The density impact in the model can be due to three effects : 1) a change in the

parallel dynamics of the turbulence leading to an increase of the radial flux, 2) a

decrease of the parallel losses for the density or 3) an increase of the ionisation

source. The two first effects are addressed in this section.

As mentioned in the introduction of this manuscript, the parallel dynamics is de-

scribed through a sheath resistivity model corresponding to a sheath loss rate.

This loss rate corresponds to the particle exhaust at the targets. We made the

assumption that the conditions are the same at the targets and at the outer mid-

plane. This is not the case when the density increases. We can change of

density regime in the conditions at the target making the electron temperature

different at the upstream condition and at the target conditions. This point can
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be illustrated by the 2-pt model based on conservation equations. The first con-

sidered conservation equation is the total pressure conservation. Considering

the upstream condition at the stagnation point the local Mach number is null

(MU
∥ = 0). We also consider the Bohm condition at the target (MT

∥ = 1). The ex-

ponents U and T correspond to the upstream and target conditions respectively.(
1

2
nU
e

(
CU

s

)2
+

1

2
nU
e

(
MU

∥ C
U
s

)2)
=

(
1

2
nT
e

(
CT

s

)2
+

1

2
nT
e

(
MT

∥ C
T
s

)2) (4.4)

nU
e T

U
e

(
1 +

TU
i

TU
e

)
= 2nT

e T
T
e

(
1 +

T T
i

T T
e

)
(4.5)

Neglecting energy transfer from ions to electrons along the field line we can

consider the ion to electron ratio constant along a field line. This results in the

relation :

nU
e T

U
e = 2nT

e T
T
e (4.6)

The second equation is the heat flux conservation through the separatrix. The

power crossing the separatrix PSOL is exhausted at the targets by the parallel

flux q∥. Considering that half of the heat goes towards each target, the power

balance results in :

1

2
PSOL = 2πRλqκqcylq∥ (4.7)

The parallel flux exhaust at the target is described by :

q∥ = γnT
e eC

T
s T

T
e (4.8)

where γ = 5 + 2.5 Ti

Te
is the sheath conduction coefficient.The last equation rep-

resents the heat flux flow along the field lines. Two phenomena can transport

the heat along the field line : 1) the convection qconv∥ = 2.5(1 + Ti

Te
)neev∥Te and

2) the conduction given by the Spitzer-Härm model qcond∥ = −3.16ne
V 2
th,e

νe
∇∥eTe

with Vth,e =
√

eTe

me
the electron thermal velocity and νe =

nee5/2 ln (Λ)

3(2π)3/2ϵ20

√
(me)T

3/2
e

is the

electron-electron collision frequency. Both ways can be responsible of the heat

transport but usually the convective contribution is neglected. We will introduce

a conduction factorfcond representing the fraction of the total heat flux due to the

conduction transport. This results in the reduced expression for the parallel heat
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flux.

q∥ = −fcond
2

7
κ0∇∥T

7/2
e (4.9)

where κ0 = −3.16 3(2π)3/2ϵ20√
(eme) ln (Λ)

≈ 2000. After a few algebra, this system of equa-

tions results in a relation between the upstream and target temperatures.

(
T T
e

TU
e

)1/2

=
ν∗
0

ν∗
e

[
1−

(
T T
e

TU
e

)7/2
]

(4.10)

where ν∗
e =

νeL∥
Vth,e

and ν∗
0 = 4×3.16

7γfcond

√
mi

me

1√
Z+α

≈ 10. From this relation, we

deduce two regimes : 1) a low collisionality regime (ν∗
e << ν∗

0 ) where

T T
e =

(
1− 2ν∗e

ν∗0

)
TU
e ≈ TU

e and 2) a high collisionality regime (ν∗
e >> ν∗

0 ) where

T T
e = TU

e

(
ν∗0
ν∗e

)2
. The first regime corresponds to the assumption we made

considering the temperature constant along the field line and does not affect the

SSF model parallel dynamics description. The second one has to be taken into

account when the density increases.

The upstream to target temperature ratio impacts the parallel coefficients in the

vorticity equation σΦ
∥ and in the continuity equation σn

∥ . The first one results from

the Boltzmann description of the electrons :

σ∥

(
1− e

(ΛTU
e −U)
TT
e

)
≈ σ∥

TU
e

T T
e

Ũ

TU
e

= σ∥
TU
e

T T
e

Φ̃ (4.11)

Then, the parallel loss rate comes from the integral on the parallel direction of

the parallel gradient of the parallel current divided by the density : 1
2L∥

∫ +L∥
−L∥

∇∥j∥
n

=

1
2L∥

([
j∥/n

]+L∥
−L∥
−
∫ +L∥
−L∥

dl∥j∥∇∥n
−1
)

. Considering the Boussinesq assumption,

this term is equal to the parallel current divided by the density at the targets.

This consideration is supported by the fact that in the case of a limited discharge,

the density remains constant along the field lines excepted close to the targets.

This assumption is also supported in the case of the 3-point model which will

be detailed later in this section because we consider the X-point conditions as

boundaries for our integrals. The density is expected constant from the stag-

nation point to the X-point location due to the absence of source or sinks. This

consideration for the boundaries of the parallel integral leads to the following
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parallel loss rate expression.

σ∥ = σ0
∥

(
TU
e

T T
e

)−1/2

(4.12)

where σ0
∥ is the rate in sheath regime. We finally obtain the expressions for the

parallel loss rates :

σn
∥ = σ0

∥

(
TU
e

T T
e

)−1/2

(4.13)

σΦ
∥ = σ0

∥

(
TU
e

T T
e

)1/2

(4.14)

Introducing these scalings in the SF model SOL predictions for the transport

observables and dominant mode leads to the following expressions in terms of

the sheath regime predictions characterised by a nought index:

λ = λ0

(
TU
e

T T
e

)1/11

(4.15)

k0 = k0,0

(
TU
e

T T
e

)3/11

(4.16)

σn

< n >
=
( σn

< n >

)
0

(
TU
e

T T
e

)−5/22

(4.17)

σΦ

Te

=

(
σΦ

Te

)
0

(
TU
e

T T
e

)−10/11

(4.18)

These predictions are in agreement with 3D simulation results concerning the

decrease of the fluctuation levels and the increase of SOL width predictions

[161]. Also, this result is in agreement with the observations concerning the

density shoulder. The evolutions of the SOL width, the fluctuation level, the

ratio of the target temperature over the upstream one, the control parameters

of the model and the normalised collisionality ν∗
e/ν

∗
0 with the power crossing the

separatrix and the upstream separatrix density are presented figure 4.4. Here

we supposed that the density decay length is a third of the SF model predictions

as in WEST and λq = 0.5λn as in Tore Supra. The main plasma parameters are

the WEST typical ones. Interestingly, the non-normalised SOL width increase for

the high densities is reduced by the decrease of the Larmor radius. The parallel

loss rate of the potential increases with the density due to the decrease of the

target temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of a) the density decay length, b) the dominant mode, c) the
normalised density decay length, d) the density and potential fluctuation level, e)
the parallel loss rates, f) the curvature drive coefficient, g) the normalised colli-
sionality and h) the target to upstream temperatures with the upstream density
for different values of the power crossing the separatrix

This model does not make the separation between the upstream SOL and the

diverted region which should be done in the presence of a strong ionisation

source in the diverted SOL volume. To be consistent with the SF paradigm,

we chose to apply the field line average to the upstream SOL with the X-point
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conditions as boundary conditions. To express the parallel loss rate we need to

estimate the parallel current perturbation at the X-point position. To that end, we

will consider the perturbations of this current at the X-point location, the Ohm’s

law and the sheath potential imposed by the target.

j̃X∥ = j̃X∥ (4.19)

= σ
Φ̃X − Φ̃T

LXT
∥

(4.20)

= enT
e C

T
s

(
1− e

Λ−Φ

TT
e

)
(4.21)

with the conductivity σ = 0.51nT
e Z2e2

meνe
. From that, one can drive the expression of

the perturbation of the parallel current at the X-point.

j̃X∥ = ZenT
e C

T
s

Φ̃X

T T
e

× 1

1 +
0.51LXT

∥ νeCT
s

v2th,e

(4.22)

This last equation leads to the expression of the parallel loss parameter in the

vorticity equation :

σΦ
∥ =

ρs
LUX
∥

(
TU
e

T T
e

)1/2

× 1

1 +
0.51LXT

∥ νeCT
s

v2th,e

(4.23)

From this equation we can see that if we are not in a high recycling regime,

TU
e ≈ T T

e and the collisionality is low such as the parallel loss parameter is

the same as the one used originally with the simple approach for the parallel

dynamics.

To determine the SOL width with the SF model, the continuity equation is

considered upstream and we have another parallel loss parameter for the

density σn
∥ = ρs

LUX
∥

ZenX
e

nU
e
CX

s MX due to the mean flow. The SSF model is

now depending on target, upstream and X-point conditions which have to be

determined. To that end, the same framework as the one considered for the 2-pt

model is invoked using conservation equations. We have to add to the system

of variables (nU
e , T

U
e , nT

e , T
T
e ) new variables representing the conditions close to

the X-point (nX
e , T

X
e ,MX) with MX =

V X
∥

CX
s

the Mach number close to the X-point.
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We will also introduce the ionisation parameter αR representing the fraction of

target particle flux ionised in the divertor leg volume. This parameter will contain

neutral physics such as neutral sputtering from targets, the ratio between the

neutrals mean free path and the distance from the target to the bulk plasma.

The details of the evaluation of this parameter will be discussed later in this

section.

The power balance equation is still valid since we consider no ionisation in the

upstream SOL. Consequently, the heat flux through the separatrix is transported

to the X-point.

qX = q0 =
PSOL

4πRλq
ϵκ
qcyl

(4.24)

The power flux towards the X-point will then be dissipated by two phenomena:

1) the sheath transmission at the target γeT T
e n

T
e C

T
s and 2) the ionisation power

losses eEiαRn
T
e C

T
s with Ei ≥ 13.6eV the energy losses at each ionisation in eV.

This value is generally higher than the ionisation energy of the Deuterium.

q0 =
(
γeT T

e + eEiαR

)
nT
e C

T
s (4.25)

We also consider power heat fluxes carried by conduction and not by convection.

The convective contribution is also neglected in this model since we are inter-

ested in the effects at high density and high temperature parallel gradients. We

consider conduction between upstream and X-point (it assumes that the ionisa-

tion in the leg is important enough to cool down X-point temperature and to lead

to a domination of conductive transport). This cooling down is also assumed to

be such as temperature is not to strong to have a high temperature step between

X-point and target to stay in a conductive regime.

q0 =
2

7
κ0

(
TU
e

)7/2 − (TX
e

)7/2
LUX
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(4.26)

q0 =
2

7
κ0

(
TX
e

)7/2 − (T T
e

)7/2
LXT
∥

(4.27)

As it is the case for the total energy, the momentum flux going from X-point
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nX
e C

X
s MX towards the target plate is partially lost by ionisation in the divertor

leg. The balance equation can be written as:

nX
e C

X
s MX = (1− αR)n

T
e C

T
s (4.28)

Finally the last equations considered here are the total pressure conservation

along the field lines as presented for the 2-pt model but now with the total pres-

sure at the X-point.

nU
e T

U
e = 2nT

e T
T
e (4.29)

2nT
e T

T
e =

(
1 +MX2

)
nX
e T

X
e (4.30)

Only the ionisation parameter remains unknown. It represents the fraction of

neutrals ionised in the divertor leg volume. Consequently, it is a function of the

ratio of the neutrals mean free path λmfp and the poloidal length of the leg Lpol.

It should be 1 if λmfp is much lower than Lpol and it will lower with the increase of

λmfp. In this study we decided to choose an inverse tangent of λmfp

Lpol
as a function

to determine αR.

αR = 1− 2

π
arctan

(
λmfp

Lpol

)
(4.31)

We chose the factor 2
π

in order to have half of the neutrals ionized in the divertor

leg when the mean free path is as long as the poloidal length of the leg which

could be the case when we consider Gaussian distribution of mean free paths.

We could choose functions as (1+xa)b with b < 0 but for low values of a or b there

is not so much difference in the results. This simple approach is a zero-order

model and much complex considerations such as anisotropy of target sputtering

or neutral transport in the main chamber are not considered.

The neutrals mean free path still remains non-determined. We obtain it thanks

to a simple model consisting in giving to the neutrals a fraction of the ions going

towards the target Vn = αV nC
T
s and then considering the cross section for the

ionisation of hydrogen isotopes < σH,i > in m3s−1.

λmfp =
αV nC

T
s

nT
e < σH,i >

(4.32)
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the evolution of αR with λmfp

Lpol

Two particular cases stem from this model. In the case where αR → 0,

the ionisation in the divertor leg is very low. It could be due to low divertor

density/collisionality, too short λq (leading to to much heat flux and hot divertor

leg), too much power going in SOL (too hot divertor leg again) or too short

divertor leg (or limited discharge). The temperature at the X-point will be close

to the one at the target and so the Mach number at the X-point will be one and

the conditions at the target are displaced to the X-point leading to a limited-like

discharge in sheath limited regime. The case where αR → 1 corresponds to the

very high recycling regime where the temperature at the target is going down

due to the high ionisation rate (high density) in the divertor. It should go to

the detachment regime but we do not model this phenomenon with this model

because detachment is a very local phenomenon at the target.

After a few algebra, the 3-pt model set of equations can be rewritten as expres-

sions of all the unknown quantities in terms of the ratio of the target over the
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upstream temperature X = TT
e

TX
e

and an equation only depending on this ratio.

MX = f1 (X) =
X1/2

1− αR

[
1−

√
1− (1− αR)2X−1

]
(4.33)

nX
e = f2 = nU

e

[
1 +

LUX
∥

LXT
∥

(
1−X7/2

)]2/7
1 + f1 (X)2

(4.34)

nT
e = f3 (X) =

f2 (X)

2

1 + f1 (X)2

X
(4.35)

TU
e

TX
e

= f4 (X) =
2f3 (X)

nu
e

X (4.36)

T T
e = f5 (X) (4.37)

X3 = f5 (X)3
2

7

(1− αR)κ0

LXT
∥ f1 (X) f2 (X)

√
mi

Ze (1 + α)

(
1−X7/2

) 1

γef5 (X) + EiαR

(4.38)

With T T
e = f5 (X), the real and positive solution of

T T
e

3
+ 2βT T

e

2
+ β2T T

e = δ (4.39)

β =
EiαR

γ
(4.40)

δ =
q20mi

f3 (X)2 Zγ2e3 (1 + α)
(4.41)

The coupling of this set of equation with the SF model is non linear due to the

cross dependencies of the SOL width with the ionisation parameter and the

different conditions at the 3 positions considered. In order to find a solution, we

built a convergence algorithm solving step by step the system as following : 1)

solve equation (4.38), 2) introduce X in the expression of all the parameters,

3) estimate αR, 4) determine λq, 5) solve again equation (4.38) and do it again

making a loop until it converges.

In order to compare the predictions of the SSF model coupled with the 3-pt and

the 2-pt model we scanned the upstream density at a constant power crossing

the separatrix (Psep = 2.1MW ). Figure 4.6 shows three target condition regimes

: 1) and 2) are the sheath limited and the high recycling regimes similar to the

one obtained from the 2-pt model and 3) a new regime due to the increase of

the resistivity in the divertor leg. This last regime is characterised by a strong
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decrease of the parallel loss coefficient for the potential leading to an increase

of the radial flux and of the density decay length. This point could be the origin

of the density shoulder.

Figure 4.6: Evolution with the upstream density of a) the density decay length,
b) the parallel losses coefficient σ∥ and c) the curvature drive coefficient.

In order to study if this trend could be comparable to density shoulder behaviour,

we managed a scan in plasma current in JET-like discharge as it has been

experimentally done in [67]. We imposed a power crossing the separatrix of

Psep = 1.7MW and an upstream density of nU
e = 0.8 × 1019m−3. It results in

a strong decrease of the density decay length when the plasma current is in-

creased. This corresponds to a loss of the density shoulder (see figure 4.7).

This regime due to resistivity could be also responsible of density limits consist-
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Figure 4.7: Left : Experimental radial profiles of the electron density measured
in JET at different values of plasma current (from [67]).Right : Evolution of the
density decay length with the plasma current predicted by the SSF model cou-
pled with the 3pt model in JET-like discharge comparable to [67].

ing in violent plasma endings. Indeed, further increase of the upstream density

leads to a strong and non-linear increase of the matter radial flux leading to

an end of the discharge. This occurs when the resistive part of the parallel

loss rate is high enough
0.51LXT

∥ νeCT
s

vTth,e
∝

LXT
∥ nT

e

TT
e

>> 1. This last point shows

that if we increase the ratio between the particle mean free path vth,e/νe over

the reconnection length, we will reach the threshold in density as observed

experimentally [184]. Inclusion of these effects in a transport code could help to

emphasise the dynamics of such phenomena.

Another description of the parallel losses comes from the plasma resistivity in

the main SOL. Indeed, if we consider that the plasma exhibits a high enough

resitivity in the main SOL volume, the potential structure will have parallel gra-

dient occurring on lower scales than the parallel reconnection length. If this

condition leads to a disconnection of the filaments from the sheath targets, we

could write the parallel loss rate as a resistive one given by the expression

σr
|| = mi

me

ω
νee

ρ2sk
2
∥ ≈

mi

me

ω
νee

ρ2s (πqR)−2. Comparing this scaling to the ones pre-

dicted by the TOKAM2D or the 2-pt and 3-pt models coupled with the SSF model

shows that, in current tokamak conditions, the plasma resistive loss rate is one

order of magnitude lower than the sheath resistive one. This description could

be more adapted to closed field lines where only modes with vortices which do

not short-circuited themselves in the high-field side region can survive. In the

end, even if the parallel loss rate expression in closed field line considered in
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the previous sections did not take into account such resistive effects, the model

dependencies in control parameters would remain the same.

4.3 Impact of the phase shift between potential

and density fluctuations on the model predic-

tions

As mentioned in this manuscript, we considered that the phase shift between

density and potential structures is equal to the ideal interchange case one which

is π/2. This phase shift impacts our model predictions towards two effects. The

first impact comes from the curvature driving term as it can be seen in equation

(3.7). The curvature term will be proportional to the sinus of the phase shift

which lowers when the phase shift decreases from π/2. This dependency can

be included in the curvature drive parameter g motivating the use of the radial

envelope function in the 1DCIS code. The second impact of this phase shift is

directly in the calculations of the radial flux (see equation 3.36). Again the radial

flux will be directly proportional to the sinus of the phase shift. Combining both

effects leads to the following scalings of the flux and the fluctuation levels :

Γr

< n >
∝ sin (φ)7/4 (4.42)

σn

< n >
∝ sin (φ)1/8 (4.43)

σΦ

Te

∝ sin (φ)7/8 (4.44)

In the scrape-off layer, the SOL width resulting from the balance of the radial flux

and parallel flux, this effect should impact also the density decay length in the

same way as for the radial flux.

λ =
Γr

< n > σ∥
∝ sin (φ)7/11 (4.45)

From this scaling, we can deduce that the phase shift observed in the simulations

(φ = π/3) would lead to less than 10% decrease of the model prediction which is

negligible. It is worth noting that in this approach, we only considered a phase

shift between the modes which is the same for all the modes. More complex

dependencies should come from a spectrum of this phase shift and it is beyond
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the scope of this work.

4.4 Impact of the geometry on the curvature drive

coefficient g

The plasma shaping can also contribute to the SOL features. Especially, it has

been observed experimentally that both elongation [71] and triangularity [70] can

affect the SOL width. Increasing the elongation leads to a decrease of the SOL

width as well as if the triangularity is increased. Negative triangularity does not

seem to impact much the SOL width [70]. In the framework of the SF model, we

study the impact of the elongation and the triangularity on the curvature drive

coefficient g. To that end, synthetic equilibria in limited geometry with varying

elongation and triangularity were built based on the analytical description of the

flux surfaces [185, 186].

R = R0 +∆sh + r cos (θ arcsin (δ) sin (θ)) (4.46)

Z = Z0 + rκ sin (θ) (4.47)

with R0 and Z0 the major radius and the height of the magnetic axis, ∆sh = a2/R0

is the Shafranov shift, κ is the elongation and δ is the triangularity. This ana-

lytical equilibrium can reproduce the features of plasma shaping excepted the

flux expansion which could be important in the cases of high elongation, high

triangularity or diverted equilibria.

A scan of the elongation and triangularity values has been managed in the

ranges κ ∈ [1− 1.6] and δ ∈ [−0.4− 0.4]. We considered WEST-like discharges

with a major radius of R = 2.5m, a minor radius of a = 0.5m, a magnetic field

amplitude of B = 3.7T and a safety factor parabolic profile going from 1 at the

magnetic axis to 3 at the separatrix. Examples of the resulting 2D maps of the

magnetic equilibria are given figure 4.8. From these equilibria, we can measure

the deformation of a flux tube at different poloidal positions following the field

lines of its contour. From these deformations, we can measure the poloidal

and radial wavenumbers variation at the different poloidal positions as well as

the scalar product of the structure orientation and the toroidal magnetic field

gradient. Averaging this scalar product on the parallel direction leads to the
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Figure 4.8: Magnetic equilibrum from the analytical expressions (4.46,4.47) for
different values of elongation and triangularity. The red lines correspond to the
separatrix contours.

determination of the numerical coefficient G0 in the curvature drive coefficient

expression. The measure of the radial wavenumber will be discussed in the

next section. In this contribution, we followed flux tubes of 5mm width situated

at 1cm from the separatrix in the SOL at the low field side midplane. This flux

tube size corresponds to almost 10− 15ρs which is of the order of the size of the

k0 mode estimation in tokamak scrape-off layers.

Starting by the impact of the elongation on the curvature drive coefficient, we

plotted the poloidal profile of the scalar product between the flux tube orien-

tation and the toroidal magnetic field gradient (see figure 4.9 a) et b)). This

figure shows that the elongation is responsible of a decrease of the curvature

drive of the instability. This observation is in qualitative agreement with the ex-

perimental observations in TCV [71]. We also see that the analytical scaling

G0(θ) = cos (θ − arctan (ŝθ)) used for the estimation of g in circular geometry is

recovered by this method.

Then, we applied the same approach to the triangularity scan (see figure 4.9 c)

and d)). The increase of triangularity leads to a decrease of the cuvrature drive
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Figure 4.9: Poloidal profile of the curvature drive coefficient amplitude G0 for a)
different elongations and c) different triangularities. Evolution of the averaged
curvature drive coefficient amplitude < G0 > with b) the elongation and d) the
triangularity.

and the negative triangularities lead to higher values. This is coherent with the

experimental observations of [70].

Nevertheless, comparing the curvature drive coefficient amplitude < G0 > to the

one in the circular case < G0(κ = 1, δ = 0) > shows a low deviation reaching at

the maximum 15% (see figure 4.10) which is not able to explain the experimental

observations from [70, 71]. The absence of flux expansion could be responsible

of this low deviation and we expect that the effects emphasised here would be

enhanced considering the flux expansion.

Finally, in order to understand the impact of the diverted configuration on the

curvature drive coefficient, we built an equilibrium from the analytical expres-

sion from [177]. The resulting poloidal profile bounded by the X-point position of

the curvature drive coefficient amplitude appears very different from the one ob-

tained in inner wall limited discharges (see figure 4.11). The resulting amplitude

from the averaged curvature drive is 0.43 which is three times lower than the one

in inner-wall limited discharges. This discrepancy leads to a lowering of the SOL

width of almost 30%. This could be a part of the explanation of the SOL width

lowering in diverted geometry.
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the curvature drive amplitude < G0 > normalised to
the one in the circular case < G0(κ = 1, δ = 0) > with the elongation and the
triangularity.

Figure 4.11: Left : Magnetic equilibrium in analytic diverted geometry from [177].
Red line represents the separatrix contour. Right : Curvature drive coefficient
amplitude < G0 > poloidal profile.

4.5 Impact of the plasma shaping on the structure

tilt

The scan of triangularity and elongation values can also be used to study the

impact of plasma shaping on turbulence magnetic shear induced tilt measuring

the flux tube inclination. The resulting evolutions of the poloidal profiles of flux

tube tilt with the elongation and the triangularity is given figure 4.12. We clearly

observe that both triangularity and elongation do not impact significantly the

poloidal average of the flux tube tilt. Nevertheless, the elongation seems to

strongly impact the tilt close in the high field side region.

On the other hand, applying the same method to the diverted analytical equilib-

rium leads to slightly different poloidal profiles (see figure 4.13). The difference
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Figure 4.12: Left : Poloidal profiles of the flux tube tilt for different elongation
amplitudes. Right : Poloidal profiles of the flux tube tilt for different triangularity
amplitudes.

comes from the strong tilt due to the X-point presence.

Figure 4.13: Poloidal profiles of the flux tube tilt in limited (blue line) and diverted
geometry (red line).

Considering modes of wavenumber kρs = 0.1 at the low field side midplane and

the strong tilt of the flux tube due to the X-point presence leads to values of

wavenumbers close to 1. This value could be even higher with a better resolu-

tion of the equilibrium close to the X-point. At these values the modes do not

have a physical meaning because their size are going under the Larmor radius.

Damping phenomena should occur at such spatial scales. This point would jus-

tify the choice of cutting the poloidal distribution of the radial wavenumber at the

X-point position for the determination of the averaged radial wavenumber used

in the flow generation model. This method leads to tilts of around 0.5 leading to

lowering of the SOL width of 15%. Considering the lowering due to the curvature

drive coefficient amplitude and a parallel reconnection length from the midplane

to the target equal to L∥ = π
2
qR + Lleg, we obtain a final lowering of the SOL
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width of almost 60% which is not so far from the 66% obtained from Tore Supra

to WEST experimental observations. These considerations could explain the

discrepancies between the SOL width values observed in limited and diverted

discharges while keeping the same dependencies in the plasma parameters.

4.6 Impact of the electromagnetic effects on the

SOL transport amplitude

In future devices, such as ITER, the separatrix plasma conditions could lead to

the occurrence of electromagnetic effects. These effects would lead to a change

in the parallel dynamics. Simulations of filament motion with and without elec-

tromagnetic considerations leads to a diminution of the parallel loss rate for the

potential, increasing the filament growth and velocity [187]. The electromagnetic

description of the turbulence is beyond the scope of this work but an attempt to

include some features could be done considering the parallel transport descrip-

tion. Indeed, the collisionality in the divertor increases when the pressure in the

leg increases leading to a possible change from electrostatic to electromagnetic

parallel transport. This would be characterised by a change in the parallel veloc-

ity of transport from the electron thermal velocity to the Alfvén one. This point

would change the parallel loss rate replacing the electron thermal velocity by the

Alfvén one vA =
√

B2

4πnemi
in the resistive contribution to the parallel loss rate.

σΦ
∥ =

ρs
LUX
∥

(
TU
e

T T
e

)1/2

× 1

1 +
0.51LXT

∥ νeCT
s

v2A

(4.48)

This would lead to an increase of the resistive term of the order of the ratio
vth,e
vA
≈ 300 leading to a strong decrease of the loss rate as for the case of in-

creasing density in the 3pt model. This behaviour could also explain the obser-

vations in ASDEX-Upgrade in terms of parameter space. Indeed, in this study,

the density limit assessment is attributed to the transition from electrostatic to

electromagnetic turbulence[188]. Further investigations are needed to adjudi-

cate on this point.
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4.7 Global confinement features from a generic

flux model

The SF model is a transport model based on a spectral description of the tur-

bulence. Assuming that the model is able to recover the main physics respon-

sible of the transport, we can estimate the stored energy of a discharge 3
2
neeTe

from the flux predictions. Considering a typical gradient length of this order of

the minor radius a, we can estimate the stored energy from the power balance

equation.

Psep = ΓSF
r CsTeS (4.49)

with S = 4πRa the plasma surface in circular geometry. From this expression we

can estimate a confinement time of the energy τE given by the ratio of the stored

energy over the injected power.

τE = 0.007ατ n
0.6
e,19B[T ]0.6IP [MA]0.2Psep[MW ]−0.6R[m]2.8

( a
R

)1.9
A0.2 (4.50)

with ne,19 the density in 1019m−3 and ατ a coefficient taking into account the miss-

ing physics in the model such as the radial evolution of the phase shift between

potential and density, the different amplitude of the potential parallel losses and

shearing effects. Strikingly, comparing this scaling with experimentally based

ones [176], shows a qualitative agreement in the exponents. In order to fur-

ther compare these scalings, we calculated the confinement times for different

devices from the synthetic database we used for the heat flux decay length esti-

mation detailed earlier in this manuscript (see section 4.1). Plotting the compar-

ison of the two predictions leads to a proportionality even if the dependencies

in the plasma parameters are different (see figure 4.14). This could be due to

cross correlations between plasma parameters. Here, an ατ coefficient of 8 is

needed to recover the experimental scaling amplitude. The proportionality be-

tween the two scalings of confinement time could indicate that the SF model is

able to recover the main transport features in a tokamak discharge considering

interchange driven turbulence.
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Figure 4.14: Left : Comparison between the predictions of the SF model and the
experimental scaling from [176] for the energy confinement time. Right : Same
comparison between the experimental data and the experimental scaling (from
[176]).

4.8 The link between the spectral model and blob

description

As mentioned in the state of the art of this chapter, the SOL transport is usually

characterised by filaments. These filaments exhibits an intermittent behaviour.

The model presented here is based on time averaged turbulent spectra. The link

between both description is not trivial. On the other hand, recent developments

based on statistical description of filament features has been managed [60].

Assuming that the main features of the turbulence come from the dominant

mode properties, we could estimate the mean value of the distribution functions

of the different filament features. Moreover, the momenta of those distribution

functions could be also estimated by summing the mode contributions as it has

been done in the model derived in this work to estimate the fluctuation levels.

The amplitude of the filaments would not be recovered by the SF model due to

the time average. However, we could only have an estimation of the product of

the mean filament amplitude times the duty cycle of the turbulence.

We could also consider the filaments as constructive interferences of modes de-

scribed by the SF model. This point of view is comparable to the one described

in [158] invoking such interferences to generate filaments from drift wave instabil-
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ities. Further investigations on how the modes could interfere to build filaments

should be managed.

4.9 Towards a 0D model for main confinement fea-

tures

The main objective of the transport modelling established here is to predict the

main confinement features of discharges only knowing the discharge parame-

ters. A first step has been carried with the 1DCIS model and the different geo-

metrical and collisional considerations impacts on the model predictions in this

work. Nevertheless, some uncertainties on turbulence features in the closed

field lines keep us from fully predicting the main confinement features. This

physics is the one included in the radial envelopes used in the 1DCIS code.

An interesting step would be the use of Artificial Intelligence to determine these

envelope features using neural networks. Establishing a database from the ex-

perimental data and inputting it in a learning system could lead to estimations of

the parametric dependencies of the coefficient of the modified hyperbolic tangent

used to build these envelopes. It would result in a 0D code able to reconstruct

global transport features such as the radial profiles and confinement times but

also the rotation profiles and the turbulence properties.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The magnetic fusion device performances are strongly dependent on the edge

particle and energy transport features since these fluxes constitute the main

losses of the confined plasma and dictates the heat and matter deposition

behaviour on the vessel wall. The origin of this transport is found in an important

turbulent activity across the boundary of the confined plasma region responsible

of this confinement degradation. Fortunately, this transport appears lowered in

increased confinement regimes. This turbulence mitigation is attributed to an in-

terplay with strongly sheared flows at the periphery of the plasma leading to the

build-up of a transport barrier. This barrier establishment is not fully understood

and represents one of the main research topics of the fusion domain. Moreover,

both turbulence behaviour and flow generation have been observed to be highly

impacted by the plasma shaping. These complex geometrical actuators being

very hard to model or to simulate, our main understanding of their effects comes

from experimental observations. These lacks of knowledge make difficult the

predictions for future devices such as ITER or DEMO leading to the use of

experimentally based scaling laws extracted from measurement in the current

tokamaks.

In this thesis, we investigate the edge turbulent transport description and

its interplay with edge flows. To that end, an experimental characterisation

and theoretical developments have been managed in order to better describe

both turbulence features and edge rotation profile establishment. From these

frames, we aimed at predicting particle deposition width, turbulence features

and flow generation mechanisms. In particular, we highlighted the strong

impact of the edge plasma conditions such as magnetic topology and density
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regimes on these different points. It results in an analytical model of turbulent

transport offering the ability of predicting all of these features finding quantitative

agreements with measurement in different devices such as TJ-K, WEST or Tore

Supra as well as with experimental scaling laws.

In the first instance, we managed an experimental characterisation of the SOL

turbulence features as well as the resulting transport using Langmuir probes in

Tore Supra. This diagnostic offers a good enough time resolution to characterise

transport observables such as fluctuation levels as well as the density exponen-

tially decaying radial profiles. This effort results in a database containing enough

statistics to validate model predictions made in this work. We also characterised

the rotation profiles at the periphery of the confined region with Doppler Back

Scattering measurements in the WEST tokamak. A systematic study of these

measurements in various conditions led to the highlight of the effects of heating

power injection, edge density and magnetic topology on the edge rotation radial

profiles amplitude and shapes. The most significant result coming from this

study is the strong effect of the plasma shaping, in particular the position of

the X-point (either at the top or the bottom of the plasma) on the presence and

the depth of a well in the profile responsible of the main local shearing rate

amplitude. Also, the first characterisations of H-mode assessment in WEST

have been documented in this thesis again showing impacts of the magnetic

topology on both the assessment to the increased confinement regime and the

confinement quality itself.

Then, a theoretical framework has been established based on time averaged

turbulent spectra of the electrostatic potential and the density in the case of

interchange turbulence. This paradigm offers an alternative description of

the edge turbulent features to the intermittent filamentary point of view. This

description includes the interplay of the turbulence with background sheared

flows through the turbulence saturation by the flow and the flow generation from

the turbulent Reynolds tensor. From this spectral model, we derived predictions

for the main transport observables such as the potential and density fluctuation

levels and the radial particle flux which are only depending on three parameters

: 1) the curvature drive g, 2) the parallel loss rate σ∥ due to the current flowing

through the sheath at the plasma-wall interaction area and 3) the shearing

rate σs. Applying this flux model in the opened field lines region results in a
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prediction of the SOL density decay length λ. The next step was the inclusion of

magnetic shear and shear layer width in the mode tilt model to build a relevant

model of turbulence mitigation and flow generation for the plasma periphery

region.

Next, this model is verified against a set of 2D flux-driven isothermal simulations

using the TOKAM2D code. It results in a quantitative agreement between the

mode tilt, the density and potential spectra as well as the transport observables

predictions against almost 25 simulations with and without background sheared

flows. We conclude on a successful verification of the analytical model. After-

wards, a step by step validation of the model against experimental measurement

has been achieved. First, the spectra predictions have been able to reproduce

the one measured in the TJ-K torsatron. Second, the transport observables

and turbulence features measured in Tore Supra are in quantitative agreement

with the model predictions. Finally, the impact of the magnetic topology on the

edge rotation profiles measured in WEST is recovered by a model based on the

competition between the turbulent flow generation and the neoclassical force

recalling the edge velocity towards the neoclassical predictions.

The SOL transport model derived in this thesis is based on simple considera-

tions of the magnetic geometry and density regimes. Nevertheless, it is able to

recover qualitatively the experimental scalings of the SOL width and the one

measured in WEST with an overestimation of their amplitudes. Furthermore,

the model predictions for the SOL width in H-mode of large future devices

(ITER and DEMO) are wider than the experimentally based even if we apply

a numerical lowering factor to the amplitude to recover the current device

measurement. Recent measurement of this SOL width in TCV appeared lower

than the established scaling which is also reproduced by the model predictions.

Another interesting point comes from the generic feature of the model which

allows to include more complex effects in the control parameters g and σ∥

such as impact of the magnetic geometry or the density regimes in the parallel

dynamics description. Considering the magnetic topology effects on the control

parameters results in the recovering of the lowering of the SOL width amplitude

occurring when the configuration goes from the limited to the diverted one. The

development of a 3-point model for the main conservation relations in the SOL

including a simple recycling description allows to include complex collisional
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physics offering the ability to recover experimental observations as density

shoulder.

The theoretical framework proposed in this work is a first step towards a 0D pre-

dictive model of the main confinement and power/particle exhaust features. At

the moment, some questions on the applicability of the model are still pending.

In particular, the application of the model to the confined region is questionable.

Indeed, even if the main instabilities occurring in tokamak plasmas are com-

ing from the interchange mechanisms, complex saturation mechanisms are not

taken into accounts such as mode coupling with trapped electrons in Trapped

Electron Modes turbulence. Also, the model being isothermal and electrostatic,

it neglects the contributions of temperature fluctuations as well as electromag-

netic effects which both play a critical role in the closed flux surfaces region.

Moreover, the parallel description proposed here is based on the presence of a

sheath at the plasma-wall interaction region boundary. In the closed field line

regions, resonance and collisional considerations should be involved in the par-

allel dynamics. However, applying the flux model to the confined plasma allows

to build a scaling of the energy confinement time in agreement with the one

based on experimental measurement across the overall panel of current mag-

netic devices. Assuming that the model is able to recover the main physics,

radial envelope functions for the control parameters could be estimated thanks

to neural networks to palliate this lack of knowledge and predict discharge prop-

erties from the plasma and machine parameters.
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Appendix A

Flux divergence ordering

We want to determine which term of the particle flux divergence is dominating

in the continuity equation. First, we consider that E × B and diamagnetic drift

velocities are first order perturbations due to their proportionality to simple gra-

dients of potential or pressure. The polarisation drift velocity being of second

order in perturbation, it can be neglected in the particle flux contributions. We

recall the drift velocities expressions in terms :

v⃗E×B =
E⃗ × B⃗

B2
(A.1)

v⃗∗ =
B⃗ × ∇⃗p
nqB2

(A.2)

v⃗pol =
−m
qB2

[
∂t + (v⃗E×B + v⃗∗) .∇⃗

]
∇⃗U (A.3)

where U is the electrostatic potential. The perpendicular particle flux divergence

reads :

∇⃗⊥ (n(v⃗E×B + v⃗∗)) = (v⃗E×B + v⃗∗) ∇⃗⊥n+ n∇⃗⊥ (v⃗E×B + v⃗∗) (A.4)

= v⃗E×B∇⃗⊥n+ n∇⃗⊥ (v⃗E×B + v⃗∗) (A.5)

In order to determine the hierarchy of importance of each term of the flux diver-

gence, we will compare it to the first term corresponding to the E ×B advection
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on the density gradient. To do it we will use the relation :

∇⃗.

(
∇⃗f × B⃗

B2

)
= ∇⃗ × ∇⃗f. B⃗

B2
− ∇⃗f.∇⃗

(
B⃗

B2

)
(A.6)

= −∇⃗f.∇⃗

(
B⃗

B2

)
(A.7)

= −∇⃗f.
(

1

B2
∇⃗ × B⃗ + B⃗ × ∇⃗

(
1

B2

))
(A.8)

(A.9)

Using Maxwell-Ampère’s law, we finally obtain :

∇⃗.

(
∇⃗f × B⃗

B2

)
= −B⃗.

(
∇⃗
(

1

B2

)
× ∇⃗f

)
− µ0

B2
j⃗.∇⃗f (A.10)

Both E×B and diamagnetic drift divergences can be written as eq:A.10. It leads

to the same demonstration for both term replacing the f function by U or either

by n (p in an isothermal model). Thus, using j⃗ × B⃗ = ∇⃗p we obtain:

∣∣∣∣∣n∇⃗⊥.v⃗E×B

v⃗E×B.∇⃗⊥n

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
nB⃗.

(
∇⃗
(

1
B2

)
× ∇⃗U

)
v⃗E×B.∇⃗⊥n

∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ µ0

B2 j⃗.∇⃗U
v⃗E×B.∇⃗⊥n

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.11)

≈
∣∣∣∣ n∇U/RB

n∇U/BLn

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣nµ0∇U∇p/R3

n∇U/BLn

∣∣∣∣ (A.12)

≈ Ln

R
+ β (A.13)

In a typical tokamak discharge Ln/R is about (1−10)×10−3 in the scrape-off layer

and β values are about (1−1000)×10−6. We can consider that the contributions

of the drift velocity divergences are negligible.



Appendix B

Curvature parameter G derivation
in circular geometry

We will consider toroidal concentric flux surfaces. We will calculate the field line

average of the curvature term in the case of inner-wall limited discharges. In this

case, the field lines go from the outer mid-plane to the targets situated at the

angles ±∆θ = ±π. In this case, the coordinates (r, α = qθ − φ) represent a field

line. We also define the curvilinear coordinate along this field line z =
∫ θ

0
Rq dθ′.

In the large aspect ratio limit (r/R0 << 1), we can write this coordinate as z ≈
qR0θ. Using this relation, we can change of coordinate system from the usual

system (r, θ, φ) to (r∗, α, z).


r∗ = r

α = qθ − φ

z = qR0θ

←→


r = r∗

θ = z/(qR0)

φ = z/R0 − α

The partial derivative in the usual coordinate system can be rewritten in terms of

the ones in the field line coordinates and of the magnetic shear ŝ = r
q
dq
dr

.
∂r = ∂r∗ +

ŝz
R0r∗

∂α + ŝz
r∗
∂z

∂θ = q∂α + qR0∂z

∂φ = −∂α

Considering r∗ and α constant along a field line, the average of a function A

along a field line of length 2L∥ = ∆θqR0 in the new coordinate system is given
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by :

< A >FL=
1

2∆θqR0

∫ ∆θqR0

−∆θqR0

Adz (B.1)

The field line averaged curvature term < [n,B−1] >FL can be deduced from the

partial derivatives, the major radius expression R = R0 + r cos (θ) and the ex-

pression (B.1). Considering that the density and its radial and poloidal gradients

are constant along the field lines (∂zn = 0, ∂z(∂rn) = 0 and ∂z(∂θn) = 0) so

q∂αn ≈ ∂θn and that the magnetic field amplitude is given by B = B0R0

R
, this

average results in :

<
[
n,B−1

]
>FL =

1

B0R0

< [n,R] >FL (B.2)

= − 1

B0R0

〈
sin (θ)∂r +

cos (θ)

r
∂θ

〉
FL

n (B.3)

= − 1

B0R0

〈
sin (θ)

(
∂r∗ +

ŝqθ

r∗
∂α

)
+

q cos (θ)

r∗
∂α

〉
FL

n (B.4)

=
1

B0R0r

(1 + ŝ) sin (∆θ)− ŝ∆θ cos (∆θ)

∆θ

q∂αn (B.5)

=
ŝ

B0R0r
q∂αn (B.6)

=
ŝ

B0R0r
∂θn (B.7)

We finally obtain that in the case of circular inner-wall limited discharges the

parameter G0 is equal to the magnetic shear.



Appendix C

Study of the impact of the viscous
and diffusive parameters on the
TOKAM2D simulations for the
model verification

The model developed in this work is based on a spectral approach of the

TOKAM2D equations. We assumed that the diffusive and the viscous terms,

characterised by the coefficient D and ν respectively, are negligible. Including

these effects in the equation of the SSF model leds to the following system :

∂t(k
2Φk) + k4Φk0Φk + νk4Φk = gkynk (C.1)

∂tnk + k2nkΦk +Dk2nk =
kyΦk

λ
(C.2)

We clearly see that the viscous term is negligible only if the coefficient ν is well

lower than the potential perturbation of the dominant mode which is responsible

of the turbulent viscosity. This condition is also valid for the diffusive term

considering that the modes of interest are close to the dominant mode. The

dominant mode potential perturbation Φk0 are of the order of 10−2. To avoid the

impact of the diffusive and viscous terms we imposed coefficients of the order

of 10−4.

In numerical simulations, these coefficients can be enhanced due to numerical

noise. Aiming at evaluating the effective values of these coefficients, we realised
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PARAMETERS ON THE TOKAM2D SIMULATIONS FOR THE MODEL

VERIFICATION

a dedicated simulation with the curvature drive and the parallel losses coefficient

g and σ∥ set at low values (10−9). We imposed a poloidal mode of wavenumber

ky = 0.15 and amplitude 10−3 on both potential and density maps (see figure C.1)

in order to study its amplitude time evolution. The mode wavenumber has been

chosen to be close to the typical k0 values in edge plasma. This evolution will

be characterised by decaying exponential with characteristic times τΦ =
(
νk2

y

)−1

and τn =
(
Dk2

y

)−1 for the potential and density perturbations respectively.

Figure C.1: 2D map of the density exhibiting the imposed mode ky = 0.15.

The simulation results do exhibit a time decaying exponential evolution of the

mode amplitude (see figure C.2) characterised by effective viscous and diffusive

coefficients νeff = 1.05×10−4 and Deff = 1.07×10−4 which are close to the ones

imposed to the code. Consequently, we can fairly consider that their impact is

negligible in our simulation results and that these simulations are relevant for the

model verification.

Figure C.2: Time evolution of the density and potential mode ky = 0.15 from the
simulation results showing the exponential fit applied to extract the effective ν
and D coefficients.



Appendix D

Extracting turbulence features and
transport observables from the
simulation results

In order to verify the model, we need to compare its predictions with simulation

quantities. This verification will be managed step by step. First, we will measure

the density decay lengths from the radial profiles. A characterisation of the struc-

ture tilt will then be exposed. Furthermore, turbulent poloidal spectra of potential

and density will be obtained applying Fourier transform to the simulation data.

We will interest particularly in the dominant mode features. Once the spectral

model is validated, a measuring method of fluctuation levels predicted by the

model will be shown.

D.1 Electrostatic potential, density and particle

flux radial profiles

TOKAM2D simulations are flux-driven. At the beginning the density map is ho-

mogeneous and the source starts to increase locally the density. This increase

creates a radial density gradient which reaches a threshold. At this point, tur-

bulence starts to develop enough to transport the matter further. This radial

transport is balanced by the parallel losses and it leads to a filling of the box

reaching an equilibrium. The data process applied in this work starts when this

equilibrium is reached. This point is achieved when the mean density in the box

is stationary (see figure D.1).
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OBSERVABLES FROM THE SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure D.1: Time evolution of the mean density in the simulation box

In order to describe the turbulence features with enough statistics, we keep

maps in steady-state on 1000 time steps with time steps high enough to

describe turbulent oscillations of the mean density.

Averaging the 2D maps on the poloidal direction and on the time window

defined above, we built radial profiles of potential, density and radial particle

flux normalised to the density < Γr > /< n >=< −n∂yΦ > /< n >. Examples

of these profiles in simulations with and without background sheared flow is

given in figure D.2. We can see that the potential imposed in the simulations

remains unchanged in average. The density profile exhibits an exponential

behaviour as expected. The radial flux is almost constant in a wide radial

range x ∈ [30 − 400]. It slightly decay at the high radial positions. This point

validates the local transport assumption ∂rΓr = −Γr/λ meaning that the only

radial dependency of the flux comes from the density profile. In order to build

averaged poloidal spectra, we chose radial intervals to apply poloidal Fourier

transform before averaging them. The radial interval in simulations without

shear is x ∈ [50 − 200] due to the constant feature of the normalised radial flux

and the distance from the buffer zone and particle source. In the simulations

with homogeneous background shear, we chose symmetric intervals around the

centre of the imposed potential profile (x ∈ [150−350]) to avoid possible impacts

of asymmetric flows σs(x − x0). The treatment used to build the spectra will be

detailed further in the manuscript (section D.2).

To evaluate the density decay lengths, exponential fit have been applied on the

density profiles in the radial interval defined above at each time step. Then,
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Figure D.2: Radial profiles from TOKAM2D simulations from the top to bottom :
electrostatic potential, density, particle flux, particle source. Blue lines represent
a case without shear ([g = 8× 10−4, σ∥ = 1× 10−4]) and red lines the same case
with a homogneous shear rate σs = 3 × 10−3. Black dashed lines corresponds
to the zone of spectra extraction in the case without shear whereas red dotted
lines corresponds to the one for the cases with shear. The green area at the
right boundary is the buffer zone.

the retained value of this decay length is the average of the measured values.

The standard deviation is chosen as an estimation of the uncertainties since the
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probability density function of the values of λ is close to a Gaussian distribution.

An example of these fits is given figure D.3. The obtained averaged value will

be compared to the model predictions in the attributed sections (sections 3.3.2.1

and 3.3.2.2).

Figure D.3: Radial profiles of the density in black lines. Fit with time averaged
decay length in full red line. Red dashed lines represent the profiles deviating
from the averaged decay length by a standard deviation. (g = 8 × 10−4, σ∥ =
1× 10−4, < λ >= 85 and σλ = 5.4

D.2 Poloidal spectra of the density and electro-

static potential

The SSF model is based on the prediction of the density and potential poloidal

spectra. The first step in the validation of the model is to verify that the model

recovers the spectra extracted from the simulations 2D map. The paradigm

of the model is based on time averaged spectra corresponding to a mean

turbulence. To follow this point of view, the poloidal spectra are measured in

the simulation in the radial intervals mentioned above and then, they are time

averaged. An example of the measured spectra is given figure 3.2 in a case

without background sheared flow. The grey areas represent the uncertainties

on the spectra at each poloidal wavenumber. The probability density function of

the spectra at each mode are not Gaussian-like but corresponds to flat curves.

The errorbars have been chosen as the maximum and minimum values at each

wavenumber.
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In order to verify the model against the whole database, comparison points have

been chosen as the dominant wave number k0 and the potential and density

perturbation Φk0 and nk0 represented by the red dot on figure 3.2. These values

are compared against the model predictions in the dedicated sections of this

manuscript (sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). The uncertainties on the potential

and density perturbations are described in the previous paragraph. Concerning

the uncertainty on the dominant mode wavenumber, it is imposed by the box

size of the simulation ∆ky =
2π
Ny

.

D.3 Structure tilt characterisation

In the case of turbulence plunged in a background sheared flow, the spectral

model needs the description of the tilt of the structure. This inclination has been

probed in the simulation results using two methods. The first one consists in a

2D Fourier transform and the second one is based on the radial variation of the

phase of the turbulent perturbations. Both are retained in the final database.

• 2D Fourier transform : We obtained 2D spectra applying a Fourier trans-

form in the radial and poloidal directions at all the time steps of the sim-

ulation results. Then we time averaged these 2D maps in wavenumbers

according to the SSF model paradigm. In the case of a simulation without

background sheared flow, this spectrum is composed of two lobes centered

on the kx axis. Introducing the background sheared flows leads to the tilt

of the structure which is observed on the 2D map in the Fourier space

(kx, ky) as an elongation of the lobe following a linear curve of slope given

by the tilt kx
ky

(see figure D.4). Aiming at measuring this tilt, two ways can be

used. First, extracting the value of the radial wavenumber corresponding

to the maximum value of the spectrum at a given poloidal wavenumber and

dividing it by the poloidal wavenumber. The second one is similar and con-

sists in fitting the radial spectrum with a function to extract the maximum

position. These two methods would give equivalent results but the second

one is hard to manage due to the complex shape of the spectrum in radial

wavenumber. The first method will be retained for the comparison with the

model predictions. Examples of (kx, ky) maps of the 2D Fourier transform

in the cases with and without background sheared flow are given figure

D.4. A radial spectrum is also given in example showing a complex shape.
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Interestingly, the potential and density 2D spectra exhibit different tilt with

a stronger tilt of the density spectrum. This could be due to a mode enve-

lope contribution nk = n0
kcos(Λx)cos(kxx + kyy + φk) giving an effective tilt

which is the sum of kx and Λx. Consequently, the relevant value of kx/ky
will come from the potential spectrum.

Figure D.4: a) 2D Fourier transform of the density without background sheared
flow, b) 2D Fourier transform of the potential without background sheared flow,
c) 2D Fourier transform of the density in presence of a background sheared
flow, d) 2D Fourier transform of the potential with background sheared flow and
e) kx spectrum of the potential with (black full line) and without (red dashed
line) shear at ky = 0.11. Vertical red lines represents the ky = 0 axis. Case
[g = 8× 10−4, σ∥ = 1× 10−4], σs = [0, 3]× 10−3.
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• Radial phase variation method : Another way to probe the tilt of the

modes is based on the spatial variation of the perturbation phase. Indeed,

the perturbation can be written as Φ̃ = Φ̃0e
i(kxx+kyy). Locally, the radial vari-

ation of the phase of the mode ky will be proportional to kx. The difference

between the phase at the position x + ∆x and the one at the position x

is kx∆x. Applying a poloidal Fourier transform and measuring the slope

of the radial variation of the phase is a direct measurement of the radial

wavenumber. This method will be constrained at the high values of the

poloidal wavenumber due to the fact that the structure of size lower than

the minimum poloidal step do not have physical meaning. Another con-

straint occurs at the low ky values. The wavenumbers of sizes higher than

a poloidal size will have too low values to measure a kx value which are

lower than the ky ones in our simulations. Averaging the ratio kx/ky in the

relevant range of poloidal will lead to a measure of the tilt of the mode and

will be compared to the model predictions. In order to have a good preci-

sion of this probing process, we time averaged the radial phase variation at

different position of the box and we averaged it on the positions for all the

poloidal modes. An example of the radial variation of the phase is given

figure D.5 underlying the linear feature of the radial profile of the phase.

Figure D.5: Radial variation of the perturbation phase of the ky = 0.27 mode
from the simulation results (blue dots) linearly fitted to get the radial wavenumber
value (red dashed line). Case [g = 8× 10−4, σ∥ = 1× 10−4], σs = 3× 10−3.
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D.4 Fluctuation levels measurement

Finally, the last transport observable predicted by the model are the potential

and density fluctuation levels. To extract it from the simulation results, we mea-

sured the standard deviations in time of both quantities in the radial intervals

defined earlier and in poloidal coordinates between 30 and 220. The fluctuation

level which will be compared to the model predictions is the average of these

values and the uncertainty is the standard deviation obtained from the 2D map.

This uncertainty is justified, as for the density decay length, by Gaussian-like

distribution functions.

Figure D.6: 2D maps of the fluctuation levels of density (left) and electrostatic
potential (right). Case [g = 2.6× 10−4, σ∥ = 1.05× 10−4, σs = 0]
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Ion and electron radial profiles
reconstruction

In order to apply the model of flow generation by the turbulence and input it into

the poloidal momentum conservation, we need to reconstruct electron and ion

temperature profiles. To that end, we constrained the parameters of modified

hyperbolic tangent with the experimental data. The electron temperature is con-

strained with the ECE data between ρ = 0.6 and ρ = 0.9 and by the temperature

at the separatrix given by the Langmuir probes. The ion temperature is con-

strained by the ion temperature at the separatrix corresponding to the one of the

electrons multiplied by a coefficient. The impact of this coefficient on the result-

ing profiles will be discussed later in this appendix. The ion temperature radial

profile is also constrained using the DBS velocity measurements. We assume

that under ρ = 0.95, the rotation profile is given by the neoclassical prediction.

This process leads to the ion and electron temperature profiles given figure 3.20.

Figure E.1 shows the comparison between the ECE data and the reconstructed

electron temperature profiles as well as the comparison between the neoclas-

sical prediction of the velocity from the ion temperature reconstruction against

velocity profiles from DBS reflectometry measurements. It shows that the re-

constructed profiles quantitatively agree with the experimental data except in

the case of low plasma current and USN configuration where the neoclassical

prediction of the velocity does not agree with the profile measured by DBS re-

flectometry. This last point will not be included in the validation of the model

prediction of flow generation by the turbulence.

The reconstruction of the temperature profiles is using a coefficient for the ratio

of the ion to the electron temperature at the separatrix. In order to understand
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Figure E.1: a)-d) Comparison of the edge rotation profiles measured by DBS
reflectometry against neoclassical prediction from the ion temperature profile
reconstruction. e)-h) Comparison of the edge temperature profiles measured
with the ECE system and the electron temperature profiles reconstructed. The
different figures correspond to different plasma current in USN (WEST #55622)
and LSN (WEST #55732) configurations.

its impact on the profile reconstruction, we managed a scan in the range of ex-

perimental values Ti/Te ∈ [1− 2.5]. The resulting temperature profiles are given

figure E.2. This scan gives an estimation of the uncertainty on the reconstruction
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of the ion temperature profiles. We observe a vertical shift of the profiles towards

the increasing values (increase of 10% between the minimum and the maximum

ion to electron temperature ratio value at the separatrix) when the temperature

ratio is increased at the separatrix. The profiles shape remains conserved ex-

cept in certain cases at low temperature ratio at the separatrix. It is probably

due to a starting parameter range for the regression which is not wide enough.

Nevertheless, in the case of the comparison managed in this work, this starting

parameter range is wide enough, the Ti/Te ratio is high enough and the values

around are also coherent.
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Figure E.2: a)-d) Ion temperature profiles reconstructed at different ion to elec-
tron temperature ratio in LSN (WEST #55732). e)-h) Ion temperature profiles re-
constructed at different ion to electron temperature ratio in USN (WEST #55622).
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Titre : Pousser la physique des barrières de transport jusqu’au mur : comment les conditions aux limites impactent-elles le confinement dans les tokamaks?

Mots clés : fusion nucléaire, tokamaks, turbulence plasma, barrières de transport, géométrie magnétique

Résumé : Ce travail est dédié à la compréhension de la formation des
barrières de transport à la périphérie des plasmas de fusion confinés par
champ magnétique. Deux axes principaux ont été suivis. Une caractérisation
expérimentale des profils de rotation par réflectométrie Doppler a été ef-
fectuée dans le tokamak WEST en parallèle du développement d’un modèle
de transport impliquant une description spectrale de la turbulence et de son
interaction avec des écoulements cisaillés. Cette étude est appliquée à la
région de bord faisant la jonction entre le plasma de coeur où ont lieu les
réactions de fusion et la région d’interaction avec la paroi où le plasma
dépose les particules et l’énergie sur le mur. L’établissement de barrières
de transport dans cette région est attribué à la génération d’un écoulement
fortement cisaillé atténuant la turbulence. Les observations expérimentales
montrent que cet établissement est sensible aux conditions du plasma de
bord notamment à la configuration magnétique, tels que la présence et la
position d’un point X (point où le champ magnétique poloı̈dal est nul) ainsi
qu’à l’amplitude de la densité locale.
Une caractérisation expérimentale des profils de rotation au bord du plasma
dans des conditions variées montre les impacts de l’injection de puissance
de chauffage, de la configuration magnétique ainsi que de la densité sur
l’amplitude et la forme des profils. En particulier, la topologie magnétique, au
travers de la position du point X, en haut ou en bas du plasma, est à l’ori-
gine de l’absence ou de la présence d’un puit dans le profil. Cette différence
s’estompe lorsque le courant plasma est augmenté. De plus, les premières
études de l’accès à un mode de confinement amélioré dans WEST mettent
en évidence des profils de rotation records. De manière intéressante, la confi-
guration point X haut, usuellement défavorable à la transition, présente des
profondeurs de puit plus importantes que dans la configuration symétrique

en présentant cependant un gradient moins fort des profils de densité.
Dans l’objectif de comprendre ces observations, une approche théorique a
été développée pour décrire à la fois la turbulence et son interaction avec des
écoulements cisaillés. Une approche spectrale a été appliquée aux équations
décrivant la turbulence d’interchange plongée dans un écoulement de fond
cisaillé. Ce point de départ permet de prédire à la fois des observables du
transport (flux, niveaux de fluctuation) et le tenseur de Reynolds permettant
la génération d’écoulement. Appliquée à la zone d’interaction avec la paroi,
cette description permet de prédire les longueurs caractéristiques de dépôt
de particules sur le mur. De plus, ce modèle est suffisamment générique
pour permettre d’y inclure des effets plus complexes comme ceux de la col-
lisionalité et de la géométrie. En effet, il ne dépend que de trois paramètres
de contrôle : la courbure dépendant de la géométrie, la dynamique parallèle
aux lignes de champs qui est fonction de la géométrie et de la densité et l’in-
clinaison des structures par l’écoulement de fond cisaillé ou le cisaillement
magnétique. Ces effets sont étudiés au regard de l’impact de la forme du
plasma et de la densité sur ces paramètres. Ce modèle a été vérifié avec
des simulations 2D forcées par le flux avec des paramètres de contrôle dans
l’espace des valeurs mesurées dans l’expérience. De surcroı̂t, une compa-
raison des prédictions analytiques avec les mesures ont montré trois étapes
de validation : 1) les spectres turbulents mesurés dans le torsatron TJ-K sont
reproduits par les prédictions, 2) les propriétés de la turbulence ainsi que
les longueurs de décroissance des profils de densité mesurés dans Tore Su-
pra sont en accord quantitatif avec celles données par le modèle et 3) le
modèle de génération d’écoulement par la turbulence reproduit les obser-
vations expérimentales concernant l’impact de la géométrie et du courant
plasma.

Title : Pushing the physics of edge transport barriers towards the wall : how do boundary conditions impact confinement transitions in tokamaks?

Keywords : nuclear fusion, tokamaks, plasma turbulence, transport barriers, magnetic geometry

Abstract : This work deals with the understanding of transport barrier esta-
blishment in the edge of magnetically confined fusion plasmas. To that end,
two main axis were explored. First, an experimental characterisation of the
rotation profiles by Doppler Back-Scattering reflectometry (DBS) have been
performed in the WEST tokamak. On the other hand, a theoretical develop-
ment of transport models implying a spectral description of the turbulence
and its interplay with sheared flows have been developed. In fact, tokamak
plasmas can be decomposed in three regions of interest : a confined core re-
gion where the fusion reactions take place, a plasma-wall interaction region
where the plasma intercepts the wall leading to power and particle exhaust
and a transition region between the two firsts called edge region. The esta-
blishment of a transport barrier in this latter is attributed to the generation
of a strongly sheared flow leading to a mitigation of the turbulence. Experi-
mentally, the build up of the barrier appeared very sensitive to edge plasma
conditions such as the magnetic configuration, i.e. the existence and the po-
sition of an X-point (where the poloidal magnetic field is null) as well as edge
density amplitude.
An experimental characterisation of edge rotation profiles has been mana-
ged in various plasma conditions showing impacts of heating power injec-
tion, magnetic geometry and density on both profiles amplitude and shape.
In particular, the magnetic topology of the plasma appeared strongly influen-
cing the rotation behaviour. The X-point position, i. e. symmetrically in the
top or the bottom part of the plasma corresponding to the so-called unfavou-
rable and favourable configurations, induces the presence or the absence of
rotation well at the confined plasma boundary. This discrepancy becomes
blurred when the plasma current increases. Moreover, the first observations
of an increased confinement regime in the WEST tokamak show edge velo-
city records. Interestingly, a deeper well in the rotation profile is observed in

unfavourable configuration even if the density profile exhibits a sightly weaker
gradient at the edge (or a weaker pedestal).
Aiming at understanding these features, a theoretical development has been
derived to describe both transport and sheared flow/turbulence interplay. A
spectral approach of the edge turbulent equations led to a description of all
the features of the interchange turbulence plunged into a background shea-
red flow. From this starting point, a reconstruction of the principal transport
observables such as fluctuation levels, fluxes or flow generation through the
Reynolds stress creation is driven. Applied to the plasma-wall interaction re-
gion, this model gives predictions for particle exhaust characteristic width.
Interestingly, the model remains simple enough to include more complex
geometric and collisional effects. Indeed, this turbulence description only de-
pends on three control parameters : the curvature drive depending on the
geometry, the parallel dynamics features depending on both geometry and
density conditions and the structure tilt due to magnetic and background flow
shear. These effects are investigated and discussed regarding the impacts
of plasma shaping and edge density on these control parameters. Then, this
model has been verified against a broad set of 2D flux-driven simulations
with control parameters in the range of the experimental ones. Furthermore,
a comparison of the model predictions with experimental data revealed three
validation steps. First, the model recovers turbulent spectra measured in the
TJ-K torsatron. Then, comparing the predictions with turbulent features and
background density profile decay lengths measured with Langmuir probes
in Tore Supra results in a sound quantitative agreement. Finally, the model
of flow generation by the turbulence recovers the experimental observations
mentioned above concerning the impact of the magnetic geometry and the
plasma current.
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